IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MIREILLE TORJMAN
1143 Wrightswynde Ct
Wesley Chapel, FL 33543

Plaintiff

V.

Amy Gutmann, Chair Bioethics Committee
Office of President Univ of Penn
1 College Hall Room 100
Phila, PA 19104
and in HER OFFICIAL CAPACITY,

Carol Corillon, Committee on Human Rights
500 Fifth Street Suite K529
Washington, DC 20418
and in HER OFFICIAL CAPACITY,

President Harvey Fineberg, Institute of Medicine
500 Fifth Street 8th Floor
Washington, DC 20418
and IN HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY,

Diane E. Griffin Chair, National Academy of Science
Committee Science Technology Intelligence Professionals
500 Fifth Street DEPS 11-02 AFSB Room 905

CASE NO.:

TBD

Washington, DC 20418
and in HER OFFICIAL CAPACITY,

Cass Sunstein Room 10201
Office of Management and Budget
Remote Naval Station, Bldg 40 Door 123
250 Murray Lane SW
Washington, DC 20509
and in HIS OFFICIAL CAPACITY;

Defendants

___________________________________/

COMPLAINT

1. Plaintiff, Mireille Torjman hereby brings this action for the submissions of public comments pertaining to a
current investigation requested by President Obama regarding Electronic Warfare and torture on civilians. Plaintiff
is unable to verify or submit full evidence and proof including Science, climate, and nefarious abuse with torture,
corruption, and mind manipulation during DELAYS, exceeding recent Senate and Chief Joint Staff targets, and NSA
revelations worse then that of the CHURCH COMMISSION REPORTS. Related suits have been filed for
injunction relief and other allegations with attempts to save lives and was also provided for reference since last
year. There are 4,500 victims so far coming forward out of Millions, of wit on their mind control, thus body and
systematic psyops tactics. The remaining are unwitting ALL Americans and not limited to techniques, ills, or
sabotage, subsequently.
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
2. This case is about the electronic harassment, torture behind the spying surveillance, civil rights violations,
privacy, communications technology, and crimes of humanity, in use by the U.S. Intelligence Community, which has
been refused in completion by the defendants. This information is critical to investigations, and cooperation has
been impeded in numerous ways. Plaintiff has made exhausting efforts to provide assistance and save lives. New
evidence with VALOR is being impeded and is time sensitive. This includes ADDITIONAL hand written notations
on Doctor’s work previously published to assist fact findings of Plaintiff and discoveries since then which cannot be
overlooked. Plaintiff has been impeded for 5 years in numerous ways consciously and 3 unconsciously, by the
public and the uses of Synthetic Telepathy Remote Viewing Psychotronics Weapon of Mass Destruction. (Exhibits
A-1-23 and A-1-16)

Operation CHAOS and PIQUE admitted and covert mind controlled crimes, illnesses population control
-Directed Energy weapons Conspiracy in shadow taking us down!
Mind Control and Directed Energy Weapons cause and are responsible for MOST ILLNESSES, INDUCED
ERASURES & DELAYS IN YOUR LIFE! Misplacing your own items in trash, etc. Programmed MISFITS

playing mind games since milk carton missing children recruited by coercion called Handlers.
Secret Gov’t CointelPro has been responsible for much worse crimes and torture covertly and would never
sit on this kind of power with weapons nicely tucked away, even knowing that we are not threatened by
Russia and China’s Mind Control Weapons. (not launched) Sweepings with no radiation from enemies!
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MIREILLE TORJMAN

CASE NO.:

10-1211

Plaintiff
V.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS, et al.
935 Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest
Washington, DC 20535-0001;
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
Office of Public Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20505;
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
9800 Savage Road, Suite 6711
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6711;
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
600 E Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530;
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
1400 Defense Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-1400;
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
1000 Independence Ave
Washington, DC 20585;
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Defendants

COMPLAINT
1. Plaintiff, Mireille Torjman hereby brings this action for injunction relief, damages, and tort damages, FOIA, and
the right of review, based on personal knowledge and belief, as a victim and expert witness, to the serious
information provided, as to all other matters, as to which allegations Plaintiff, without doubt or delusion, will
provide proof, un-refuted evidence, overwhelming evidentiary support, witnesses, substantial facts, documents,

videos, records, research, and investigation that exists and disclosed to the press by NSA on item ¶ 15, and as
follows: (See also #25, 36, and services tab)
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
2. This case is about the wiretapping, surveillance, civil rights violations, privacy, communications technology, and
crimes of humanity, in use by the Intelligence Community. With the advanced technology unknown to most, of
shadow network of surveillance and spying, including, defendants are, transmitting, storing, tampering, and blocking
or intercepting the content of a significant portion of the Plaintiff’s phone calls, emails, instant messaging, text
messaging, Internet, Skype, electronic and wireless communications, and other communications harassment, both
internationally and domestic, including Plaintiff’s family and practically every American, for the past 4 years,
beginning on or about January 2007.
3. Plaintiff’s records will show communications are intercepted, manipulated, tampered with, stored, (data mining),
harassed, and impeded. Plaintiff will provide numerous and countless, emails hijacked, fabricated, UNREAD,
manipulated, deleted, including mail UPS, facsimile, and internet manipulations, since 2007. Plaintiff’s numerous
impeded electronic communications with all her service providers were debilitating to her work and she had no
resolve available from providers who were unable to detect or correct the situations. This includes manufactured
emails, phone calls, and government employee’s unwitting involvement. In 2008, Plaintiff was also accused legally
of false communications during her service with Qwest, by using wiretapped calls and disconnects to create false
records with her utilities company, including defamation to her character.
On information and belief, Whistle Blower Kay Griggs, Military wife of former Chief of Staff Lt. Col,
Black-Ops and underground she called“ Secret Societies”, was also harassed, impeded with and isolated, by
“COMMUNICATION CHAOS“ tactics that she called mind jabbing ,cut and paste, with automobile sabotages,
upon testifying, as same with Plaintiff’s various attempts and events.
4. Plaintiff is not delusional and has provided her records to DOJ in early 2009, with documents from many other
credible sources and whistle blowers. Plaintiff requests that the Russell Tice case and Articles below underlined
are read with disclosures being made as to her allegations, injunction relief, various separate counts, and tort
damages throughout. Plaintiff has demonstrated courage, risked her reputation, risked her life, and family’s,
and has been threatened, prior to receiving an anonymous email of the NSA article (below) in February 2009 and
retaliated against. Plaintiff tried to blow the whistle to the DA late 2007, and was not aware what NSA was or
government corruption, but knew she had to report what was going on; as quoted by Mr. Tice and others;
“Statement by NSA, is “THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG and WIRETAPPING SURVEILLANCE LOOK LIKE
SMALL POTATOES”. Most recently, Plaintiff was able to meet with the FBI in early 2010, and provided some
information for investigation by various FBI analysts. Plaintiff was impeded to testify at a NY senate hearing
in February 2009.
5. Plaintiff is suing defendants to enjoin their unlawful activities of all electronic communications, tangible and
intangible and all allegations below and to require the inventory and destruction of those that have already been
seized., and to obtain appropriate statutory, actual, and punitive damages, to deter future illegal activities. Plaintiff is
also suing for injunctive relief, personal injury tort and damages, the right of review, and FOIA records.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
6. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over the federal claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331, 18 U.S.C. § 2712,
and 5 U.S.C. § 702.
7. Plaintiffs are informed, believe and thereon allege that Defendants have sufficient contacts with this
district generally and, in particular, with the events herein alleged, that Defendants are subject to the exercise
of jurisdiction of this court over the person of such Defendants and that venue is proper in this judicial district
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391.
8. Plaintiff is informed, believe and thereon allege that a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims
herein alleged occurred in this district jurisdiction, and Defendants and/or agents of Defendants may be found in
this district, nationally, and internationally.

PARTIES
9. Plaintiff, Mireille Torjman is an intelligent native French speaking refugee from Marrakesh, Morocco. Plaintiff is
a divorced woman of 48 years of age and was an accountant for 25 years. Plaintiff comes from a religious
background, disciplined and educated, has spent 25 years in the Philadelphia area, currently staying in South
Florida.
10. Defendant Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) is an agency under the direction and control of the
Department of Justice and the Pentagon that investigates and protects the Nation with Programs of CointelPro
joined by CIA operating on U.S. Soil.
11. Defendant Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is an agency that protects the Country in first line of Defense and
collects information that reveals the plans, intentions and capabilities of our adversaries and provides the basis for
decision and action.
12. Defendant NSA Defendant National Security Agency (NSA) is an agency under the direction and control of the
Department of Defense that collects, processes, and disseminates foreign signals intelligence. It is responsible for
carrying out the Programs challenged herein.
13. Defendant United States is the United States of America, its departments, agencies, and entities. Including DOJ,
and Congresswoman Ginny Browne-Waite as the current Florida Congress Representative of the United States, who
Plaintiff attempted to warn on numerous occasions since early 2008 and Senator Bill Nelson, currently on
Florida’s Intelligence Committee. (Background #14-22 below)

ALLEGATIONS AND FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO ALL COUNTS
23. Plaintiff, in her Florida home, on or about January 2007, naive and without knowledge of corruptions, wars,
military weapons, or MKULTRA projects, was comatosed for 72 hours in her room and recruited for experimental
remote mind control ESPIONAGE, SEXUAL SLAVERY, AND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION, (Operation
MHCHAOS-brainwash). Plaintiff’s memory began to be wiped out daily and corrupted with new transmissions.
Plaintiff ran away TERRORIZED after being transmitted to start “THE PROCESS”, over time using the public to
trigger her anchors/transmissions. Plaintiff’s electronic communications began to be tampered with and impeded as
she began to her research and attempts to report this corruption and abuse of powers under the programs. During
Plaintiff’s travels around the world, Plaintiff was transmitted to keep daily copious notes of her torture for her
feedback. Plaintiff was attacked daily in International Airways and for no reason by UNREALIZED, innocent,
unwitting public of children, doctors, lawyers, animals, insects, untilher recent visit at the local FBI to whistle
blow these activities again. Plaintiff was held hostage in a food establishment in Nice when on her way to whistle
blow the information to other embassies. Plaintiff had crimes committed against her to keep her homeless and
hijacked her house contents numerous times to sabotage her life and impede her work and falsely detained upon
each attempt to report this. After already having been to the local FBI offices with this surveillance information, in
1996, Plaintiff was told “they were already on it” Plaintiff was terminated from her job the next morning and
chased down the turnpike to deter her until 2007. Plaintiff was transmitted to send a letter to FBI Director
Mueller, demanding to cease and invert her family in May of 2008 and was informed that it was too late as they
had already “gotten to him” and she would never be believed. Plaintiff, upon warnings and threats, and family
attacks, and brainwash, to stop her, was informed of, and demonstrated a doomed life called “obstacles, mishaps, or
bad luck” in their cult or “process”. One year later in February 2009, someone unknown sent Plaintiff an email of
the Russell Tice article and Plaintiff IMMEDIATELY drove to DC in April 2009 to talk with DOJ Officials and their
Attorneys. Plaintiff’s various computers and car batteries, zapped en route to DC, constant power outages and car
damages. Plaintiff’s “communication chaos” using NSA transmissions to the unwitting public were used to sabotage
her life, against her, and including her own Family isolating her into a remote cult of intelligence with physical
events called brainwash. In January 2010 Plaintiff was told her surveillance/spying recordings could be sold
overseas and that the FBI had joined forces with the Shadow Government to suppress her further and blaming the
FBI. Plaintiff’s “process” resembled what she found on u-tube in the 911 brainwashing process to the public of
Weapons of Mass Destruction (the opposite of most news reports). Media showing Halloween letters of “TERROR”
across our screens on 9/11/01, to induce fear unwittingly, on the public, and remarks of disgust from foreigners on
our media and culture were made. Plaintiff was to obey their commands as robots, and was jacketed (one against
the other with people) and kept isolated during the 4 year “process” coupled with threats, family, accidents,

psychological and physical harm, numerous illnesses, sabotage, bribes, and blackmail. Plaintiff was informed how
and when she and America were mind controlled since her arrival in 1971 and was able to confirm these discoveries
during the “process”. Plaintiff was, and is transmitted that they will stop if she does, and realizes today that was not
true. Plaintiff will show and established pattern of these surveillance projects and corruptions subsequently and in
relation to the Plaintiff’s claim.
Plaintiff called Lt. Col. Tom Beardon in 2007, and spoke to his wife as he was on a respirator, Kathleen Sullivan
(Mind Controlled CIA child whistleblower) who was frantic about nursing her husband with CANCER. Plaintiff
researched other retired government employees, victims, spies, using remote viewing and countless victims with the
same complaints and tactics used. With surveillance technology, spying, and the already disclosed NSA
Transmissions used for MKULTRA, projects are still operational and conducted by top secret, Q clearance on the
public. Plaintiff hereby makes these serious accusations against the United States Secret Government for the past 40
years on U.S. Soil.
“When even one American -who has done nothing wrong- is forced by fear to shut his mind and close his
mouth, then all Americans are in peril.” Harry S. Truman
In early 2008, after 25 years of being an accountant, and raised in the Mediterranean, Plaintiff purchased the
Non FDA device from a NASA physicist at $21,000.00 with Scalar waves, (Russian Woodpecker frequencies),
and Military Patents. Plaintiff became a certified practitioner to protect herself and attempt to de-program. Plaintiff
was intercepted by this HAARP and NSA’s SIG-INT Satellites, thus became a certified hypnotist trained in NLP
(Neuro-Linguistic Programming; CIA taught techniques, to deprogram. (Bandler and Grinder 1976) and (Project
Paperclip; Dr. Strughold Space Medicine 1963)
24. In her travels, Plaintiff witnessed these transmissions used in Israel, Australia, England, and most European
Countries, and was further impeded when attempting to whistle blow the nefarious uses and crimes of humanity by
our CIA, to the embassies. Plaintiff will show documents and/or connections to MAFIOSO, KGB, and AL Qaeda,
within the CIA, as with DONALD RUMSFELD and his banking ties. World Banks-(1910) J.P. Morgan Chase,
Black Budgets, and Nikola Tesla 1940). Plaintiff will reveal how scary the power of these people and these
invisible weapons of technology are, and our utmost threat, involving every life. Plaintiff will reveal that
media coverage or focus on Nuclear weapons and torture of Guantanamo are shifted by manipulation and
dumbing us down. Plaintiff motions the court to compel, the safety of “WE THE PEOPLE” by dismantling these
Weapon Stations and the CIA, born with the National Security’s Act in 1947, when our troubles began.
25. Plaintiff was informed that 911 Pilots were mind controlled in advance in San Diego and the U.S., and that 911
was created to lose our FREEDOMS with the 911 commission sabotaged. (Naomi Wolf (Yale Journalist)-10 StepsFreedom to Fascism, 2007- also harassed by and on no fly zone list in her attempts) (Give me Liberty)
Plaintiff flew to Atlanta in the height of the new steel door installation and high security climate, wondering
why she was invited to sit in a co-pilot’s chair on the runway, while waiting to take off from snow on the ground,
unrealized but with no real fears or threats from Bin Laden (yet) until provoked.
“Death Ray” for planeswas Tesla’s invention in 1940 and a $2,000,000,00 device to zap and melt an airplane
motor 250 miles away and an Invisible Chinese Wall of defense was built around the Country, no matter how large
an attack, (Teleforce, manifests FREE energy and creates rays; zapping beams, the new invisible war). Today, this
Wardencliff Tower is in full action in Long Island NY, along with 36 other stations or sites as GWEN, Globally
that beam massive volume of Free Energy. (The New York Times, Sunday September 22, 1940-Science and
Patents, Education News) One energy zapping causes confusion, mistakes, trip, fall, body temp-freeze, heat,
miscommunication, fatigue, focus/concentration, radio-sleep (Kucinich-US patented under MKDELTA), and
stalling any engine.
On or about January 3, 2009, upon contacting the United Nation’s African Human Rights; provided her information
of these weapons in use for mind control overseas and found Alison Des Forges, senior Africa adviser for Human
Rights Watch was deceased in the Hudson NY crash in February 2009. On or about May 2008, the same occurred
after contacting Senator Ted Kennedy for assistance, he became unavailable with Cancer. Today FBI reports he
had been threatened. When Plaintiff agreed to testify anonymously, at a NY senate hearing scheduled out for
February 2009 with Senator Eric Adams, he was delayed with a “busy” nation in transition, until his second home
caught fire and the hearing never occurred. Plaintiff interviewed many individuals complaining of hearing the tuning
in of these satellites in small towns and CIA agents abandoned on the job in Italy and other Countries upon

retirement, leaving them unaware and misinformed. Plaintiff had numerous impediments of busy delays from
everyone she contacted daily to block her and has more disclosures and deaths not included in this complaint
involving prominent and famous Hollywood victims over the years along with her own daily events.
26. Under the disguise of SURVEILLANCE, some aspects of the Programs of MKULTRA were publicly
acknowledged by President Clinton with partial apologies on October 3, 1995 as past tense and not being done
currently to down play their uses. The Pentagon has new buzz words SYNTHETIC TELEPATHY-Psychotronics.
However, Plaintiff spoke with many other victims, and the latest FT Hood Mind Control soldier in November 2009
is not an isolated incident that is commonly known as “Building Manchurians” experimenting on many civilians
today. Psychotronics also has a non-profit organization of former scientists and whistleblowers of same. (Lynn
Surgella-Cancer; Central Nervous System diseases and Immune System-Ariel Sharon and comatose, Massive FDA
drug corruptions and synthetic illnesses)
Twice recommended for a Nobel Prize Dr Robert Becker was the major researcher and writer on health dangers
from electromagnetic fields, he died a few months ago, in summer 2008, but his works and warnings live on. “I have
no doubt in my mind, that at the present time, the greatest polluting element in the Earth’s environment is the
proliferation of electromagnetic fields. I consider that to be far greater on a global scale than warming and the
increase in chemical elements in the environment.”
27. The President and other executive officials have described some activities of surveillance and spying which are
conducted outside the procedures of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (“FISA”) and without authorization
by the Foreign Intelligence Court, Communities, Committees, Senate, or Congress.
28. As with The Attorney General and the Director of National Intelligence having since publicly admitting that the
TSP was only one particular aspect of the surveillance activities authorized by the “Programs”. On March 31,
2010 in the Islamic Foundation v Obama case, Judge Walker ruled the TSP as unlawful and violated FISA. These
activities and other covert programs are being abused with a pattern of experiments and corruption on the
public since the 1970’s using DOD weapons of technology. (Tesla Invention and energy) (Jewel v United States,
United States v Yahoo)
On or about January 2007, Plaintiff witnessed people and companies pointing the finger at each other, and creating
a doubt to sabotage lives and the LEGAL SYSTEM further with the use of “Communication Chaos” techniques.
“What the courts should also know.” Today, Society’s Chief complaints are demanding AUDITING FEDERAL
FUNDS, OVERSIGHT, and TRANSPANCY. Plaintiff has knowledge that it is the CORRUPTION and the
bigger Agenda to change the Constitution that has been HIDING behind SSP and high profile cases and others,
never coming to light. (OJ Simpson, Attorney selections, Sibel Edmonds) SSP has been preventing Remote Viewing
Mind Control Transmissions and corruptions from coming to light, not Intelligence as a weapon and U. S. tactics.
Furthermore, testimonies made in 1977 to U.S. Courts and Congress by whistleblowers Cathy O’brien and Mark
Phillips were blocked for reasons of National Security. This SSP RULING and disbelief had unwittingly allowed
the crimes and evil corruption to continue in AMERICA with these TECHNOLOGY WEAPONS of the
mind Too many years of death and torture include every one in this Country somehow. Today we are finally
seeing the same has continued to bigger Government crimes and corruption with technology to take over humanity
for mass control. Step #9 closer to legalizing Fascism, eyes wide shut: (Access Denied, Trance-formation of
America 2003). The Judicial System has not connected the dots yet, on prior crimes from these technology weapons
that blighted the Courts 40 years ago to bring us to this point and a corrupted a Country and Culture. Plaintiff will
show that smokescreens are created through propaganda to cover up what is going on in this Country from “We
the People”, collectively, since “Big Brother Technology” that outsiders already noticed or realize. Plaintiff
does not consent to the espionage information being transmitted against her will to her discoveries today and should
not have been targeted with this experiment, torture and information.
29. In addition to eavesdropping on or reading specific communications, Defendants have intercepted the
communications contents across the United States and overseas, and targeted the Plaintiff with intense continuous
sabotage and impediments, Electronic Stalking, Slander, including Internet Communications, censored and
continuously intercepted from blogging, blocked her searches for attorneys, blocked her web site from google
others cannot view except her, with Google’s Access Portals and/or passwords. Plaintiff wrote to Google to let them
know what was going on behind the scenes with remote viewing Americans INCLUDING most
CORPORATIONS, password access, and covert data-mining for purposes, in SG3 dating back prior to 911 (EFF v
Google Street-view). DOD’s ELF transmitters were already in full scale by 1981 in Australia and Africa, followed

by additional superior covert Projects in the U.S. (Combat Zones under DARPA formerly ARPA).
30. With suspicious FBI allegations and $122 Million Virtual Case File Project gone wrong in 2001, prior Board
Members and Government Officials’, the new Parent Company SAIC’s (C I A Spacestar) servers and the
(“Occult Connections”). Chief of Staff Jack E Thomas Air Force Intelligence, 1997 ties with DOD, NSA, CIA, and
former Executives, Directors, Secretaries, Army Generals, all had knowledge of REMOTE VIEWING
experiments spy biz, SPAWAR at the Naval Electronics System Command in San Diego and Los Alamos National
Labs for Medical Oversight to American Intelligence Agencies (1996). A surge of Federal Spending raised MultiBillion dollar Defense concerns with SAIC and Titan (moon) (2004) in the mid 1990’s on technology projects
that REQUIRE HUMAN EXPERIMENTING.
31. Joseph McMoneagle, eventually revealed as such, but for the purposes of the Army’s psychic intelligence
unit, he was simply Remote Viewer No. 1." In his Memoirs of a Psychic Spy is a look at the most remarkable
exploits in a most astonishing career of military service. Remote Viewer 001 in Army’s Stargate Project reports
this as still classified. The top secret intelligence gathering initiative launched at height of Cold War- David
Morehouse 1998. This project was first used to retrieve intentions in a criminal or terrorist’s mind. (The Lucid
View, Investigations in Occultism, 2004-MK ULTRA includes Project “VOICE of GOD” and Church
Committee) This is used for unexplained phenomenon and to manipulate religion and/or to compel a crime,
command or order. It is undeniable that government agencies have tested citizens without permission as The
Manchurian Candidates in the United States. Cognitive Sciences Laboratories CIA research 24 years ago when
Tom Beardonwarned about these weapons and activities as serious dangers. These weapons in use by police
have already started to kill and maim overtly.
32. As history repeats itself, duping the legal system condoning Government horrific corruptions and crimes in a
free country, the core component of these Programs is Defendants’ nationwide network of sophisticated
communications surveillance and spy devices being installed and attached today overtly and nefariously in front
of the world. NSA transmissions and NASA Remote Viewing have been in place and are being connected to the
key facilities of telecommunications with advanced technologies like that of HAARP stations and Satellites for
many years prior and covertly. As Quantum Physics (sound and/or radio WAVES) and subliminal are being used for
Spying predominantly on CIVILIAN POPULATION, as well as breaching contracts with other Countries and
Embassies, HAARP is used for Earth and human manipulations. (Jerry Smith, Jim Keith; Politician and Dr. Nick
Begich, Alaska; “HAARP; THE ULTIMATE CONSPIRACY” 1998) The “Method of Inducing Mental Emotional
and Physical States in Human Beings” was patented for the CIA in Virginia in 1993. Each zapped transmission or
hallucination is extremely harmful and polluting as it is costly. Plaintiff has knowledge why black budgets are not
held to higher accountability, the public slowly sickened and killed selectively with social security funds, and the
missing
$125 Billion on Iraqi Reconstruction fraud and the U.S. Army in February 2009.
33. These projects of CointelPro, Psyops experiments for drones, and Surveillance/spying have continued
covertly to develop weapons that were first patented by Russia and China. Since the 1950’s, first revealed to the
public were the Alien UFO Projects, and the subliminal cravings of coca cola, movies and pop corn. Shortly
thereafter as technology advanced, mass control continued to this day nefariously against all Americans, called
NSA transmissions today. This created and induced IMMORAL dysfunctional corrupt and synthetic unhealthy
culture. Since 1974 under the Pentagon, DOD funded the ELF radio broadcasting in conjunction with hypnotic
control and prior to that Doctors Bill Nelson and Tom Beardon had their own patents at NASA on Medicinal
Energy and Biofeedback, already in use in other Countries with the same remote scalar waves and frequencies.
(Apollo and Whistleblowers second craft 11, shadowing Apollo 13 and no witnesses returned after the Shuttle)
Furthermore, under DOD, Combat Zones That See, or CTS, project of the United States Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA-1957) whose goal was to "track everything that moves" in a city by linking up
a massive network of surveillance cameras to a centralized computer system. (Russell Tice called Spy Apparatus.)
Artificial intelligence software will then identify and track all movement throughout the city. In 1958, immediately
after Sputnick, DARPA began to secure our space and airways with these Directed Energy Weapons. (Project
AGILE-1966 Pentagon meeting).
In an undisclosed report dated March 9, 2005, eight more projects with strategic thrusts included Bio-Revolution,
DIRECTED ENERGY, and Urban Operation of sensors on the existing Airborne Video Surveillance, all under
the Iraq theory, also data mining all information from the Human. CTS is described by DARPA as intended for

use in combat zones, to deter enemy attacks on American troops and to identify and track enemy combatants who
launch attacks against American soldiers, under Martial Law for a Police State and to legalize Fascism. DARPA’s
current Projects, XG, Robotic assured Military communication, CALO; Cognitive Impairment forced, speech,
ADDHD, and Optical), and Silent Talk; A planned program attempting to identify EEG patterns for words and
transmit these for covert communications. Telepathy were part of the tests the Plaintiff was sent for, including
warming her blood without the Doctor’s consent and was checked for Immune Systems without cause (ELF
disease),and her eyes physically taken over by an MRI, unexplained by Director (optic pattern, DNA, and more).
This computer-mediated telepathy allows user-to-user communication through analysis of neural signals. The
research aims to detect and analyze the word-specific neural signals, using EEG, which occur before speech is
vocalized, and to see if the patterns are generalizable. As of 2009 the research is focused on military uses. Plaintiff,
an unwitting guinea pig of these programs went for UN-Necessary tests. Plaintiff’s hair has not grown since 1996,
with induced rapid loss, a skin condition from the blood unknown to the doctors. (Leukemia) In addition, since
1962, ARPA initiated the Office of Information Processing Technique and Behavior Sciences for Artificial
Intelligence, Command and Control, known today as Behavior Modification or BRAINWASH for army combat
purposes.
34. Plaintiff has knowledge that after this project was field-tested with experiments on Vietnam VETERANS
disguised as Agent Orange. Plaintiff spoke with many suffering from ELF induced nervous central system attacks
and complaints of mind control in the VA, all reporting the same as civilian victims. One of many victims is suing
the Bar due to the VA computer systems uses with no counsel available.
35. Julianne McKinney, 1994 former Military Intelligence Officer and Director of these very PROJECTS is still
battling with it today, demanding oversight and cease and desist for all Microwave Harassment. (“The Classic
Mind Control Operation Revealed” June 2003, surveillance and 'neurocybernetics' systems, which DOD refers to
as 'psychotechnologies'. (Former Pentagon Reporter, Sharon Weinberger (misfits scientists, remote viewing;
internal emails, 1996) Also known as HANDLERS.
36. John Herschel Glenn Jr., 1974-1999, former astronaut and U.S. politician who Introduced a Bill and Joint
Resolutions (Page S645) Human Research Subject Protection Act, stated “In fact, our own Constitution says, 'The
right of the people to be secure in their persons . . . shall not be violated.'“, and compared it to the Nuremberg
Code. His own experience and knowledge of unwitting civilians with Radiation experiments has already been
proven that Directed Energy Weapons increased CANCER rates DRAMATICALLY in this COUNTRY thus far.
Furthermore, patients have discovered leaving the Country for natural cures worked without further Chemotherapy.
During Plaintiff’s brief volunteer work at the ACLU, Plaintiff learned that calls were made from patients
complaining of being electrocuted while in Hospitals and transmitted innocent staff not to believe them. The reason
knowledgeable professionals warn against this Technology as the terrorists within, and keeping their enemies close,
unfortunately. Plaintiff met with FBI and Congress on two occasions and warned them of her discoveries, and the
Gulf’s Red Tide in Florida before the spill as corruptions at the hands of our Shadow Government, and did same
with Documentary “Un-Covered” as Marionettes. ELF Waves used in getting a war by Congress not reading full
documents to invade Iraq. (Judicial Watch various lawsuits, FBI 2008 also spinning their wheels)
37. Plaintiff also has knowledge that the manipulations to the media and miscommunications for the use of
quashing, fanning, suppressions, and propaganda including block exposing the government’s advertising and news
corruptions are the reason for spying with these mind control technology weapons. Spying on media was revealed
last year as NSA transmissions which includes “communication chaos” or not to care unwittingly and omit
important news, unrealized. (Operation Mockingbird Media, also began in the 1950’s, and creating a synthetic
culture). HAARP stations were set up reaching Woodpecker waves with Russia about the time space activities
began 1970 when “Big Brother was watching” today known as “Big Brother gets a Brain”. Whereas Russia was in
fact only deployed with these Weapons on the U.S. or on its own people. Paranoid, our Intelligence, DIA launched
against its own people in 1983. Astronomical Defense budgets developed as black budgets, and SPYING
nefariously went covert from media and public’s knowledge. (Jerry Smith, CARABAS Coherent All Radio Band
Sensing, HAARP printed in Canada 1998) (Operation Mockingbird)
38. Plaintiff and Plaintiff’s family members are ordinary Americans who were initially picked up in the “Big
Brother radar” unwittingly in 1971, whereas Plaintiff was informed others who have ties with Military, Minorities,
Government employees and buildings, all being picked up in radar with data mining human information for world
domination powers. “Dumbed Down and red tape bureaucratic culture induced unrealized”
39. Plaintiff is also suing Defendants for treason, crimes, violations, and threats attempted on her and her

family, when disseminating the information and ARTICLE, and reporting it to the Authorities. Plaintiff has
knowledge other Countries are being scapegoated and blamed for CIA crimes in disguise.
40. Plaintiff was and is being discredited, sabotaged, pre-empted since on or about Sept. 2008 and the Inauguration,
with these Serious Accusations to whitewash history and each one of her accusations, brainwash the public, and
keep Washington in their bubble, as being too late. (CIA techniques; Jacketing- against each other or one against
the other, and changing minds, of Presidents-Dr. Walter Bowart, False Memory Syndrome Foundation 1992,
Hallucinations, and Reagan-Alzheimer’s disease-like memory loss.
41. These are unconstitutional programs under Cointelpro divisions (Operation Mind Control and DIA Remote
Viewing experiments and NSA transmissions under electronics communications) as described to include
Monarch-The New Phoenix Program, MKULTRA (Constantine-Virtual Government, CIA Mind Control Operations
in America, 1997), Project Philadelphia, Echelon, Clear eyes, Mockingbird media), and Military Pandora’s Box,
Voice of GOD, Operation Northwoods (creating wars), Project Stargate and Spacestar, (CIA Psychic Remote
Viewing and FBI Virtual Project, 1996 respectively), Project Paperclip (Space Medicine), Project Hybrid Insects
HI-MEMS, Polar Bears, along with many others), and include corruption crimes of abusive powers.
42. Plaintiff is suffering from the violations of her constitutional rights, and privacy acts, (US code 5, and 18) at the
hands of, the direction of, or with the knowledge of, Defendants. Defendants in concert with other Intelligence
agencies and/or service providers, and means are set forth in paragraphs below).
43. January 2003, the NSA designed and implemented a program “THE DRAGNET” in collaboration with AT&T
to build a surveillance operation at AT&T’s Folsom Street Facility, inside a secret room known as the “SG3 Secure
Room”. In February 2003, the “Splitter Cabinet” split diverting to and from Qwest, XO, PAIX, Allegiance, and
many more Service Providers at the SG3 Location. (EFF v VERIZON)
44. As some “X or zero” files kept covertly in Silicon Valley and NSA and “Data Mining” with SIG-INT Satellites
used as the scapegoat of illegal covert spying of 50 years, making it legal. Plaintiff received communication through
Qwest and T-Mobile, and many other carriers that were tampered with, Plaintiff found her computer files wiped out
for over one year (2007-2008 of all her Government research and email communications to the public, since she
began attempts for help, and notified Qwest of the activities behind the scenes as they had found them
undetectable. Plaintiff’s communications verbally and electronically, including facsimiles, muting one party in
conversation to sabotage meaning, emails were intercepted and manipulated, as destroyed documents, videos, and
photographs, preventing the reporting her story and the torture and abuse to non-conspiring authorities and
individuals.
45. Defendant’s daily tortures are being done without judicial, statutory, or other lawful authorization, in violate on
of statutory and constitutional limitations, and in excess of statutory and constitutional authority.
46. Defendants’ daily tortures are being done without probable cause or reasonable suspicion to believe that
Plaintiff has committed or are about to commit any crime or engage in any terrorist activity, or is of foreign powers
or agents thereof and these activities are crimes of humanity.
47. Defendants’ daily tortures are with intent and malice, are being done without any reason to believe that the
information is relevant to an authorized criminal investigation or to an authorized investigation to protect against
international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities.
48. On information and belief, Defendants’ daily tortures against her will and religion is directly performed, and/or
aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced or procured, by Defendants.
49. On information and belief, Defendants will continue to directly target the Plaintiff and the Public and/or will
continue to aid, abet, counsel, command, induce or procure that conduct. (Mind Control and the American
Government; “Prevailing Winds” 1994) Since Tesla’s Directed Energy Weapons were invented and launched or
picked up by The Pentagon’s covert ops, The United States unlike the rest of the Globe, rapidly began down a
culture of Cancer, CIA drugs, corruptions, crimes (another experiment in 1968 on crimes in major cities hidden
behind LSD, as aliens) paranoia, immoral behaviors, AIDS, ANTHRAX, obesity, sicker Americans, division, Trash
TV and education, paranormal phenomenon, and a greater necessity of guinea pigs for technology
experimentation, followed by power, corruptions, terrorizing and harassing anyone they chose covertly on
the streets without accountability and justice and without knowledge of a dictatorship or executive order.

50. Plaintiff seeks costs, legal fees, and damages applicable by law with protective measures for all COUNTS.
Plaintiff was represented under a class suit, before transmissions sabotaged the attorney and his contact information
has been disconnected and tampered with. On information and belief, the former attorney may have had brain
surgery from Migraines while preparing the Complaint granted by and San Francisco University, after my visit, to
Denver in July of 2008. Counsel may be abroad at this time.

BACKGROUND
14. Counter Intelligence Program was a series of covert, and often illegal, projects conducted by the United States
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) aimed at investigating and disrupting dissident political organizations within
the United States. The FBI used covert operations from its inception; however formal COINTELPRO operations
took place between 1956 and 1971. The FBI's stated motivation at the time was "protecting national security,
preventing violence, and maintaining the existing social and political order." According to FBI records, 85% of
Cointelpro resources were expended on infiltrating, disrupting, marginalizing, and/or subverting groups suspected of
being subversive, such as communist and socialist organizations; the women's rights movement; militant black
nationalist groups, and the non-violent civil rights movement, including individuals such as Martin Luther King, Jr.
and others associated with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Congress of Racial Equality, the American Indian Movement, and other civil
rights groups; a broad range of organizations labeled "New Left", including Students for a Democratic Society, the
National Lawyers Guild, the Weathermen, almost all groups protesting the Vietnam War, and even individual
student demonstrators with no group affiliation; and nationalist groups such as those "seeking independence for
Puerto Rico." The other 15% of Cointelpro resources were expended to marginalize and subvert "white hate
groups," including the Ku Klux Klan and National States' Rights Party. The directives governing Cointelpro were
issued by FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who ordered FBI agents to "expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otherwise neutralize" the activities of these movements and their leaders. Hoover disclosed how horrific these
weapons were thus, hard to believe. MKULTRA mind control experiments began at the end of WWII and then
became public in the 1970’s, however imperfectly, and went ‘black” again because of Senate hearings, but
these experiments have continued to this day. The only reason that MKULTRA was ever brought into the light of
day was that a dissident group stole government documents and released them to the press, which initially refused
to publish them. The MKULTRA archive was destroyed because of the seriousness of the crimes perpetrated
by the intelligence communities. If it became public knowledge that the intelligence agencies had allowed Nazi
war criminals to experiment upon American citizens, including children, and then replicated these techniques
themselves, the damage to their reputation could never be undone. The only aspects of CIA criminal activity in
general, or MKULTRA in particular, that the intelligence community ever admitted to were the ones that were
already public, or details that had very little to do with the current capabilities of mind control weapons and
techniques. Microwave weapons and remote influence of the Human Central Nervous System are the crown
jewels of the intelligence community. The DEFENDER and AGILE Programs formed the foundation of
DARPA sensor, surveillance, spying, and directed energy R&D, particularly in the study of radar, infrared
sensing, and x-ray/gamma ray detection. During the late 1960s, with the transfer of these mature programs to the
Services, ARPA redefined its role and concentrated on a diverse set of relatively small, essentially exploratory
research programs. The Agency was renamed the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in 1972,
and during the early 1970s, it emphasized direct energy programs, information processing, and tactical
technologies.
Today we know we have had the Technology as warfare and/or medicine, coupled with the Conspiracy theories of
HAARP, (Dr. Hubertus Strughold, space medicine-project paperclip-The Jewish Telegraphic Agency 1995; “Dark
Moon; Apollo and Whistleblowers Second craft 11, shadowing Apollo 13” and technical difficulties with no
witnesses returned. Issues of Mind Control reported by Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen Kilde - Nyhetsspeilet.no with
50 year old technology from our government being disclosed as new, have consistently been deceiving the public,
intentionally and with malice, while mapping out a grid across the Country. DUPLICITOUS and INDUCED
manipulations of grave mass control escalations have been documented and quashed over the decades.
MKULTRA Experiments for Behavior Modification using the public as pawns for war, also became corrupted for
tax gains and global domination, with massive funding to LEAA Law Enforcements while Crimes were induced
in major cities in 1968 alone by 50% (FBI, Newsweek reports). Unwitting citizens blighted the courts with
lawsuits, prisons and Hospitals in this Country with complaints of mind control that the Media refused to cover.
This erupted suddenly and massively over one year and remote viewing was used for entrapment and

hallucinations for bearing false witness. Today this continues is still uncovered by media with false statistics and
disinformation fanned unwittingly by the media (Project Mockingbird and Spying). A dysfunctional America
engineered at the hands of its own secret government. Forty years later the COURTS are blighted with cases of
civil/privacy rights, War, torture, and Technology combined if we don’t stop them with so many warning for
AMERICANS TO WAKE UP. An agenda for larger government, and world domination, with CONGRESS
spinning their wheels; instead of meeting once a year as intended in the Constitution, and invisible weapons to help
hijacked this country since a 1910 secret meeting on Jekyll Island to create a blank check for “The Federal
Reserve”. (Church Committee 1970 called NSA transmissions today) Most people are not ready to handle this kind
of information.
CHURCH COMMITTEE Reports:
By the early years of the 1970s, the unpopularity of the Vietnam War and the unfolding Watergate scandal brought
the era of minimal oversight to an abrupt halt. Congress was determined to rein in the Nixon administration and to
ascertain the extent to which the nation's intelligence agencies had been involved in questionable, if not outright
illegal, activities.
A series of troubling revelations started to appear in the press concerning intelligence activities. First came the
revelations of Christopher Pyle in January 1970 of the U.S. Army's spying on the civilian population[1][2] and
Sam Ervin's Senate investigations that resulted.[3] The dam broke on 22 December 1974, when The New York
Times published a lengthy article by Seymour Hersh detailing operations engaged in by the CIA over the
years that had been dubbed the "family jewels". Covert action programs involving assassination attempts
against foreign leaders and covert attempts to subvert foreign governments were reported for the first time.
In addition, the article discussed efforts by intelligence agencies to collect information on the political activities of
US citizens.[4]
These revelations convinced many Senators and Representatives that the Congress itself had been too lax,
trusting, and naive in carrying out its oversight responsibilities.
The Church Committee learned that beginning in the 1950s; the CIA and FBI intercepted, opened and
photographed more than 215,000 pieces of mail by the time the program called "HT Lingual" was shut down
in 1973. This program was all done under the "mail covers" program. A mail cover is when the government records
without a warrant or notification all information on the outside of an envelope or package, including the name of the
sender and the recipient. The Church report found that the CIA was zealous about keeping the Postal Service
from learning that mail was being opened by government agents. CIA agents moved mail to a private room to
open the mail or in some cases opened envelopes at night after stuffing them in briefcases or coat pockets to
deceive postal officials.[5]
On April 1, 1976, Attorney General Levi announced the establishment of a special review committee within the
Department of Justice to notify COINTELPRO victims that they were the subjects of FBI activities directed against
them. Notification will be made "in those instances where the specific COINTELPRO activity was improper,
actual harm may have occurred, and the subjects are not already aware that they were the targets of
COINTELPRO activities." 315
Further, the Department will have acknowledged -- finally -- that COINTELPRO was wrong. Official repudiation of
the programs is long overdue. (Wiretapping began with Hoover in 1940)
The American people need to be assured that never again will an agency of the government be permitted to
conduct a secret war against those citizens it considers threats to the established order. Only a combination of
legislative prohibition and Departmental control can guarantee that COINTELPRO will not happen again. The
notification program is an auspicious beginning. This “rough, tough, dirty business” included infiltration of
political groups, psychological warfare, legal harassment, and extralegal force and violence. “The FBI and
police threatened, instigated and conducted break-ins, vandalism, assaults, and beatings. The object was to
frighten dissidents and disrupt their movements,” write Mike Cassidy and Will Miller. “They used secret and
systematic methods of fraud and force, far beyond mere surveillance, to sabotage constitutionally protected
political activity. The purpose of the program was, in FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover’s own words, to ‘expose,

disrupt, misdirect, discredit and otherwise neutralize’ specific groups and individuals.”
After the Church Committee exposed COINTELPRO, the government claimed it had dismantled the program.

However, in the 1980s, the Reagan administration legalized the tactics by signing Executive Order 12333.
“There is every reason to believe that even what was not legalized is still going on as well. Lest we forget, Lt. Col.
Oliver North funded and orchestrated from the White House basement break-ins and other ‘dirty tricks’ to defeat
congressional critics of U.S. policy in Central America and to neutralize grassroots protest. Special Prosecutor
Walsh found evidence that North and Richard Secord (architect of the 1960s covert actions in Cambodia) used
Iran-Contra funds to harass the Christic Institute, a church-funded public interest group specializing in exposing
government misconduct,” Cassidy and Miller continue.
In addition, North worked with FEMA to develop contingency plans for suspending the Constitution, establishing
martial law, and holding political dissidents in concentration camps. Since the false flag attacks of September 11,
2001, the government has worked incessantly to fine tune plans to impose martial law. It has also worked to
federalize and militarized law enforcement around the country. Brian Glick (War at Home) argues that
COINTELPRO is a permanent feature of the government. “The record of the past 50 years reveals a pattern of
continuous domestic covert action,” Glick wrote in the 1990s. “Its use has been documented in each of the last nine
administrations, Democratic as well as Republican. FBI testimony shows ‘COINTELPRO tactics’ already in full
swing during the presidencies of Democrats Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Harry Truman. COINTELPRO itself,
while initiated under Eisenhower, grew from one program to six under the Democratic administrations of Kennedy
and Johnson… After COINTELPRO was exposed [by the Church Committee], similar programs continued under
other names during the Carter years as well as under Nixon, Ford, and Reagan. They have outlived J. Edgar Hoover
and remained in place under all of his successors.”
U.S. Army's spying on the civilian population[1][2]and Sam Ervin's Senate investigations
that resulted.[3]The dam broke on 22 December 1974, when The New York
Timespublished a lengthy article by Seymour Hershdetailing operations engaged in by the
CIA over the years that had been dubbed the "family jewels". Covert action programs
involving assassination attempts against foreign leaders and covert attempts to subvert
foreign governments were reported for the first time.In addition, the article discussed
efforts by intelligence agencies to collect informationon the political activities of US
citizens.[4]on. “I have no doubt in my mind, that at the present time, the greatest
polluting element in the Earth’s environment is the proliferation of electromagnetic fields.
I consider that to be far greater on a global scale than warming and the increase in
chemical elements in the environment.”

15. Is the NSA Conducting Electronic Warfare On Americans?
Jonas Holmes May 19, 2006 CHRONICLE ARTICLE
18. The CIA and the cult of intelligence (1974) Reviewed by James R MacLean on 2007-04-09. Incompetence
leads to Monstrosity Marchetti's expose of the CIA was published on the EVE OF THE CHURCH COMMISSION,
at a moment when domestic outrage at the culture of duplicity and domestic interference had reached its peak.
Since that time, successful public relations have greatly enhanced the image of intelligence services. Marchetti's
thesis is that, contrary to widespread public belief, the USA was not locked in an existential struggle with Soviet or
Chinese subversion, and never really was. Soviet intelligence utterly surpassed the CIA in effectiveness, initiative,
and recruitment of allied agents abroad. In fact, the CIA was effective only against 3rd world intelligence
organizations, and there, spectacularly so. This extreme Soviet edge in espionage was more than offset by the
superior resources of the conventional Western militaries and the impossibility of waging a direct confrontation
owing to the nuclear stalemate. Worse, this advantage was not seriously mitigated by the abundance of high-tech
gadgets, such as satellites; such tools merely facilitated the collection of large amounts of raw data, with virtually no
practical usefulness.
Far from rendering the US intelligence community harmless, however, it made the agency focus on a campaign
against 3rd world allies, and ultimately, against the US population. The CIA tried its hand at WAGING SECRET
WARS in Latin America, Southeast Asia, and Africa; it developed a vast group of businesses to serve as cover for
illicit shipping and arms supplies; and it became utterly habituated to corrupting legislators in the Free World. The
CIA became an eager tool for an unaccountable executive branch, provided that the executive had a flair for covert
action; and it tended to create an echo chamber of self-deception that threatened the entire national security
establishment. At the very top of its list of priorities was the urgent need to defend its mission publicly, and validate

its immense budget. Marchetti spends a modest amount of time discussing the inability of the CIA to confront the
Soviet KGB. When he mentions it, he avers the KGB and its allied bureaux are indeed odious, but also
defensive--by necessity. He dwells in somewhat greater detail on the CIA's structure and specialized fields of
performance. He includes a broad-brush description of the overall US intelligence community, before turning to an
analysis of the separate divisions and their respective behavior. This included covert operations (such as the Bay of
Pigs invasion), proprietaries (such as Interarmco and Air America), propaganda and disinformation, and
espionage/counterespionage. In all of these enterprises, the same motivation prevails: the CIA seeks
self-perpetuation and influence WITHIN the Western world, but lacks will or ability to seriously combat the Soviets.
Towards the end, he discusses the increasing tendency of the CIA to interfere in regular US politics, chiefly to
ingratiate itself with the president.
Marchetti's criticisms of the intelligence community were surprisingly mild. I should mention in passing that his
book had about 170 or so passages deleted by court order; the CIA had earlier demanded well in excess of 300, and
the court awarded it half of what it demanded. Some of the deletions are downright silly (as where it refers to a base
in [DELETED] granted by Haile Selassie!), and elsewhere I was amused to observe the most numerous deletions in
the part dealing with funding appropriations. The extreme secrecy of the intelligence community with respect to
funding has greatly intensified since this book was published, and usually the motivation is quite obviously to
conceal how much money these agencies actually waste. However, Marchetti concludes that the CIA is essentially
past reform, useless, and so incompetent at its mission as to have become narrowly focused on extorting billions
from the nation.

19. Former United States Government Physicist! 1981-Lt Col. US Army Retired, Pentagon analys (McRae, Ronald,
Mind Wars, St. Martin's Press, 1984, p 127, Psychic Weapons)

20. In a slide Bearden illustrates how a Scalar War would involve a psychoenergetics attack on the operators of the
enemy scalar installation, entraining their minds into hypnogogic trance and getting them to shut down their
systems. And ultimately psychoenergetic warfare goes to the very heart of human identity itself. For if my thoughts
might no longer be "mine," then who and what am I? Can my very sense of being "me" be hijacked by some
nefarious psychoenergetic scheme? One paper to begin with is “Mind Control and EM Wave Polarization
Transductions” This is such serious stuff that Bearden includes a strong warning about misuse of this knowledge.
Psychoenergetics weapons can MENTALLY MAIM AND PHYSICALLY KILL.

21. PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS-SPACE PRESERVATION ACT-House Resolution bill 2977-Brain
manipulation from a distance-2001-2002

Last year, in October, the Congressman Dennis J. Kucinich introduced in the American Congress a bill, obliging the
American president to get engaged in the negotiations aimed at the ban of space based weapons. In this bill the
definition of a weapon system includes: any other unacknowledged or as yet undeveloped means inflicting death or
injury on, or damaging or destroying, a person (or the biological life, bodily health, mental health, or physical and
economic well-being of a person) through the use of land-based, sea-based, or space-based systems using radiation,
electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser, or other energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations
or the purpose of information war, mood management, or mind control of such persons or populations" (12). As in
all legislative acts quoted in this article the bill counts with sound, light or electromagnetic stimulation of human
brain. Psychotronic weapons remain, at least for a layman uninformed of secret military research, in the sphere of
science fiction, since so far none of the published scientific experiments was presented in the way which would
allow for its replication. That it is feasible to manipulate human behavior with the use of subliminal, either sound or
visual, messages is now generally known. This is why in most of the countries the use of such technologies,
without consent of the user, is banned. Devices using light for the stimulation of the brain show another way how
the light flashing in certain frequencies could be used for the manipulation of human psychic life. As for the sound,
a report on the device transmitting a beam of sound waves, which can hear only persons at whom the beam of
sound waves is targeted, appeared last year in the world newspapers. The beam is formed by a combination of
sound and ultrasound waves which causes that a person targeted by this beam hears the sound inside of his head.

Such a perception could easily convince the human being that it is mentally ill. The acts presented in this article
suggest that with the development of technology and knowledge of the functioning of human brain new ways of
manipulation of human mind keep emerging. One of them seems to be the electromagnetic energy. Though in the
open scientific literature only some 30 experiments were published, supporting this assumption (1),(2), already in
1974, in the USSR, after successful testing with military unit in Novosibirsk, the installation Radioson (Radiosleep)
was registered with the Government Committee on the Matters of Inventions and Discoveries of the USSR,
described as a method of induction of sleep by means of radio waves (3), (4), (5)…

22. Dear Senator-Attorney Letter included:

We seek your office’s assistance in initiating hearings and a fact-finding congressional inquiry into the government
agencies and/or private companies that are targeting citizens. Many citizens are desperate to be freed from the
disturbing, intrusive and oppressive targeting.
Evidence supports the conclusion that weapons exist that could be used against individuals, based on U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office filings, public releases by agencies, and other technologies that indicate the level of
technological sophistication. The weapons are believed to be based on electromagnetism, microwaves, sonic waves,
lasers and other types of directed energy, and were characterized as “psychotronic” in Rep. Dennis Kucinich’s draft
of House Resolution 2977, the Space Preservation Act of 2001. Furthermore, it is undeniable that government
agencies have tested citizens without permission in the past; for example, the CIA’s human experimentation
discussed in Orlikow v. U.S., 682 F.Supp. 77 (D.D.C. 1988), secretly administered lysergic acid diethylamide
discussed in United States v. Stanley, 483 U.S. 669 (1987), and military chemical experimentation as discussed
in Congressional Committee Report 103-97, 103d Congress, 2d Session, S. Prt. 103-97 (Dec. 8, 1994). Lastly,
the sheer numbers of people complaining of being targeted, including people with post-graduate degrees and
a lifetime of achievements, and the similarities in symptoms tend to outweigh a dismissive response based on
charges of anecdotal evidence or group paranoia.
there is a certain risk of sounding too conspiratorial, however, common denominators such as physical symptoms
and medical reports, surveillance scenarios, harassment techniques, and more can be readily established.

ALLEGATIONS and VIOLATIONS
51. Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Title 5, 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50, Plaintiff Mireille Torjman
brings this action on behalf of herself, and to attest to her family and the public’s victimization, unwittingly and/or
unrealized at the hands of, the direction of, or the knowledge of the Defendants:
(a) TITLE 18 PART I CHAPTER 37 § 793. Gathering, transmitting or losing defense information,
(b) 18 U.S.C. § 241. Conspiracy against rights,
(c) 18 U.S.C. § 373. Solicitation to commit a crime of violence,
(d) 18 U.S.C. § 1091. Genocide,
(e) 18 U.S.C. § 1341. Mail fraud,
(f) 18 U.S.C. § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant,
(g) 18 U.S.C. § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant,
(h) 18 U.S.C. § 1583 (2). Enticement into slavery,
(i) 18 U.S.C. § 1692. Foreign mail as United States mail,
(j) 18 U.S.C. § 1801. Video voyeurism,

(k) 18 U.S.C. § 1812. Statement of exclusive means by which electronic surveillance and interception of certain
communications may be conducted,
(l) 18 U.S.C. § 2242. Sexual abuse,
(m) 18 U.S.C. § 2332 (a) Terrorism, and (h). Use of weapons of mass destruction,
(n) 18 U.S.C. § 2339. Harboring or concealing terrorists,
(o) 18 U.S.C. § 2422. Coercion and enticement, or are currently doing so;
(p) Defendants have subjected the public to electronic surveillance, in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1809 and 1810, or
are currently doing so;
(q) Defendants are intercepting communications in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2510 and 18 U.S.C. § 2511;
(r) Defendants have transmitted Plaintiff and the public in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2703, Required Disclosure of
communications records, or are currently doing so;
(s) Defendants have transmitted civilians, and non civilians, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2381. Treason, or are
currently doing so;
(t) Defendants have harassed and transmitted the public to stalk and harass the Plaintiff inclusive of electronically
and tangibly, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2261: US Code - 2261A: Stalking
(u) Plaintiff was violated with her civil rights with the use of electronic communications under 18a U.S.C. Rule 41.
Search and Seizure
(v) Defendants have violated the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., or are currently doing so;
(w) Defendants have violated the constitutional principle of separation of powers, or are currently doing so;
(x) Defendants have Tortured Plaintiff, her family, and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2340A,
or currently doing so:
(y) Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive, declaratory, and other equitable relief against defendants and freedom from
spying activities;
(z) Defendants have Tortured Plaintiff, her family and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2422, or
currently doing so:
(aa) Plaintiff is entitled to Civil Damages 18 U.S.C. § Rule 2520 in violations of her First, Third, Fifth, and
Thirteenth Amendments; 18 U.S.C. § 2510, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, and 18 U.S.C. § 2512.
(ab) Plaintiff is entitled to Grants and Health Care Assistance as a victim in accordance to 22 U.S.C. § 2152: US
Code - Section 2152: Assistance for victims of torture.
(ac) United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Crel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
G.A. res. 39/46, annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 197, U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984), entered into force June
26, 1987; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. res. 217A (III), U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948); International
Convention on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc.
A/6316 (1966), 9.99 U.N.T.S. 171, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976.
(ad)
Defendants have Tortured Plaintiff, her family and the public and the prohibitions against torture and
other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment and the conspiracy to oppress, torture, rape, suppress, is a violation
under 142 U.S.C.§ 1985. Conspiracy to interfere with United States Civil Rights.
(ae) Defendants have Tortured Plaintiff, her family and the public and the prohibitions against malicious intent to
torture, rape privacy rights, brainwash, and enslave with severe psychological in-humane damages to one’s spirit,
and libel is actionable under Tort Claims of damages found under civil and criminal trials.

(af) Plaintiff has made at least 2 requests to the FOIA and both dossiers were denied under the violation of 5 U.S.C.
§ 552; claims under and 18 U.S.C. § 2707 and 5 U.S.C. § 702
52. Adequacy: Plaintiff and family members are suffering great harm arising from Defendants’ violations of law, as
alleged herein. Plaintiff intends to prosecute this action vigorously. Plaintiff hereby demands injunctive relief and
damages.
s and as a victim of the Intelligence Communities of the United States of America as found below.
Plaintiff seeks relief as permitted by law for each count below separately:
(a) 18 U.S.C. § 793. Gathering, transmitting or losing defense information,
(b) 18 U.S.C. § 241. Conspiracy against rights,
(c) 18 U.S.C. § 373. Solicitation to commit a crime of violence,
(d) 18 U.S.C. § 1091. Genocide,
(e) 18 U.S.C. § 1341. Mail fraud,
(f) 18 U.S.C. § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant,
(g) 18 U.S.C. § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant,
(h) 18 U.S.C. § 1583 (2). Enticement into slavery,
(i) 18 U.S.C. § 1692. Foreign mail as United States mail,
(j) 18 U.S.C. § 1801. Video voyeurism,
(k) 18 U.S.C. § 1812. Statement of exclusive means by which electronic surveillance and interception of certain
communications may be conducted,
(l) 18 U.S.C. § 2242. Sexual abuse,
(m) 18 U.S.C. § 2332 (a) Terrorism, and (h). Use of weapons of mass destruction,
(n) 18 U.S.C. § 2339. Harboring or concealing terrorists,
(o) 18 U.S.C. § 2422. Coercion and enticement, or are currently doing so;
(p) Defendants have subjected the public to electronic surveillance, spying, and mind and body transmissions, in
violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1809 and 1810, or are currently doing so;
(q) Defendants are intercepting communications in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2511;
(r) Defendants have transmitted Plaintiff and the public in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2703, Required Disclosure of
communications records, or are currently doing so;
(s) Defendants have transmitted the Plaintiff and public domestically and internationally, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §
2381. Treason, or are currently doing so;
(t) Defendants are violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2261: US Code - 2261A: Stalking
(u) Plaintiff was subjected to electronic surveillance, spying and harassment, violating 18a U.S.C. Rule 41. Search
and Seizure
(v) Defendants have violated the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., or are currently doing so;
(w) Defendants have violated the constitutional principle of separation of powers, or are currently doing so;

(x) Defendants have tortured, and violated, Plaintiff, and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. §
2340A, or are currently doing so:
(y) Plaintiff are entitled to injunctive, declaratory, and other equitable relief against defendants and freedom from
further harm, in violation of tort laws domestically and internationally.
(z) Defendants have tortured Plaintiff and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2421, or currently
doing so:
(aa) Plaintiff is entitled to Civil Damages 18 U.S.C. § Rule 2520 in violations of her First, Third, Fifth, Thirteenth,
and Fourteenth Amendments;
(ab) Plaintiff is entitled to Grants and Health Care Assistance as a victim in accordance to 22 U.S.C. § 2152: US
Code - Section 2152: Assistance for victims of torture.
(ac) United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
G.A. res. 39/46, annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 197, U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984), entered into force June
26, 1987; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. res. 217A (III), U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948); International
Convention on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc.
A/6316 (1966), 9.99 U.N.T.S. 171, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976.
(ad) Defendants have intentionally and with malice premeditated the Tortured of the Plaintiff and is a violation
under 142 U.S.C. § 1985. Conspiracy to interfere with civil rights.
(ae) Defendants have Tortured Plaintiff, is actionable under tort claims of damages found under civil procedures
and criminal trials.
QUESTION PRESENTED

1. Whether this case is frivolous and fantastic or noble and factual?
2. Whether this case can be heard with sufficient public concern or interest?
3. Whether Petitioner has the right to an immediate Injunction Relief from Government torture and protection?
4. Whether the Judicial System can afford to ignore decades of Admissions and Apologies from PUBLIC
Government OFFICIALS, to sabotage Millions of Civilian lives and events at the hands of mind controlled
CIA-NSA Transmissions Electronic Warfare on US Soil, hiding behind SSP law and black budgets, and deny a
Citizen the right to petition?
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IN THE
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Petitioner respectfully prays that a writ of certiorari issue for the case to be heard in the United States Supreme
Court of Washington District of Columbia.
U.S.C. 28 § 2101. Supreme Court; time for appeal or certiorari; docketing; stay
OPINIONS BELOW
The opinion of the highest state court to review the merits appears at Appendix G to the petition and is published.
JURISDICTION
The date on which the highest state court decided this case was by Orders on July 20, 2010 and August 16, 2010.
Copies of those, Motions, and Appeal are at Appendices G to L. FK
The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C. has public interests.
CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED

U.S. Const. Amendments: As listed in Complaint and;
I. Freedom of religion, speech, the press, assembly, and petition.
IV. Interdiction of unreasonable searches and seizures;
VIII. Bans cruel and unusual punishment, and excessive fines or bail
IX. Unenumerated rights
XIII. Abolishes slavery and involuntary servitude, ELECTRONIC WARFARE

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I. Facts
On July 7, 2010, Petitioner had her Complaint above said case taken from the counter before mailing, and
upon arrival at court house, Complaint was unwittingly switched on Chief Judge’s desk regardless of calls and
written instructions. Prior Complaint unwittingly switched was missing names of current high profile individuals and
current assassinations. Days later, Petitioner also caught Case Complaint which was unwittingly switched with
Pharmaceutical case when loaded by Pacer electronically.
On or about August 12, 2010, Petitioner went on the air and provided a recorded 45 minute interview but no one in

DC or across North America and Canada stations had heard the interviews and had been redirected, all week to
another phone line to impede communication and full disclosures (as websites for 4 years). Petitioner notified radio
host, a Former Police Officer (working on crimes and the paranormal) and found it was a technical difficulty
and/or human error. Petitioner has also been heavily blocked by an unwitting public, daily in this fashion tangibly
and non-tangibly, from electronic transmitted communications, with heavy mind and body control experimentations,
and recruitment attempts for CIA using Remote Viewing (satellite apparatus) today called NSA transmissions,
which include transmitted synthetic illnesses to millions. RUSSELL TICE case, an NSA agent blew the whistle on
all accusations and torture. (Subsequent Statements quoted)
Petitioner had to amend Complaint and had not made monetary claims originally. Petitioner was then denied claims
for damages, Injunction, surveillance, privacy, torture, along with the civil rights violations, witness protective plan,
media request, FOIA, International Tortures and 27 Counts of violations. Petitioner is retaliated against for
attempting to WARN the public or file suit. Petitioner is without delusion or doubt and has proof of all allegations
being pre-empted, impeded from the minds to others to block her, and is threatened. One mind, one life, one
CANCER is too many for another decade or another day, or another MILLION. This case should be heard and
investigated by all. Architects and Engineers Movement and Ron Paul Supporters want to know, and so should
every one with sound minds. (Complaint Counts III and IV)
Petitioner has statements of Federal Employees and Government Officials, Presidents with ADMISSIONS of
Non-Fanciful Weapons of Electronic WARFARE over the years as to MILLIONS of Americans targeted
unwittingly. A class action suit with its attorney (married to the DA in CO, and funded by a Silicon Valley University
on Mind Control NSA transmissions impeded and no longer available for the very reasons of this Petition (unwitting
public conspiracy used in all professions that “We the People” have a responsibility to stop before too late, by
power in numbers to dismantling this Mother of all Evil Weapon, or suffer future catastrophic consequences more
than Seismic WAVES, Cancer, or free will). (Complaint item ¶50).
Petitioner is being denied her rights, whereas the Judicial System has not connected the dots yet, on prior crimes
from these technology weapons that blighted the Courts 40 years ago to bring us to this point and a corrupted a
Country and Culture. Plaintiff will show manipulations in this Country are created with transmitted hallucinations
on the public to cover up an agenda against humanity collectively, since “Big Brother Technology” spying that
began first in GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS and that some outsiders already realized in the U.S. Petitioner has
records of unwitting transmitted victims within DOJ, Congress (Un-covered documentary) unread to invade Iraq,
and mind controlled (Out-foxed media video) jacketing for years.
Petitioner attempted to receive assistance from Congress and the Intelligence Committee Senator Bill Nelson’s
Office and was told that they had only been able to cease some not all victims seeking help, as it is selective
Directed Energy Weapons. Petitioner’s case was closed after a visit with other officials in DC. (Dennis Kucinich
bill, Space Preservation Act in part-was quashed with citations of Remote viewing manipulations on millions of
Americans. (Complaint item ¶21 and PARTIES)
Petitioner is with proof, witnesses, interviews from Leading Psychiatrist who blew the whistle on 50 years of mind
control and FALSE MEMORY SYNDROME and worse by CIA remote viewing, in our courts and streets, Tice
statements of NSA transmissions in use to sabotage lives, other CIA whistleblowers, of mind control including
Operation Mockingbird permeating our Media unwittingly from these transmissions for decades creating our
propaganda mass “COMMUNICATION CHAOS”, (2 opposite thoughts at once), DISPUTES, and A SYNTHETIC
engineered culture. (Covert Propaganda and psyops on US Soil)
Petitioner is with military patents, science, documents of CIA MKULTRA and statement of Manchurians to
assassinate G. Bush in the 80’s, and these very technology weapons of mass destruction (diverted focus) in use for
911, as well as 9 DOJ attorneys fired for asking too many questions of what was about to be uncovered. Petitioner is
heavily tortured, pre-empted, framed, staged and sabotaged, with cover ups in the media and building discredit with
tangible events whitewashing history with each of my accusations, since 2008 in efforts to go public, to the FBI, and
to file suit. Petitioner has made further discoveries of corruptions with these weapons of psyops against humanity, as
Government Physicist Lieutenant Tom Bearden warned the dangers many decades ago “for your thoughts may not
be your own” creating a matrix covertly.
Petitioner does not know how to present this case with so much information to provide and obtain EMERGENCY
injunction relief or a hearing, as DEMANDED in Complaint and Motion for relief, with continued DANGERS.
Petitioner is praying for legal and procedural assistance of this court to be heard, prove her case and warn “We the

people”. Petitioner does not know if Complaint has been read or realized in full. (Complaint item ¶ 23
through 50), whereas Petitioner was comatose for 72 hours in her home to start “THE PROCESS” for CIA
espionage recruitment and brainwash via Remote Viewing. Petitioner attempted to tell DOJ in 1996 when targeted
for 5 years as “Imaginary Friend/Enemy” to obey, experimenting for Combat, robots, on the ground
communications, and has years of copious notes for feedback and intent, with numerous others complaining of mind
control at the same time and at a time when BUDGETS were of great concern at DOD in SAN DIEGO and Pres.
Clinton’s public (partial) apology. The 911 Pilot training in connection with HAARP stations “The Ultimate Weapon
of Conspiracy” by Jerry Smith also died of CANCER March, 2010 and Petitioner has been threatened with zaps to
her organs as other credible victims and politicians claim is going on, with experiments in full action and “Science
under Siege”. Dr. Nick Begich ALASKAN Political family “Angels don’t play this HAARP” also asking questions
and was impeded. Another impeded resolution was from John Herschel Glenn Jr., 1974-1999, former astronaut
and U.S. politician who Introduced a Bill (Complaint item ¶14 and ¶ 25) As with AIPAC related framed (cases),
Kevin Trudeau and FDA mass corruptions via NSA transmissions with scapegoats for all their conspiracies, and OJ
Simpson to murder his wife and “get away with it” in advance, sabotaged cases tampering with minds not just
evidence, from many minor criminal cases to highest dollar cases and victims. The most sabotaged cases were the
ones TELEVISED with sensory deprivation, and in front of the world. Millions are victims and are concerned!
What’s going on? Wake up America! Wake up Washington! The answers are N.O.W. nefariously, toppling the
ECONOMY and 911, the creations of 50 years of ignoring, neglecting MIND CONTROL WAVES and ELF,
Ultimate Weapon behind the scenes and hiding behind SSP (1947). The Sibel Edmonds case and linguistic
accusation of impaired translations were NSA transmissions “communication chaos”; another case never came to
light and its true findings of 911. Larry Silverstein of WTC 7 framed well in advance with insurance and
transmission by phone to topple building, banking, and government offices.
Petitioner was traumatized and is suffering and would like to provide medical records, police, Judicial court records
(staged to appeals with delays to change minds, and other credible witness information and testimonies to prove,
manifest how, what this world is coming to (prior 2008). Petitioner requested a leave of court to amend as Petitioner
is under immediate threat (as family and car accidents) and cannot obtain counsel. (Complaint-PRAYER FOR
RELIEF item ¶ H and Motion item ¶ 8).
Petitioner has become increasingly realized of the severity and magnitude of these weapons in use nefariously and
globally on civilians. On September 3, 2010, Petitioner woke up with loud ringing in the ears to find further attacks
are attempted currently to penetrate her auditory cortex if continued efforts are made to expose and cease. From
CLASS ACTION suit members, this type of attack can be deadly in various ways, and is TORTUROUS. It included
sleep depravation until 4AM and loud alarms and outside extreme motor noises, for days prior as well as by phone,
voice mail, electronic intrusions and transfers and 5 hours to obtain a flight ticket by phone to DC next week, to
entrain and channel further connectivity waves during tired sleep not to awake programming. Petitioner was able to
record and video these awful events and suspects is being entrained mentally to accept such intrusions. Petitioner is
harassed and sabotaged daily to impede her testimonies and WARN the people how and where this Country is being
taken behind the scenes and by an unwitting public timed in advance to sabotage lives. More than what Tice stated
in full article and more than each of my accusations are already being investigated by analysts since my efforts have
been taken to several authorities; the NSA began searching for an Attorney upon my threats and lawsuit on May
28th. Historically, numerous citizens, have not been amongst just Officials but anyone who dares to expose and
prevent the corruption, abuse of power, and conspiracy underway, unsuccessfully because they are under the
influence of mind controls UNREALIZED. (Quoting what Petitoner’s accusations are from years of her
documented Government torture and sabotaged life in front of Sheriff Department and framed with the exact events
below going on in the world with current experience unpleasant things as follows:

RUSSELL TICE: If that was done and, you know, I use a big “if” here, and, remember, I can’t tell you what I
know of how N.S.A. does its business, but I can use the wiggle words like “if” and scenarios that don’t incorporate
specifics, but nonetheless, if U.S. gateways and junction points in the United States were used to siphon off
information--- AMY GOODMAN: Do you expect you are being monitored, surveilled, wiretapped right now?
RUSSELL TICE: Yes, I do. As a matter of fact,—
On April 1, 1976, Attorney General Levi announced the establishment of a special review committee within the
Department of Justice to notify COINTELPRO victims that they were the subjects of FBI activities directed against
them. Notification will be made "in those instances where the specific COINTELPRO activity was improper, actual

harm may have occurred, and the subjects are not already aware that they were the targets of COINTELPRO
activities." 315
Further, the Department will have acknowledged -- finally -- that COINTELPRO was wrong. Official repudiation of
the programs is long overdue. (Wiretapping began with Hoover in 1940)
The American people need to be assured that never again will an agency of the government be permitted to conduct
a secret war against those citizens it considers threats to the established order. Only a combination of legislative
prohibition and Departmental control can guarantee that COINTELPRO will not happen again. The notification
program is an auspicious beginning. This “rough, tough, dirty business” included infiltration of political groups,
psychological warfare, legal harassment, and extralegal force and violence. “The FBI and police threatened,
instigated and conducted break-ins, vandalism, assaults, and beatings. The object was to frighten dissidents and
disrupt their movements,” write Mike Cassidy and Will Miller. “They used secret and systematic methods of fraud
and force, far beyond mere surveillance, to sabotage constitutionally protected political activity. The purpose of the
program was, in FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover’s own words, to ‘expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit and otherwise
neutralize’ specific groups and individuals.”
“Secretary Geithner also highlighted …Bear Stearns former Chief Operating Officer of Fixed Income, Paul
Friedman, stated rumors were untrue until the telling of rumors made them true.”
“Framed as Larry Silverstein to redistribute wealth away from the Jews and topple the economy agenda
including framing Israel Conspiracy uncovered!”
On March 31, 2010 in the Islamic Foundation v Obama case, Judge Walker ruled the TSP as unlawful and
violated FISA.
Obama staffer wants ‘cognitive infiltration’ of 9/11 conspiracy groups
Posted by sakerfa on April 14th, 2010-Journal of Political Philosphy in 2008”

Petitioner will show that the above article from Sunstein’s Report is not hired help or gangs related but what has
been impeding A&E 911 truth investigation for 9 years with CIA “Jacketing” (as crimes on the streets one against
the other manifestations, as Countries creating wars as pawns behind the scenes, Stalking, ID theft), Generating
false news; OBAMA speech (they like to do that, against each other culture. “Stay the course” to Brainwash,
repeatedly Bush speeches (for oil?) and many more duped), Generating ECONOMIES, Generating Propaganda,
Generating Illnesses since missing children on milk cartons, misfits in the Pentagon, Sharon Weinberger Journalist,
after PENTAGON interview (“Imaginary Weapons”) and “Wired” Magazine”, and a Globe who saw our Media and
Judicial System as a Joke culture, and COSTLY zaps as they call it. Cognitive Infiltration is mind control
transmitted, thus Petitioner had to learn CIA techniques of NLP taught to FBI in the 70’s and became certified in
Hypnosis in 2008. (Neurolinguistic Programming) The absolute mind control creations of cognitive impairments and
Dementia, back in timelines. The new side effects and physical illnesses plaguing Americans with no names or
traces are endless. Petitioner purchased from NASA Physicist, the device for $21,000. 00 with Woodpecker scalar
waves to Russia and China.
Petitioner has knowledge the JUDICIAL SYSTEM has been preventing to save these CRIMES OF HUMANITY,
from the MINDS, unwittingly. These activities and other covert programs are being abused with a pattern of
experiments and crime corruption on the street since the 1970’s using weapons of technology that has investigators
spinning their wheels and folks exclaiming, “What is this world coming to, pre 911?” (Tesla Invention and energy
1940) Furthermore, testimonies made in 1977 to U.S. Courts and Congress by whistleblowers Cathy O’brien and
Mark Phillips were blocked for reasons of National Security. This SSP RULING and disbelief and/or forgotten event
had unwittingly allowed the crimes and evil corruption to continue in AMERICA at the hands of the most powerful
TECHNOLOGY WEAPON of the mind. Too many years of death and torture include every one in this Country
somehow. Today some are finally seeing the same has continued to bigger Government crimes and corruption with
technology to take over humanity for mass control, Step #9 of 10 closer to legalizing Fascism, eyes wide shut:
LOSING OUR FREEDOM under the DISGUISE of 911 (nanothermite findings as ELF warfare and its speedy
debris removal and silenced). Part of a “gradual process” in REVERSING an entire AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
and JUDICIAL SYSTEM. (Access Denied, Trance-formation of America, among many neglected slandered and

discredited Whistleblowers instead of Courageous Heroes; Naomi Wolf and NSA employees, reported being
hypnotized on the job, as GUANTANAMO innocent scapegoats. App.E3)
Petitioner does not consent to the espionage information being transmitted against her will to her discoveries
today and should not have been targeted with this experiment, torture and information. Projects that REQUIRED
HUMAN EXPERIMENTING and “The Cult of Intelligence”-occults covertly. Numerous DARPA and Military
projects, Pandora’s Box, Voice of GOD. Former United States Government Physicist! 1981-Lt Col. US Army
Retired, Pentagon analyst McRae, Ronald, Mind Wars, St. Martin's Press, 1984, p 127, Psychic Weapons) and
synthetic telepathy, (creating wars and crimes on our streets) Operation Northwoods, Project Stargate,
Spacestar, (CIA Psychic Remote Viewing and FBI Virtual Project, 1996 respectively), Project Paperclip (Space
Medicine), Project Hybrid Insects & Polar Bears and hallucinations…), for abusive powers.
Petitioner will also provide evidence to the connection of numerous sabotaged court cases, our economy
manipulations, and 911 with this WEAPON of technology mind wars used on most Americans for decades. “We the
People” have had a sturdy foundation to disbelieve MKULTRA and the CHURCH Committee is still active and/or
part of the brainwash with massive investigations and CASES diverted for years. Petitioner’s quashed and
impeded warnings ignored by Congress leading to many deaths,
BP oil, Red Tide (1947), VETS, and many calamities for FL. (Complaint item ¶ 36)
Petitioner prays for an immediate injunction relief and has been under urgencies, demanding JUSTICE, to
prove this case, and freedom, under the law of our Constitution of the United States of America.
REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION
1. This Case Presents an Important Violation of our Amendment Laws and the ROLE the Judicial system.
(Complaint item ¶28).
2. There is an immediate and serious impact on the Petitioner and public’s safety with severe and alarming
corruption and crimes.
3. Analogously, in history of these crimes and violations cases involving Cointelpro, Church Committee and
MKULTRA, knowledge of the illicit nature is imputed to the defendant, further victimized and traumatized by
the public’s disbeliefs, even though technical and credible testimony have been made unrealized, as in United
State v. Lindauer Case No. 03 Cr. 807, falsely accused, slandered, delayed, and detained for 2 years as most
whistleblowers to impede truth.
4. Additionally, because the majority has not been appropriately made aware of the extent of surveillance for
the uses of spying, breached contracts, treason, and nefarious misuses to humanity, millions more, would
indeed come forward for a dismantling of DIA and Remote Viewing ASAP (Footnote Gov’t pledge)
5. The Petitioner made demands for an injunction and has not been free to exercise her rights to speech against
the government crimes and to leave her house for the past 4 years and has been retaliated upon in various
ways including experimentation of mental GAG orders and House Arrest. These blocks coupled with
detainments by law enforcements in all efforts to WARN and DELAY.
6. This Case Presents important Violations of our Amendments that has caused mass chaos, Population Control,
and a Society to be misled, disillusioned, along with disbeliefs at the hands of mind control TRANSMISSIONS
to create exact opposites of events and harassment. Petitioner was extremely Pro-Government 4 years ago, as
is the Honorable JUDGE John D Bates, thus has the right to an impartial trial and the public at large has the
right to know.
7. VARIOUS ADMISSIONS from Military OFFICIALS, Secretary Hazel O’Leary of the DOE and a President
that Electronic Warfare on US Soil is taking place toward Millions of innocent UNWITTING Civilians
included continued operation of COINTELPRO MKULTRA as opinions confirms the allegations dating years
back to Church Committee tactics and NSA transmissions for Electronic Warfare on Americans and
humanity. For nothing in the history of humanity and our judicial system can ever be resolved or accountable
for UNTIL this case and its WEAPON at hand is heard, considered, and ruled, thus bringing CONSPIRACY
THEORISTS TO FACT. The American Judicial system needs to recognize these issues and hold this covert
shadow Government accountable to successfully CEASE ITS OWN DEMISE as part of the humanities and
“We the People” duped and brainwashed within our own CIA terrorists. We are ALL in DANGER. The
reason “We the People” exclaim DC is in a Bubble.
8. An American citizen has a Constitutional right to petition. The First Amendment guarantees the right “to
petition the government for redress of grievances.” Protecting people’s rights to make their wishes and
interests known to government representatives in the legislature, judiciary, and executive branches. Citizens

have the right to communicate their will through direct petitions to the legislature and government officials.
No act of Congress can authorize a violation of the Constitution. The Constitution cannot be interpreted
safely except by reference to common law and to British institutions as they were when the instrument was
framed and adopted.
9. District court dismissed case as fanciful instead of grounds for repugnancies.
CONCLUSION
“When even one American -who has done nothing wrong- is forced by fear to shut his mind and close his mouth,
then all Americans are in peril.” Harry S. Truman
The petition for a writ of certiorari should be granted, reviewed, and heard in the United States Supreme Court of
Washington DC.
Respectfully submitted,
MIREILLE NINA TORMAN
Petitioner is Pro se
Date: September 7, 2010
Footnotes
Complaint in BACKGROUND: “After the Church Committee exposed COINTELPRO, the government claimed it
had dismantled the program. However, in the 1980s, the Reagan administration legalized the tactics (after the
fact) by signing Executive Order 12333”. FOLLOWED by FALSE and LOSS Memory!

In Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967), the Supreme Court ruled that a search occurs only when 1) a person
expects privacy in the thing searched and 2) society believes that expectation is reasonable. In Katz, the Supreme
Court ruled that a search had occurred when the government wiretapped a telephone booth.[21] The Court's
reasoning was that 1) the defendant expected that his phone booth conversation would not be broadcast to the
wider world and 2) society believes that expectation is reasonable.

Skilling V. United States, No. 08–1394 Opinion of Sotomayor, J. In sum, I cannot accept the majority’s conclusion
that voir dire gave the District Court “a sturdy foundation to assess fitness for jury service.” Cf. ante, at 29. Taken
together, the District Court’s failure to cover certain vital subjects, its superficial coverage of other topics, and its
uncritical acceptance of assurances of impartiality leave me doubtful that Skilling’s jury was indeed free from the
deep-seated animosity that pervaded the community at large. “[R]egardless of the heinousness of the crime
charged, the apparent guilt of the offender[,] or the station in life which he occupies,” our system of justice
demands trials that are fair in both appearance and fact. Irvin, 366 U. S., at 722. Because I do not believe Skilling’s
trial met this standard, I would grant him relief.

Numerous cases have blighted the courts for decades since 1947 Securities Act and these weapons to be researched
and experimented about the time Aliens hit the Media, and crimes filled the jails with hallucinations, entrapment,
and bearing FALSE WITNESS behind the scenes, MILLION $$$ were made by PHARMACEUTICAL with the
start of a DYSFUNCTIONAL non-sense corrupt culture EVOLVED. Now EMERGING and duped by explaining
so many airport cases and others falsely paranoid.

Constitutional Provisions, Statutes And Policies At Issue First Amendment ToThe United States Constitution

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
government for a redress of grievances.
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Jim Guest Letter on Mind Control to Senate, Senator Patrick Leahy (A divided and less civil Country)
Ron Paul Wake Up Americans, Kevin Trudeau FDA lawsuits-Britney Spears, Dixie Chics
Amy Goodman Stop the Madness, APA & AMA, Nat’l whistleblowers center.org
Judicial Watch, Freedom Watch, Institute for Accuracy, Citizens for legitimate gov.
George Bush-Yale Member SKULL and BONES and New World Order,
‘Proof of Conspiracy-A new American View” Matrix III, Val Valerian, ed., 1992
Constantine, Bowart: Acid Dreams-Human Rights Law Journal, “Freedom of the Mind” Vol. 3, No. 1-4
Ross MD; Dr Colin “The CIA, Military Mind Control Building the Manchurian Candidate.” April 18, 1996
Bowart, Walter, “Leading Psychiatrist Blows Whistle on Profession: Proves 50 + years of Mind Control MindNet
Journal, Vol. 1, No. 94 and “Were we Controlled?” JFK Adventures Unlimited Press, IL, 1997
December January 1993 “Mind Control Techniques and Tactics of New World Order” Nexus
Connecting the dots! How we got here perfecting 50 years of MIND CONTROLLED AMERICANS

WE CAN'T STOP SHADOW GOV'T UNTIL WE BELIEVE DEPLOYED MIND CONTROLLED-40 Years
until now 2008 a mad world emerging to cover up their chaos and non sense, now with tangible excuses!
FALSE MEMORY TRANSMISSIONS DAILY unconsciously with our money since 1910 secret meeting on
Jekyll Island Fed Reserve! NOW whitewashing History with more overt crimes.
Market inflations and real estate pricing and gouging was all induced from the mind on each individual and as a
mass, and part of conspiracy agenda. Corrupting American Minds.
How America was Mind Controlled to corrupt minds of Criminals, Police, Politicians, Military, Media, Hollywood,
UNREALIZED, for 40 years! How AMERICA got here taking us down and the next generation won’t know.
CIA Whistleblower Slides on Fraudulent war as Conspiracy to re-open 911 Commissionhttp://www.coldtype.net
/Assets.08/pdfs/0308The Fraudulent War.pdf

Bearden http://www.cheniere.org/explore articles/mind control1/p01.htm Former Gov’t Physicist.
Monarch-The new Phoenix Program taking us down with secret street hypnosis as mind control-Igor
Ledochowski!
John St. Clair Akwei vs. NSA, Ft. Meade, MD, USA John Mecca & Don Friedman, John Finch, Google cases…

How The NSA Harasses Thousands Of Law Abiding Americans Daily By Usage Of Remote Neural Monitoring
(RNM)-SEE ARTICLE BELOW-Since WATERGATE & Russian/China Energy Weapons-MIND
MANIPULATIONS ON CIVILIANS UNAWARE OF SABOTAGED LIVES & FAMILY!

Promoted to Headline (H2) on 1/30/09: Tice Revelations Ignored: Spying on Journalists? Why the Silence?
CORRUPTION RAMPID TO COVER UP Mind Control used in the PAST & NOW! WHY SPY at ALL if not to
mind control innocent civilians? Submitted by Amanda Lang ALL WHO TRY TO EXPOSE TRUTHS-Destroyed

911 truths u-tube Europe’s knowledge of dynamite and quashed witnesses, MARCH IN BRUSSELS and so much
more. ALL to CONTROL the PLANET one mind at a time guiding your life, words, feelings, actions, illness,
thoughts, death, destiny and all those around you. They want you sick and poor with disinformation.
Sibel Edmonds & the State Secrets Privilege (creating wars and disinformation trickling down)

The New Thought Police: The NSA Wants to Know How You Think Maybe Even What You Think.
by James Bamford

(See public hallucinations for miscommunications and motive or intentions)

A new silent war/HOLOCAUST! Domestic surveillance! Nuremberg & Michael Scheuer Former CIA.

Filegate” developed when President Clinton and Hillary Clinton were accused of violating the privacy rights of their
perceived political enemies by wrongly accessing and misusing the FBI files of Reagan and first Bush Admin.
“In an effort to discredit the women who charged President Clinton with sexual misconduct, personal files and
papers were illegally obtained and released. The courts found, under the Privacy Act-Jesselyn Radack Was the
Justice Department Official Who Knew Too Much -A BuzzFlash Interview

...Whistleblowers have been blacklisted at best, and completely terrorized at worst. War on Citizens! Jesselyn
Radack/Sibel Edmonds former Justice Department ethics specialist feeling watched! Tom Tamm) Mistranslated,
part of mind control sabotage and more! Plus Data Mining your health info; and starting trends in our schools!
In fact, it's not apparent that the Attorney General is even clued into the program. And Tice even has doubts as
to whether your Ostensible President has any idea what was going on. It's no wonder that they all find themselves
tripping the linguistic fantastic.

The following was sent to me by Will Filer Esu-@aol.com on July 27, 1999. It offers a new explanation for
government mind control. Will has stated to me that he is a former consultant to the U.S. National Security Agency,
asked me to post this information immediately. He also believes he’s in immediate danger because of this
information.

Subliminal Implanted Posthypnotic Suggestions and Scripts Using Acoustically Delivered and Phonetically
Accelerated Posthypnotic Commands without Somnambulistic Preparation in the Subject for Intelligence and
Counterintelligence Applications by the United States National Security Agency. A University of California at
Berkley student that went into a bar on or around November 27, 1990 took hostages and insisted to the police that
the CIA Director talk with him so that he could get relief from the suffering. The young man had sent letters to the
president and the CIA but the requests had fallen on deaf ears. After the young man panicked and shot a customer
in the bar, a SWAT team fatally shot him, the San Jose police found copies of the letters written to the President
referring to people that could "read minds" and that he had learned how they do it. The NSA had been
unsuccessfully brainwashing him and had no alternative but to terminate him to assure their security. It is interesting
that what was originally broadcast on the news "The gunman was demanding to talk with the Director of the CIA"
etc. disappeared quickly (suppressed?) from later news accounts.
NSA Initiated Execution to Cover-up in Music: Curt Cobain of the musical group "Nirvana" was another victim of
NSA brainwashing and was terminated by NSA. Cobain had started writing clues to the NSA activities into his
music to communicate it to his music followers. He referred in music to the NSA as the "Friends inside his head".
Once the NSA puts on the highest level of brainwashing pain, the subject expires quickly. Cobain used heroin to
numb and otherwise slow the effect of the brainwashing.

CULT-FORT HOOD MASSACRE — MIND CONTROL
Among these “experiments” conducted on US Soldiers by their government, and according to FSB files was a
“research specialty” of Major Hasan’s. One was one called Radio Hypnotic Intracerebral Control Electronic
Dissolution of Memory (RHIC-EDOM). Pioneered for the US Military in the 1960’s, New York University
Professor J. Anthony Deutsch: “Indicated that the mind is a transmitter and if too much information is received, like
too many vehicles on a crowded freeway, the brain ceases to transmit. The Professor indicated that an excess of
acetyl choline in the brain can interfere with the memory process and control. He indicated excess amounts of
acetyl choline can be artificially produced, through both the administration of drugs or through the use of radio
waves. The process is called Electronic Dissolution of Memory (EDOM). The memory transmission can be stopped
for as long as the radio signal continues.”. The NSA combines hypnosis and thought labels to interrogate people
without the subject being aware of it. "How can hypnosis be used?" you might ask. The subconscious mind operates
at a speed of about 1200 to 1400 words per minute. This is many times faster than the conscious mind that operates
at 250 to 450 WPM (words per minute). The posthypnotic script can be spoken at fast conversational speed
approximately 250 WPM and a recorder or a computer speeds up the message up to approximately 1200 to 1400
WPM. Remember what happens when you play a 33 rpm record at 78 rpm? The resulting voice sound like the old
American cartoon characters the Chipmunks. This is only slightly past doubling (2X) the delivery speed. At speeds
as high as 1400 WPM, the voices would sound like a high pitched chattering whine. Remember when the words
"Drink Coca Cola" were written on one frame of a movie in a theatre back in the 1960s? The frame rate in movies
is played at 30 frames/second. At 1/30th of a second the conscious mind could not recognize the message but the
subconscious mind could read it clearly. The audience increased their Coca-Cola consumption by 65% that night
resulting in the Federal Government prohibiting subliminal advertising. The following probable reasons for not
achieving a higher percentage of subliminal delivery effectiveness (> 65%) are described as follows. In that 1/30th
of a second some people were blinking, some people were looking around the theatre, looking at spouses, children,
candy, popcorn, etc. or they had sufficiently poor eyesight that they could watch the movie but could not distinguish
the small writing clearly. In the early years of this technology, the NSA originally recorded a spoken posthypnotic
suggestion message into a tape deck and sped it up by speeding up the tape. This process was labor intensive,
required each officer to have excellent diction and mastery of the language and dialect required, and was of poor
quality due to background noise and the delay in timing during recording and processing. It also required extensive
training to assure that each officer spoke at the same rate of speed so that the resulting "sped-up" script was
delivered at the correct speed. Now computers are used to append digitized samples of optimized, ideal phonemes
together to form words and the words are sped-up to the correct delivery speed. Where dialects are present, a
different set of base phonemes is used. Currently, to optimize efficiency and accommodate the variety of languages
on the planet, phonetic elements from each language and distinct dialect are sampled, digitally edited to optimize
them, and appended during delivery to form words and words arranged to make sentences in the from of scripts that
resemble hypnotic suggestions. The empty space between words is minimized and pitch rise is compressed and
filtered. Repetitive sine waves are also removed from the phonetic element's acoustic wave train thus reducing the
actual number of sine waves making up a word by 50% or more. This reduces the actual length of the time it takes

the phoneme to be delivered prior to accelerating (speeding-up) the delivery (like fast forward). This helps the
message to be played at higher speeds and reduces the subject's ability to recognize it as accelerated speech. The
technique of using optimized digitally sampled and edited phonemes appended together to for words and then
sentences structured as hypnotic suggestions can be termed "computer simulated subconscious speech language".
(Forced Speech)

APPLICATIONS:
3.1. Intelligence:
3.1.1. Used on foreign and domestic diplomats, spies, and citizens to gather intelligence, steal advanced technology
for US Defense applications. Surveys of citizen's opinions to government events and propaganda. Heavy survey use
during times of war, economic strife and political elections. War against drugs. Used to identify investments that
have high yield to support clandestine operations. Used to direct field agents without the agents having to carry
communications hardware and encryption devices.
3.2. Counterintelligence:
3.2.1. Used on foreign and domestic diplomats, spies, and citizens to identify intelligence operations; scope,
participants, communication methods, and weaknesses in individuals, systems, equipment, or signals that can be
exploited. Additional applications include misinformation dissemination, confusing and confounding leaders during
critical decision moments, distorting significance of various facts to sway decisions and actions in US favor,
behavioral modification of foreign spies to betray their loyalties, self initiated executions (suicides).
3.3. Behavior Modification and Accelerated Resocialization:
3.3.1. This technology is used to develop and control spies, political candidates, and other public figures through
psychological intimidation, fear and extortion.

Being attacked for his knowledge-not to talk about the nefarious massive uses beyond experiments but for chosen
POPULATION CONTROL/Genocide & Producing OPPOSITE NEWS of how EVIL SHADOW GOV really is
hiding as wolves in sheep’s skin! Your thoughts are not your own! “UNAWARE FORCED SPEECH by- passing
memory, Channeled DREAMS, Split personalities etc. "computer simulated subconscious speech language".

Dr. Colin Ross, a globally recognized expert on trauma related disorders and author of The CIA Doctors: Human
Rights Violations by American Psychiatrists. Dr. Ross provides proof, based on 15,000 pages of documents obtained
from the CIA through the Freedom of Information Act, that there have been pervasive, systematic violations of
human rights by American psychiatrists over the last 65 years.

In August 1951 a small French village near Marseilles became a part of CIA funded experiment with drugs. As a
result 500 people were affected, there were at least three suicides and 40 people were taken to a nearby psychiatric
institute. That’s according to Hank Albarelli, an American writer who spent over ten years looking into who was
behind the secret tests. RT’s Marina Portnaya met the author in New York.

They were never stopped because we never believed -NEVER CEASED BUT PERFECTED mind control, kept to a
minimum and pardoned! WHITEWASHING and ERASING with tangibles!
This tells all why some utter “What is this world coming to? WAKE UP AMERICA!”JURY DEMAND
Plaintiff hereby requests a Jury Trial for all issues triable by jury including, but not limited to those, issues and

claims set forth in any amended complaint or consolidated action.
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing has been furnished via Certified mail on July 1, 2010 to the Court Clerk
for Summons Service.

Respectfully submitted,
Mireille Torjman
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT

PLAINTIFF, Mireille Torjman, hereby requests that this Court relieve the Order and
reconsider its Dismissal regarding the Complaint of above said case 10-cv-01211, on July 20, 2010 as
per Federal Rule 60. Plaintiff requested right of review, and needs to correct, and to prevent manifest
injustice, and much worse being blocked from exposing long overdue corruptions affecting everyone.
1.

PLAINTIFF with the nature of this case, a monumental noble task, and being pro se, did

make claims to be determined by the jury on each count, punitive damages with physical and
psychological harm too great to tolerate, and a claim for $3,500,00.00 (pg 74), and a cause of action.

2.

PLAINTIFF did not focus complaint on monetary award, but on preventing Government

crimes and harassment against humanity. Plaintiff offered to testify, proof, witnesses, and is risking

her life. (pg 18-22) Assassinations, Sharon, Rumsfeld, Kennedy, Des Forges, Adams, 911, warnings of

Gulf’s Red Tide, and much more, UNWITTING CIVILIANS targeted and Russell Tice, Bush

wiretapping case (pg 8 and attached) hiding behind SSP that the Judicial System (pg 20) is being

duped with to condone technological war with weapons of mass destruction for massive corruption

and Fascism agendas, and no accountability that “We the People are starting to recognize”.

3.

PLAINTIFF requested a leave of court (pg 75) until can obtain a lawyer as a result of these

horrific circumstances. Plaintiff is also aware of (NY case 03 Cr. 807) Susan Lindauer with false

diagnosis under Intelligence Remote Viewing not fantastic but nefarious technology abuses (pg 17).

4.

PLAINTIFF is without delusion with only sabotage and whitewashing, as per Tice

testimonies and many others with credibility, whereas, said complaint was taken from Fedex Counter

with signature and wrong Complaint given to Chief Judge Lambert after instructions were given in

writing and by telephone, and another case was loaded in pacer by “mistake” etc. (2 Articles attached)

5.

PLAINTIFF has been and is also a victim of wiretapping and has information for other

cases and corporation going at the present in the court systems. (pg 26) Including Congress not

reading Iraqi documents and signed to the invasion of wars (Un-covered documentary). (pg 20 and 26)

6.

PLAINTIFF filed counts under wiretapping, manipulated communications (as other

Federal whistle blowers), privacy and civil rights, FOIA requests, continued proper investigations,

and proper news press releases and full disclosures, and is entitled to be heard.

7.

As case law is uncontested, cited Neitzke v Williams a case from a prisoner in 1989 before

weapons of technology were exposed in this complaint, far from frivolous or otherwise whereas the

public is innocent and unwittingly targeted and not conspiring against the victim as most other victims

claim as with transmissions of hallucinated aliens etc. Whereas, Russell Tice and other whistle

blowers are providing the means of these weapons of technology with massive misuse and nefarious

agendas of mass control including treason, as I have. (See Fort Hood shooting and IRS plane crash)

8. PLAINTIFF is requesting an emergency hearing to verify the content of Complaint 10-1211.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff hereby respectfully requests relief from judgment for the purpose of
litigant’s rights to be heard and opportunity to prove and discover facts of corruption and crimes against
humanity, Americans, and our next generation. Plaintiff demands injunctions and respect for her knowledge,
courage, torture, and risks, and demands for REALIZATION by the Court of the severity and meaning of
this case and the unwitting condoning of these crimes. Plaintiff has been censored and tampered with since
2007 and is being sabotaged. PLAINTIFF demands JUSTICE.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that a true copy of the foregoing has been furnished via US Mail and CERTIFIED MAIL to Chief
Judge Lamberth on July 27, 2010 and Federal Bureau of Investigations, et al.

Respectfully submitted,

Mireille Torjman
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MIREILLE TORJMAN

CASE NO.: 10-cv-01211 - AP 10-5302

Plaintiff

V.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS, et al.

Defendant
____________________________________/

MOTION TO REOPEN/RECONSIDER NEW EVIDENCE

Appellant hereby moves this court to reopen this case for new evidence to support allegations in Petitioning for
redress and grievance. The courts erred in its decision to dismiss and deny a critical case on all counts affecting
Millions, Society, Environment, and Humanity, including torturing an American civilian. There is an abuse of
discretion. Appellant has new available evidence in absentia to further support The Technology Neuro Silent
Weapon of Mass Destruction. This report was updated (1978) in 1996 before FULL DISCLOSURES could be made
by the Leading Psychiatrist. Other Top Doctors reported the Profession as Strongly Skewed by INTELLIGENCE
AGENDA. The exhibit A-#30 discusses Mind Control used since at LEAST since1940 as Tesla’s Invisible Chinese
wall around the Country from NY Tower. Also, recently admitted in part is the use of this weapon on Congress by
the Army that has been condoned and widespread for decades. Every American should
know what is going on, in full operation since the 70’s by 2nd level CIA, before it is too late. The last few pages
discuss mind control manipulations to Nat’l Health Care, Children’s Statistics, and much worse to generate TAX
revenue for decades.
Furthermore, the Appellant has found that the DEFENDANTS have not been aware of any lawsuit against them in
Appeals since the U.S. Attorney on file has been assigned last year. Appellant made 2 calls leaving voice mails to
Attorney Craig Lawrence and received no returned calls since January.
For these reasons, Appellant respectfully requests that this court reopen the case on Constitutional Rights.
Appellant has received the Opinion of frivolous delusional characteristics. Appellant has other overwhelming
evidence to introduce and prove in a court of Law.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a true copy of the foregoing brief has been furnished in person at 333 Constitution Ave NW,
Washington DC 20001Court of Appeals Clerk, and via regular Mail to U.S. Attorney Civil Division, Craig Lawrence
at 555 4th Street NW, Washington DC 20530, on March 16, 2011.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct on March 16, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,

Mireille Torjman
PO Box 57282
Washington, DC 20037
(954) 529.8684

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS
EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
MIREILLE TORJMAN

CASE NO.:

TBD

PO Box 57282
Washington, DC 20037

Plaintiff

V.

THE STATE OF VIRGINIA
Attorney General
900 East Main Street
Richmond, VA 23219;

Defendant
AMENDED COMPLAINT

1. Plaintiff, Mireille Torjman hereby brings this action for injunction relief, protection, damages, FOIA, and the
right of review, based on personal knowledge and belief, as a victim and expert witness, to the serious information
provided, as to all other matters, as to which allegations Plaintiff, without doubt or delusion, will provide proof,
un-refuted evidence, overwhelming evidentiary support, witnesses, substantial facts, documents, videos, records,
research, and investigation that exists and disclosed to the press by NSA on item ¶ 10, and as follows:
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
2. This case is about the electronic harassment, torture behind the spying surveillance, civil rights violations,
privacy, communications technology, and crimes of humanity, in use by the U.S. Intelligence Community. With the
advanced technology unknown to most, of shadow network of surveillance and spying, including, defendants are,
transmitting, storing, tampering, blocking and intercepting the content of a significant and selective content of the
Plaintiff’s phone calls, emails, instant messaging, text messaging, Internet, Skype, electronics, home and vehicle,
wireless communications and thoughts called NSA transmissions, mind taps, or mind jabs, and other
communications harassment, both internationally and domestic, including Plaintiff’s family and practically every
American, for the past 5 years, beginning on or about January 2007 and prior without wiretapping, now being
implemented tangibly.
3. Plaintiff’s records will show communications intangibly from the minds and tangibly, are intercepted,
manipulated, tampered with, stored, (data mining since 1973 FOIA), harassed, tortured, tormented, expose, disrupt,
misdirect, discredit, and impeded. Plaintiff will provide numerous and countless, emails hijacked, fabricated,
UNREAD, manipulated, tampered, deleted, redirected, including facsimiles, mail UPS, facsimile, and internet
manipulations, since about 2007. Plaintiff’s numerous impeded electronic communications with all her service
providers are debilitating to her work and she had no resolve available from providers who were unable to detect or

correct the situations. This includes manufactured emails, phone calls, and government employee’s unwitting
involvement, and the public, unconsciously, consciously, and brainwashing the Plaintiff. Plaintiff has been under
increased attacks, manipulations and threats, since filing this original complaint. Plaintiff is overwhelmed and
could not obtain counsel seeking Sua Sponte assistance. Plaintiff made numerous attempts to warn DOJ in 1996. In
2008, Plaintiff was also accused legally of false communications during her service with Qwest, by using redirected
calls and disconnects to create false records with her utilities company, defamation to her character and since 2007
in all other services. Plaintiff is blocked in numerous ways and with psychological operations on civilians,
manipulating persons and animals, witting and unwittingly, realized and unconsciously including delays techniques
and website and internet sabotage. Plaintiff endures MKULTRA like daily torture, torment, psychological harm,
isolation, physical harm, and damages, sabotaged events, conversations, RECORDS, legal and financial harm with
manifest sabotage using REMOTE VIEWING. 24/7, Synthetic Telepathy guiding and misguiding, imaginary friend
experiments, unwitting Doctors experiments and attacks, testing tampering unwitting, slavery, Behavior
Modification, CIA recruitment, blackmail, threats, and set ups, not limited to brainwashing individually and with
mass. Psychotronics DoD term; Psychoenergetics. A massive cover up operation is in the process publicly, impeding
the Plaintiff from reporting to the Authorities, Counsel, Media, and Radio. Abusive corruption, is all HIDING
behind the imposed FISA, SSP, National Security’s ACT, and Patriot ACT in the AUSPICES of security.
Subsequently, REX 84 Suspension of Constitution, INFORMATION WARFARE, and “Without a
Trace:”Pentagon's Psytek Unit: The Cult of Dead Cows; Los Alamos Lab and Stuxnet, cyber.
In an undisclosed report dated March 9, 2005, eight more projects with strategic thrusts included Bio-Revolution,
DIRECTED ENERGY, and Urban Operation of sensors on the existing Airborne Video Surveillance, all under
the Iraq theory, also data mining all information from the Human. CTS is described by DARPA as intended for
use in combat zones, to deter enemy attacks on American troops and to identify and track enemy combatants who
launch attacks against American soldiers, under Martial Law for a Police State and to legalize Fascism. DARPA’s
current Projects, (trailing CIA) XG, Robotic assured Military communication, CALO; Cognitive Impairment forced,
speech, ADDHD, and Optical), and Silent Talk; A planned program attempting to identify EEG patterns for
words and transmit these for covert communications. Telepathy were part of the tests the Plaintiff was sent for,
including warming her blood without the Doctor’s request/consent and was checked for Immune Systems without
cause (ELF disease), In December 2007 for example, Plaintiff’s eyes were physically taken over remote controlled
blinking unstoppable before an MRI scan, unexplainable by the Director (optic pattern, DNA, ELF disease NEURO
vision manipulations since), as in ARTICLES “Pentagon’s Remote Control Heart Attack Anyone, and Plans: Hack
your Nervous Central System and Pentagon SCIENCE: Crazy enough,” and worse. This computer-mediated
telepathy allows user-to-user communication through analysis of neural signals. The research aims to detect and
analyze the word-specific neural signals, using EEG, which occur before speech is vocalized, and to see if the
patterns are generalizable. As of 2009 the research is focused on military uses. Plaintiff, an unwitting guinea pig of
these programs went for UN-Necessary tests. Plaintiff’s hair has not grown since 1996, with induced rapid loss, a
skin condition from the blood unknown to the doctors. (Leukemia) In addition, since 1962, ARPA initiated the
Office of Information Processing Technique and Behavior Sciences for Artificial Intelligence, Command and
Control, known today as Behavior Modification or BRAINWASH for army combat purposes.
Plaintiff is transmitted to err and sabotaged to fail and take her down. Plaintiff was an accountant and not dissent.
Plaintiff suffers daily, with enormous violations to privacy and personal human rights freedoms, grave damages,
medical harm, slander, financial sabotage, career sabotage, memory, isolation, psychological and physical
irreparable harm, legal sabotage, torture, threats, manipulations, and harassment and will provide those records as a
matter of fact including laser and acoustic Weapon evidence and retaliation for whistleblowing to the Authorities.
Plaintiff is traumatized and sealed. Plaintiff did not volunteer for experiment or torture which goes on in VA and
with its residents unwittingly and breaching air space contracts of this State to commit crimes and mind control its
citizens of crimes and torture and breached HR 46 State Sovereignty Resolution. (See Press Release-Endnotes)
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over the federal claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331, 18 U.S.C. § 2712,
and 5 U.S.C. § 702.
5. Plaintiffs are informed, believe and thereon allege that Defendants have sufficient contacts
with this district generally and, in particular, with the events herein alleged, that Defendants are subject to the
exercise of jurisdiction of this court over the person of such Defendants and that venue is proper in this judicial
district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391, and MASS LAWSUIT provided and/or Class Action with other residents as

victims of the State or Electronic assaults by the residents of the State of VA and were/are unwitting or
unconsciously doing so. This is a weapon of ALL people jacketed as pawns and CREATING opposites, MESSES,
and dysfunctions.
6. Plaintiff is informed, believe and thereon allege that a substantial part of the events giving rise to the claims
herein alleged occurred in this district jurisdiction, and Defendants and/or agents of Defendants may be found in
this district, nationally, and internationally.
PARTIES
7. Plaintiff, Mireille Torjman is an intelligent native French speaking refugee from Marrakesh, Morocco. Plaintiff is
a 49 year old divorced woman and was an accountant for 25 years. Plaintiff comes from a religious background,
disciplined and educated, currently staying in the area.
8. Defendant is the State of Virginia. Its mission statement is found on Virginia.com, includes serving and
protecting The Constitution, its people, and future.
9. Department of Justice. The most sacred of the duties of government [is] to do equal and impartial justice to all its
citizens.” This sacred duty to fulfill the promise of justice for all remains the guiding ideal for the men and women
of the Department in carrying out their mission:
BACKGROUND
10. Plaintiff filed a lawsuit in the U. S. Supreme Court to Warn We the People what has been going on in
AMERICA and overseas with the use of this Weapon of Mass Destruction deployed nefariously and evolved
massively. Plaintiff Mireille Torjman brings this action on behalf of herself, and to attest to her family and the
public’s victimization, unwittingly and/or unrealized and with OPEN letter to CONGRESS and testimony letter to
the Judge for the NSA Tom Drake Federal Case. Plaintiff is aware under the auspices of experiments and
RESEARCH Dreams are planted as memories to crimes to masterminded 911 and NSA Project STARSTREAM
“Future” mind taps. Plaintiff’s case was dismissed and retaliations escalated as described:
“Is the NSA Conducting Electronic Warfare On Americans?
Jonas Holmes May 19, 2006 CHRONICLE ARTICLE
Russ Tice, former NSA intelligence officer and current Whistleblower, was to testify before the Senate Armed
Services Committee this week. Apparently the testimony, Mr. Tice wanted to give, makes General Hayden’s phone
surveillance program look like very small potatoes. Mr. Tice’s testimony is expected to reveal further illegal activity
overseen by General Michael Hayden which even loyal and patriotic NSA employees view as unlawful. I think the
people I talk to next week are going to be shocked when I tell them what I have to tell them. IT’S PRETTY HARD
TO BELIEVE, Tice said. I hope that they’ll clean up the abuses and have some oversight into these programs,
which doesn’t exist right now. According to Mr. Tice, what has been disclosed so far is only the tip of the iceberg.
What in the world could Russ Tice be talking about! To figure it out let us take a look at Russ Tice’s work at the
NSA.
According to the Washington Times and numerous other sources, Mr. Tice worked on special access programs
related to electronic intelligence gathering while working for the NSA and DIA, where he took part in space systems
communications, non-communications signals, electronic warfare, satellite control, telemetry, sensors, and special
capability systems. Special Access Programs or SAPs refer to Black Budgets or Black Operations. Black means that
they are covert and hidden from everyone except the participants. Feasibly there would be no arena with a greater
potential for abuse and misuse than Special Access Programs. Even now Congress and the Justice Department are
being denied the ability to investigate these programs because they don’t have clearance. To put it in CNN’s Jack
Cafferty’s words a top secret government agency, the NSA, the largest of its kind in the world, is denying oversight
or investigation by the American people because investigators lack clearance. To add a layer of irony to the Black
Ops cake this travesty is occurring in America, the supposed bastion of Freedom and Democracy, which we are
currently trying to export to Iraq.
It just gets scarier. The Black Ops that Mr. Tice was involved in related to electronic intelligence gathering via space
systems communications, non-communications signals, electronic warfare, satellite control, telemetry, sensors, and
special capability systems. For greater insight as to the impact of these programs readers should review decades old
FOIA authenticated programs such as MKULTRA, BLUEBIRD, COINTELPRO and ARTICHOKE. Radar based

Telemetry involves the ability to see through walls without thermal imaging. Electronic Warfare is even scarier if we
take a look at the science. NSA Signals Intelligence Use of EMF Brain Stimulation. NSA Signals Intelligence uses
EMF Brain Stimulation for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Electronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain
Stimulation has been in development since the MKUltra program of the early 1950's, which included neurological
research into "radiation" (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric research and development. The resulting secret
technology is categorized at the National Security Archives as "Radiation Intelligence," defined as "information
from unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear
detonation." Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this technology secret in the same manner as other
electronic warfare programs of the U.S. government. The NSA monitors available information about this technology
and withholds scientific research from the public. There are also international intelligence agency agreements to
keep this technology secret.
The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that analyzes electrical activity in humans from a distance. NSA
computer-generated brain mapping can continuously monitor all the electrical activity in the brain continuously. The
NSA records and decodes individual brain maps (of hundreds of thousands of persons) for national security
purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also secretly used by the military for Brain-to-computer link. (In military fighter
aircraft, for example.) For electronic surveillance purposes electrical activity in the speech center of the brain can
be translated into the subject's verbal thoughts. RNM can send encoded signals to the brain's auditory cortex thus
allowing audio communication direct to the brain (bypassing the ears). NSA operatives can use this to covertly
debilitate subjects by simulating auditory hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophrenia. Without any
contact with the subject, Remote Neural Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the visual cortex of a
subject's brain and show images from the subject's brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives see what the
surveillance subject's eyes are seeing. Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images direct to the visual
cortex. bypassing the eyes and optic nerves. NSA operatives can use this to surreptitiously put images in a
surveillance subject's brain while they are in R.E.M. sleep for brain-programming purposes. Individual citizens
occasionally targeted for surveillance by independently operating NSA personnel
NSA personnel can control the lives of hundreds of thousands of individuals in the U.S. by using the NSA's domestic
intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the
bounds of law. Long-term control and SABOTAGE OF TENS OF THOUSANDS OF UNWITTING CITIZENS by
NSA operatives is likely to happen. NSA Domint has the ability to covertly assassinate U.S. citizens or run covert
psychological control operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental health. National Security Agency
Signals Intelligence Electronic Brain Link Technology NSA SigInt can remotely detect, identify and monitor a
person's bioelectric fields. The NSA's Signals Intelligence has the proprietary ability to remotely and non-invasively
monitor information in the human brain by digitally decoding the evoked potentials in the 30-50 hz,.5 milliwatt
electro-magnetic emissions from the brain. Neuronal activity in the brain creates a shifting electrical pattern that has
a shifting magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts out a constant 30-50 hz, .5 milliwatt electromagnetic (EMF) wave.
Contained in the electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and patterns called "evoked potentials." Every
thought, reaction, motor command, auditory event, and visual image in the brain has a corresponding "evoked
potential" or set of "evoked potentials." The EMF emission from the brain can be decoded into the current thoughts,
images and sounds in the subject's brain. NSA SigInt uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimulation as a communications
system to transmit information (as well as nervous system messages) to intelligence agents and also to transmit to
the brains of covert operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level). EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a
complexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trigger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby
forming sound and visual images in the brain's neural circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a person's
brain-states and affect motor control. Two-way Electronic Brain-Link is done by remotely monitoring neural audiovisual information while transmitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the ears) and transmitting faint images
to the visual cortex (bypassing the optic nerves and eyes, the images appear as floating 2-D screens in the brain).
Two-Way Electronic Brain Link has become the ultimate communications system for CIA/NSA personnel. Remote
Neural Monitoring (RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in the human brain) has become the ultimate
surveillance system. It is used by a limited number of agents in the U.S. Intelligence Community. RNM requires
decoding the resonance frequency of each specific brain area. That frequency is then modulated in order to impose
information in that specific brain area. The frequency to which the various brain areas respond varies from 3 Hz to
50 Hz. Only NSA Signals Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band.
An example of EMF Brain Stimulation:
Bioelectric Resonance Frequency
Motor Control Cortex 10 HZ
Auditory Cortex
15 HZ

Brain Area
Information Induced Through Modulation
Motor Impulse Co-ordination
Sound which bypasses the ears

Visual Cortex
25 HZ
Somatosensory Cortex 09 HZ
Thought Center
20 HZ

Images in the brain, bypassing the eyes
Phantom Touch Sense
Imposed Subconscious Thoughts

This modulated information can be put into the brain at varying intensities from subliminal to perceptible. Each
person's brain has a unique set of bioelectric resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio information to a
person's brain at the frequency of another person's auditory cortex would result in that audio information not being
perceived. Additionally, A 1994 congressional hearing reported that nearly half a million Americans were subjected
to some kind of cold war era tests, often without being informed and without their consent. In addition,
experimentation law is well grounded in constitutional and international law. It is an under-reported fact that two
major reports on human rights and torture in the U.S. recently listed illegal radiation experiments. Many more facts
are documented below. Therefore, human research subject protections should be a high priority and are just as
significant as current issues of torture and illegal wiretapping. IT IS TIME FOR AMERICA TO WAKE UP. It is time
for America to protect its Whistleblowers who are our last line of defense against dictatorship and despotism. It is
time for America to take responsibility for oversight of its tax dollars and elect leaders who will assume such
responsibility now. Yes, the war on terrorism is important. It is even more important and fearful if the terrorism is
from within and unknowingly funded by hard working American citizens. There is no Special Access Program
beyond the oversight of political leaders elected by the people and for the people. If these political leaders
jeopardize national security then that shall be handled in a court of law. But to tell America, to tell the American
people, to tell the political leaders elected by the American people that America does not deserve to know what
happening in the NSA’s dark, black rooms, with billions of dollars, behind closed doors, when we know that
privilege has already been abused; that is the true definition of TERRORISM. That is the true definition of
Communism and a Police State, no oversight. So fellow Americans, you may hem and haw in the face of truth but
know that one day you will realize that your country has been USURPED from the very principles upon which it
was founded.
Godspeed, Russ Tice, the Patriots are with you.

11. Why hasn't the press--aside from MSNBC--covered Russell Tice's revelations on the government's massive spy
apparatus that according to Tice illegally survey's every US citizens' purchasing records, emails, phone calls, bank
transactions, etc. and maintains the information in massive databases for nefarious uses?

12. Former United States Government Physicist! 1981-Lt Col. US Army Retired, Pentagon analyst (McRae, Ronald,
Mind Wars, St. Martin's Press, 1984, p 127, Psychic Weapons)

13. In a slide Bearden illustrates how a Scalar War would involve a psychoenergetics attack on the operators of the
enemy scalar installation, entraining their minds into hypnogogic trance and getting them to shut down their
systems. And ultimately psychoenergetic warfare goes to the very heart of human identity itself. For if my thoughts
might no longer be "mine," then who and what am I? Can my very sense of being "me" be hijacked by some
nefarious psychoenergetic scheme? One paper to begin with is “Mind Control and EM Wave Polarization
Transductions” This is such serious stuff that Bearden includes a strong warning about misuse of this knowledge.
Psychoenergetics weapons can MENTALLY MAIM AND PHYSICALLY KILL. Gov’t DoD Physicist.

14. PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONS-SPACE PRESERVATION ACT-House Resolution bill 2977-Brain manipulation
from a distance-2001-2002-described as a method of induction of sleep by means of radio waves (3), (4), (5)…

15. Dear Senator-Attorney Letter included:
We seek your office’s assistance in initiating hearings and a fact-finding congressional inquiry into the government
agencies and/or private companies that are targeting citizens. Many citizens are desperate to be freed from the

disturbing, intrusive and oppressive targeting. Evidence supports the conclusion that weapons exist that could be
used against individuals, based on U.S. Patent and Trademark Office filings, public releases by agencies, and other
technologies that indicate the level of technological sophistication. The weapons are believed to be based on
electromagnetism, microwaves, sonic waves, lasers and other types of directed energy, and were characterized as
“psychotronic” in Rep. Dennis Kucinich’s draft of House Resolution 2977, the Space Preservation Act of 2001…
Furthermore, it is undeniable that government agencies have tested citizens without permission in the past; for
example, the CIA’s human experimentation discussed in Orlikow v. U.S., 682 F.Supp. 77 (D.D.C. 1988), secretly
administered lysergic acid diethylamide discussed in United States v. Stanley, 483 U.S. 669 (1987), and military
chemical experimentation as discussed in Congressional Committee Report 103-97, 103d Congress, 2d Session, S.
Prt. 103-97 (Dec. 8, 1994). Lastly, the sheer numbers of people complaining of being targeted, including people
with post-graduate degrees and a lifetime of achievements, and the similarities in symptoms tend to outweigh a
dismissive response based on charges of anecdotal evidence or group paranoia… There is a certain risk of sounding
too conspiratorial, however, common denominators such as physical symptoms and medical reports, surveillance
scenarios, harassment techniques, and more can be readily established…”

ALLEGATIONS AND FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO ALL COUNTS
16. Plaintiff, in her Florida home, was comatosed for 72 hours in her room and recruited with heavy experimental
remote mind control ESPIONAGE, SEXUAL SLAVERY, AND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION, (Operation
MHCHAOS-brainwash). Plaintiff’s memory began to be wiped out daily and corrupted with new transmissions.
Plaintiff ran away TERRORIZED after being transmitted to start “THE PROCESS”, “to cooperate” over time
using the public to trigger her anchors/transmissions. Plaintiff’s electronic communications began to be tampered
with and impeded as she began to her research and attempts to report this corruption and abuse of powers under the
programs. In 2008, Plaintiff purchased the Non FDA device from a NASA physicist at $21,000.00 with Scalar
waves, (Russian Woodpecker frequencies), and Military Patents. Plaintiff became a certified practitioner to protect
Plaintiff and attempt to de-program. Plaintiff was intercepted by this HAARP and NSA’s SIG-INT Satellites, thus
became a certified hypnotist trained in NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming; CIA taught techniques, to deprogram.
(Bandler and Grinder 1976) and (Project Paperclip; Dr. Strughold Space Medicine 1963).
17. In her travels, Plaintiff ran away and witnessed these transmissions used in Israel, Australia, England, and most
European Countries and their CIVILIANS, and was further impeded when attempting to whistle blow the nefarious
uses and crimes of humanity by our CIA, to the embassies. Plaintiff has been held hostage and major
delays/detaining her attempts. Plaintiff motions the court to compel, the safety of “WE THE PEOPLE” by
dismantling and “BAN on frightful NEW Weapon of Mass Destruction”. This was urged by Russia on June 13,
1975, “MORE terrible than anything the WORLD has ever known.” The CIA was born with the National
Security’s Act in 1947 did NOT BAN but EVOLVED these experiments, and our troubles began as sampled in
Manual “Operation Mind Control” among other exhibited on Plaintiff’s website. HOOVER SAID IT'S too
HORRIBLE to imagine! The rest of the world didn't ask until 1976 the type of questions we were facing in 1965....
Everybody was afraid of building the supersoldier who would take orders without questioning, like the kamikaze
pilot (suicides...) 70's Manchurian crimes creating a subservient society was not out of sight- by mind control
waves." Allen Dulles 1957" Berle wrote in his diary. "If the scientists do what they have laid out for
themselves, men will become manageable ants." BP paralysis to oil spill errors/ELF...
FBI HOOVER "clandestine warfare avowed objective had been WORLD DOMINATION by whatever means and
COST!" FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who ordered FBI agents to "expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otherwise neutralize" the activities of these movements and their leaders. Hoover disclosed how horrific these
weapons were thus, hard to believe ..." These documents will be made available to the courts from the Leading
Psychiatrist who proved 50 years of mind control in absentia (2008) along with Dr. R.O. Becker, Jerry Smith, and
Jim Keith and others testimonies BEFORE FULL DISCLOSURES were made. A LIST of ills of the past 50 years,
new and/or INDUCED are found subsequently and on last page. This is in addition to “Operation” mind controlled
corruptions and Macrocosm. “NEW WORLD ORDER MILLIONS Will go THROUGH "The PROCESS"
(brainwash programming) INCLUDING MOST OF AMERICA'S CORPORATE LEADERS and OFFICIALS from
Navy/ EDUCATION- "It was estimated that Millions of persons were (1972) Breaking down of personalities and
recondition..." Many already manipulated into their office long ago. "Behind the electronic curtain, we find: The
SORCERER, MANIPULATOR, CYBERNETICIST, the weaver of the DREAMscape" Manchurians…” (Journalist
documents in absentia). CYBERSYN; "The COUP for the Communist World: “It is said Henry Kissinger was the

one who intervened to put an end to the GRAND experiment. Salvador Allende was assassinated by Chileans who
are reported to have been in the PAY of the CIA, and Cybersyn went by the wayside. (They thought) Today FCC
coup to regulate the INTERNET; COMMUNISM infiltrations and attempts, KGB/Gestapo style Domestic
Surveillance mind manipulations after the fact & covertly hijacked www & humans. [One World Brain Pg 241 SEE
ISRAEL TAB, pg 6 Press Release] The weapon, motive, and witnesses exist, with a Launch of new Holocaust in
manifest after conquering Asia surreptitiously.
18. Plaintiff was informed that 911 Pilots were mind controlled in advance in San Diego and the U.S., whereas 911
was created to lose our FREEDOMS with the 911 commission sabotaged. THIS IS HOW NO ONE KNEW OF 911
in ADVANCE by ILLUSION and unwitting people in action AS BEAR STEARNS RUMORS [Pg 49]. (Naomi Wolf
(Yale Journalist)-10 Steps-Freedom to Fascism, 2007- also harassed by and on no fly zone list in her attempts) as
many complain of feeling hypnotized on the job, NSA employees and celebrities. Plaintiff flew to Atlanta in the
height of the new steel door installation and high security climate, wondering why she was invited to sit in a
co-pilot’s chair on the runway, while waiting to take off from snow on the ground, unrealized but with no real fears
or threats unwit, (yet) until provoked.
19. Plaintiff with intense continuous sabotage and impediments, Electronic Stalking, Slander, including Internet
Communications, censored and continuously intercepted from blogging, blocked her searches for attorneys,
blocked, mirrored her web site and activity from Google, with Google’s Access Portals and/or passwords as
telephone companies, being scapegoated, INCLUDING most CORPORATIONS, password access, and covert
data-mining for purposes, in SG3 dating back prior to 911 (EFF v Google Street-view). DOD’s ELF transmitters
were already in full scale by 1981 in Australia and Africa, followed by additional superior covert Projects in the
U.S. (Combat Zones under DARPA formerly ARPA) and trailing behind decades too late.
20. With suspicious FBI allegations and $122 Million Virtual Case File Project gone wrong in 2001, prior Board
Members and Government Officials’, the new Parent Company SAIC’s (C I A Spacestar) servers and the (“Occult
Connections”). Chief of Staff Jack E Thomas Air Force Intelligence, 1997 ties with DOD, NSA, CIA, and former
Executives, Directors, Secretaries, Army Generals, all had knowledge of REMOTE VIEWING experiments spy biz,
SPAWAR at the Naval Electronics System Command in San Diego and Los Alamos National Labs for Medical
Oversight to American Intelligence Agencies (1996). A surge of Federal Spending raised Multi-Billion dollar
Defense concerns with SAIC and Titan (moon) (2004) in the mid 1990’s on technology projects that REQUIRED
HUMAN EXPERIMENTING went beyond. Results included Major Lawsuits.
21. Joseph McMoneagle, eventually revealed as such, but for the purposes of the Army’s psychic intelligence unit,
he was simply Remote Viewer No. 1." In his Memoirs of a Psychic Spy is a look at the most remarkable exploits in a
most astonishing career of military service. Remote Viewer 001 in Army’s Stargate Project reports this as still
classified. (Allowing this invisible WEAPON of Mass Destruction to dupe Humanity.) The top secret intelligence
gathering initiative launched at height of Cold War- David Morehouse 1998. This project was first used to retrieve
intentions in a criminal or terrorist’s mind. (The Lucid View, Investigations in Occultism, 2004-MK ULTRA includes
Project “VOICE of GOD” and Church Committee Report) This is used for unexplained phenomenon and to
manipulate religion and/or to compel a crime, suicide, command or order. It is undeniable that government agencies
have tested citizens without permission as The Manchurian Candidates in the United States. Cognitive Sciences
Laboratories CIA research 24 years ago when Tom Beardon warned about these weapons and activities as serious
dangers. These weapons in use FRAME people and police have already started to kill and maim overtly and are
intercepted and induced to frame police by 2nd LEVEL CIA (Sorcerer) behind ELECTRONIC CURTAIN and
Cryptocracy’s Plan to Psychocivilize you (1973). Death Ray” for planes was Tesla’s invention in 1940 and a
$2,000,000.00 device to zap and melt an airplane motor 250 miles away and an Invisible Chinese Wall of defense
was built around the Country, no matter how large an attack, (Teleforce, manifests FREE energy and creates rays;
zapping beams, the new invisible war). Today, this Wardencliff Tower is in full action in Long Island NY, with 36
other stations as GWEN, Globally that beam massive volume of Free Energy. (The New York Times, Sunday
September 22, 1940-Science and Patents, Education News) One energy zapping causes confusion, mistakes, trip,
fall, body temp-freeze, heat, miscommunication, fatigue, focus/ concentration, radio-sleep (Kucinich-US patented
under MKDELTA), and stalling any engine. NSA, Thomas Drake, Espionage, and Warrantless Mind Taps by Gary S.
Bekkum on May 25, 2011: Is the American Intelligence Community still in the psychic espionage business? And
why has NSA whistle-blower Thomas Drake been charged with espionage? STARpod.org) -- I watched the CBS 60
Minutes story about NSA whistleblowers and the espionage case against former NSA official Thomas Drake with
great interest…” Paranormal Activities: The list of parapsychology goals was taken from an excellent article by
John Wilhelm in the August 2, 1977 Washington Post: "Psychic Spying?" This along with a new Holocaust

written by CIA John Marks are all in manifest TODAY, once the consent and surrenders of the CONSTITUTION, in
full, with the Asia invasions as Bay of Pigs and other Countries that we set up and usurped, is accomplished. It is
well documented that the conditioning of the people had to occur first as “the PEOPLE were not ready yet.
Techniques to brainwash and conspire beyond INFORMATION WARFARE, to chunk and accept with memory
erasures in layers over time and different than a mind jab ELF transmissions and jolts/lasers acoustics. Executive
Orders being signed on U S Soil in preparation of one world Brain with bigger Government infiltrations unwit are
part of the mastermind control agenda. The Sorcerer "Beam Warfare, The Persinger PLAN, (50 yrs)+ NSA, and
Dreamscape, One World BRAIN,+ pages 200+ of INJECTING IDEOLOGY not just MEDIA mind taps, Electronic
Mind Control, Psi War, and Beam WARFARE CANCER... Edward Bernays wrote public opinion H.G. Wells friend
of N.W.O. MASTERMIND engineering CONSENT with mind control in 1928 propaganda and Invisible Govt.
Information Warfare etc are all part of the mind control victims in various ways. Both Muslim and Jew framed
strategically, in the process.
22. As history repeats itself, duping the legal system condoning Government horrific corruptions and crimes in a
free country, the core component of these Programs is Defendants’ nationwide network of sophisticated
communications surveillance and spy devices being installed and attached today overtly and nefariously. Alien
hallucinations, Drugs, Corruptions, ills, all increased and reported by the FBI. The 1971 statistics and 50% missing
milk carton children, are now 2nd level CIA misfits programming civility. NSA transmissions and NASA Remote
Viewing have been in place and are being connected to the key facilities of telecommunications with advanced
technologies like that of HAARP stations and Satellites kept secret during mission.
23. John Herschel Glenn Jr., 1974-1999, former astronaut and U.S. politician who Introduced a Bill and Joint
Resolutions (Page S645) Human Research Subject Protection Act, stated “In fact, our own Constitution says, 'The
right of the people to be secure in their persons . . . shall not be violated.'“, and compared it to the Nuremberg Code.
His own experience and knowledge of unwitting civilians with Radiation experiments has already been proven that
Directed Energy Weapons increased CANCER rates DRAMATICALLY in this COUNTRY thus far. Furthermore,
patients have discovered leaving the Country for natural cures worked without further Chemotherapy. During
Plaintiff’s brief volunteer work at the ACLU, Plaintiff learned that calls were made from patients complaining of
being electrocuted while in Hospitals and transmitted innocent staff not to believe them. The reason knowledgeable
professionals warn against this Technology as the terrorists within, and keeping their enemies close, unfortunately.
Documents and a FEW examples of mind control psyops, to raise awareness and warn are posted on Plaintiff’s
website and below have been impeded psychologically and electronically.
24. Plaintiff also has knowledge that the manipulations to the media and miscommunications for the use of creating
spin, quashing, fanning, suppressions, and propaganda including block exposing the government’s advertising and
news corruptions are the reason for spying with these mind control technology weapons. Spying on media was
revealed last year as NSA transmissions which includes “communication chaos” or not to care unwittingly and omit
important news, unrealized. (Operation Mockingbird Media, also began in the 1950’s, and creating a synthetic
culture). Astronomical Defense budgets developed as black budgets, and SPYING nefariously went covert from
media and public’s knowledge. (Jerry Smith, Coherent All Radio Band Sensing, HAARP printed in Canada 1998)
and “The Ultimate Conspiracy” also died in 2008.
25. Plaintiff and Plaintiff’s family members are ordinary Americans who were initially picked up in the “Big
Brother radar” unwittingly for 30 years, in 1971, whereas Plaintiff was informed others who have ties with Military,
Minorities, Government employees and buildings, all being picked up in radar with data-mining human information,
BEHAVIORS OF FAMILIES, Eugenics, and DNA transmitted, collected, and DNA brain waves from any Data
Mining and remote transmissions, and/or stored, spying, torture, and world domination powers. “Dumbed Down,
Obesity, and red tape bureaucratic culture induced unrealized”
26. Plaintiff is also suing Defendants for treason, crimes, violations, and threats attempted on her and her family,
when disseminating the information and ARTICLE, and reporting it to the Authorities. Plaintiff has knowledge
other Countries are being scapegoated and blamed for CIA crimes in disguise.
27. Plaintiff was and is being discredited, sabotaged, pre-empted, delayed, since on or about Sept. 2008 and the
Inauguration, with these Serious Accusations to whitewash history and each one of her accusations, brainwash the
public, and keep Washington in their bubble to accomplish their conspiracy, and being too late. Recreating events
with twists for different outcome to victims or targets and the public psyops tactics of NLP to ONE World Brain
and New World Order. (CIA techniques; Jacketing- against each other or one against the other, 2 transmissions on
the mind or minds to create mis-communication, chaos, fights, wars, and changing minds, like that of Presidents.

Exhibited on Plaintiff’s website are Dr. Walter Bowart, False Memory Syndrome Foundation, Operation Mind
Control, NSA transmissions, Hallucinations of the 5 senses, and Reagan-Alzheimer’s disease-like memory loss, Lt.
Col Tom Bearden slide of “The most frightful WEAPON, more terrible than anything the World has ever known”
June 13, 1975 urged by Russia to BAN, and Jim Keith, “MASS CONTROL Human Engineering”. Plaintiff tried to
go public in 2010 with radio, and EVERY EFFORT is being made to whitewash, set up, stage, frame, to discredit
and quash the Plaintiff further. This is done using the environment of the victim including their families’ techniques.
NLP is an extremely dangerous tool of mind control coupled with electronic transmissions witting and unwitting.
28. Plaintiff is suffering from the violations of her constitutional rights, and privacy acts, (US code 5, and 18) at the
hands of, the direction of, or with the knowledge of, Defendants. Defendants in concert with other Intelligence
agencies and/or service providers, and means are set forth in paragraphs below).
29. Plaintiff’s daily tortures are being done without judicial, statutory, or other lawful authorization, in violate on of
statutory and constitutional limitations, and in excess of statutory and constitutional authority.
30. Plaintiffs’ daily tortures are being done without probable cause or reasonable suspicion to believe that Plaintiff
has committed or are about to commit any crime or engage in any terrorist activity, or is of foreign powers or agents
thereof and these activities are crimes of humanity.
31. Plaintiffs’ daily tortures are with intent and malice, are being done without any reason to believe that the
information is relevant to an authorized criminal investigation or to an authorized investigation to protect against
international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities.
32. On information and belief, Plaintiffs’ daily tortures against her will and religion is directly performed, and/or
aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced or procured and HIDDEN behind SSP laws to HARM
HUMANITY.
33. On information and belief, Plaintiff will continue to be directly targeted and the Public and/or will continue to
aid, abet, counsel, command, induce or procure that conduct wittingly and unwittingly. (Mind Control and the
American Government; “Prevailing Winds” 1994) Since Tesla’s Directed Energy Weapons were invented and
launched or picked up by The Pentagon’s covert ops, The United States unlike the rest of the Globe, rapidly began
down a culture of INDUCED psyops of ELF Cancer, CIA drugs, corruptions, crimes (another experiment in 1968
on crimes in major cities hidden behind LSD, as aliens) paranoia, immoral behaviors, AIDS, ANTHRAX, obesity,
sicker Americans, division of people, Trash TV and education, paranormal phenomenon, and a greater necessity of
guinea pigs for technology experimentation, followed by power, corruptions, terrorizing and harassing anyone they
chose covertly on the streets without accountability and justice and without knowledge of a dictatorship.
34. Plaintiff seeks costs, legal fees, and damages applicable by law with protective measures for all COUNTS.
Plaintiff was represented under a class suit, before transmissions sabotaged the attorney and his contact information
has been disconnected and tampered with. On information and belief, the former attorney married to the DA in
Colorado, had brain surgery from Migraines while preparing the Case granted by and Silicon Valley University. I had
attempted to warn him during my visit, to Denver in July of 2008. He is no longer available for the very reasons of
this Lawsuit (There was no gang-related conspiracy, but an unwitting public used as pawns with hallucinated
thoughts, unconscious, and cognitive impairment infiltrations), that “We the People” have a responsibility to stop
before too late. False thoughts, False hearing, False speech, bypassing the cortex and memory and other mind games
on US Soil to mis-communicate and disrupt the targets. Currently and investigation is underway for victims
requested by President Obama to the Human Rights Committee and Bioethics Committee, AND SENATORS
mind manipulations planted as Chief Joint Staff with Armed Forces.
ALLEGATIONS and VIOLATIONS
35. Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Title 5, 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50, Plaintiff Mireille Torjman
brings this action on behalf of herself, and to attest to her family and the public’s victimization, unwittingly and/or
unrealized and with OPEN letter to CONGRESS for testimony.
(a) TITLE 18 PART I CH 37 §793. Gathering, transmitting or losing defense information,
(b) 18 U.S.C. § 241. Conspiracy against rights,
(c) 18 U.S.C. § 373. Solicitation to commit a crime of violence,

(d) 18 U.S.C. § 1091. Genocide,
(e) 18 U.S.C. § 1341. Mail fraud,
(f) 18 U.S.C. § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant,
(g) 18 U.S.C. § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant,
(h) 18 U.S.C. § 1583 (2). Enticement into slavery,
(i) 18 U.S.C. § 1692. Foreign mail as United States mail,
(j) 18 U.S.C. § 1801. Video voyeurism,
(k) 18 U.S.C. § 1812. Statement of exclusive means by which electronic surveillance and interception of certain
communications may be conducted,
(l) 18 U.S.C. § 2242. Sexual abuse,
(m)

18 U.S.C. § 2332 (a) Terrorism, and (h). Use of weapons of mass destruction,

(n) 18 U.S.C. § 2339. Harboring or concealing terrorists,
(o) 18 U.S.C. § 2422. Coercion and enticement, or are currently doing so;
(p) 50 U.S.C. § 1809 and 1810, or are currently doing so;
(q) 18 U.S.C. § 2510 and 18 U.S.C. § 2511;
(r) 18 U.S.C. § 2703, Required Disclosure of communications records, or are currently doing so;
(s) Transmitted civilians, and non civilians, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2381. Treason, or are currently doing so;
(t) Transmitted the public to stalk and harass the Plaintiff inclusive of electronically and tangibly, in violation of 18
U.S.C. § 2261: US Code - 2261A: Stalking
(u) Plaintiff is violated with her civil rights with the use of electronic communications under 18a U.S.C. Rule 41.
Search and Seizure
(v) Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., or are currently doing so;
(w) Defendants have violated the constitutional principle of separation of powers, or are currently doing so;
(x) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family, and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2340A, or currently
doing so:
(y) Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive relief, declaratory, and other equitable relief and freedom from spying
activities;
(z) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2422, or currently
doing so:
(aa) Plaintiff is entitled to Civil Damages 18 U.S.C. § Rule 2520 in violations of her First, Third, Fifth, and
Thirteenth Amendments; 18 U.S.C. § 2510, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, and 18 U.S.C. § 2512.
(ab) Plaintiff is entitled to Grants and Health Care Assistance as a victim in accordance to 22 U.S.C. § 2152: US
Code - Section 2152: Assistance for victims of torture.
(ac) United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
G.A. res. 39/46, annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 197, U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984), entered into force June
26, 1987; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. res. 217A (III), U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948); International

Convention on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc.
A/6316 (1966), 9.99 U.N.T.S. 171, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976.
(ad) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public and the prohibitions against torture and other cruel, inhuman,
or degrading treatment and the conspiracy to oppress, torture, rape, suppress, is a violation under 142 U.S.C.§ 1985.
Conspiracy to interfere with United States Civil Rights.
(ae) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public, and the prohibitions against malicious intent to torture, rape
privacy rights, brainwash, and enslave with severe psychological in-humane damages to one’s spirit, body, mind,
and livelihood, and libel is actionable and/or under Tort Claims of damages found under civil and criminal trials.
Plaintiff was guided to file twice with DOJ in 2009 and was found out of jurisdiction as well as to thwart off
reporting to FBI for 2 years due to their guilt not by shadow.
(af) Plaintiff has made at least 2 requests to the FOIA and both & were denied under the violation of 5 U.S.C.
§ 552; claims under and 18 U.S.C. § 2707 and 5 U.S.C. § 702

36. Adequacy: Plaintiff and family members are suffering great harm arising from Defendants’ violations of law, as
alleged herein. Plaintiff intends to prosecute this action vigorously. Plaintiff hereby demands injunctive relief, FOIA
records, and damages.
COUNT I
Violation of 18 U.S.C. and 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures AND War and National Defense
Including Titles 5, 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50 U.S.C. and International Conventional, Violation of First and
Fourth Amendment—Declaratory, Injunctive, and Other Equitable Relief

37. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this
complaint, as if set forth fully herein; By the actions described above.
38. Plaintiff and have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their communications and/or records, mail
communications, as forementioned above, DNA, brain waves, brain activities, brain manipulations, brain
recordings, data mining, collected, and/or stored by these activities.
39. Plaintiff have expectations of complete privacy to the intrusions of their minds and bodies, threats and fears,
blackmail and choice, thus freedom of thought, emotion, will, and destiny.
40. Defendants have directly performed, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged,
promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed,
controlled, assisted in, LIABLE, NEGLIGENT, AWARE of, or conspired in the commission of the above-described
acts of spying, torture, interception, and/or use of Plaintiff and her activities, by Intelligence, covertly without
judicial or other lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion, in violation of statutory and
constitutional limitations, and in excess of statutory and constitutional authority.
41. At all relevant times, Defendants committed, knew of, should have KNOWN of, and/or acquiesced in all of the
above-described acts, and failed to respect the Constitutional rights of the Plaintiff by obtaining judicial or other
lawful authorization and by conforming their conduct to the requirements of the respective Amendments, under the
Law of the United States Constitution.
42. By the acts alleged herein, Plaintiffs’ reasonable expectations of privacy has been violated, and denied Plaintiff
her right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures as guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. By the acts alleged herein, as a victim of the Programs, Defendants violated
Plaintiff’s rights of the Fourth Amendment to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, as guaranteed by the
Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
43. By the acts alleged herein, Mis-conduct has caused harm to Plaintiff and her family.

The conduct is done intentionally, with malice and deliberate indifference, against her will and religion, and/or with
reckless disregard of, negligent, forceful, trickery, pleasure, premediated conspiracy, in gross violations of Plaintiff
constitutional rights.
44. On information and belief, all other pertaining Counts Defendants are now engaging in and will continue to
engage in the above-described violations of Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights, and are thereby irreparably harming
Plaintiff. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law for all other pertaining Counts to Defendants’ continuing unlawful
conduct, and the Count V and all other pertaining Counts Defendants will continue to violate Plaintiffs’ legal rights
unless enjoined and restrained by this Court.
45. Plaintiff seeks that this Court declare that Defendants have violated their rights and the rights of the public;
enjoin the pertaining Counts Defendants, their agents, successors, and assigns, and all those in active concert and
participation with them from violating the Plaintiffs’ rights under the Fourth Amendment and respective
Amendments, to the United States Constitution; and award such other and further equitable relief as is proper.
46. Plaintiff is seeking a BAN of this Weapon of mass destruction on “We the People” as proposed in 2001
Space Preservation Act Bill, and protection and injunction relief for her and for all family members under the
law TITLE 18 U.S.C. § 3521. Witness relocation and protection.
COUNT II
Violation of First and Fourth Amendments, 42 U.S.C and 18 U.S.C. and 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures
AND War and National Defense Including Titles 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50 U.S.C. and International Conventional

47. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
48. Plaintiff motions the COURTS and Defendant to cease and desist and/or injunction for relief, immediately
from grave dangerous damaging electronic harassments and that of a religious and personal nature, all other
allegations of surveillance, spying, manipulations, torture, censorships, daily sabotage, and blocks electronically and
otherwise, retaliations, death threats, thereby violating the constitution and privacy acts, (US code 22, 42, 142, 18,
18a, and 50) at the hands of, the direction of, or with the knowledge of, any and all government and affiliations.
Plaintiff seeks declaratory relief against all allegations and all counts. Defendant’s actions described herein violated
Plaintiff’s rights under the Free Exercise and Free Speech Clauses of the United States Constitution, the Religious
Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, 42 U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq., the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, and Air Force
Instruction 37-132; and all other freedoms and rights under the Law.
COUNT III
Violation of 18 U.S.C., 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures AND War and National Defense Including
Titles 5, 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50 U.S.C. and International Conventional Violation of First and Fourth
Amendment—Declaratory, Injunctive, and Other Equitable Relief

49. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
50. Plaintiff numerous attempts sabotaged, hereby requests to compel the court for Defendants to conduct proper
and thorough investigations (not failing to include fundamental steps of interviews and psyops techniques on U.S.
Soil) even when seemingly undetectable and/or prior to 2008, with all accusations and agencies with full
cooperation, including Sports, Cloning, Family Characteristics, ENGINEERED Poverty-selectively, Bankruptcies
with individuals, ills, and Cancer, also sabotaged economies, with the use of ILLEGAL mind manipulations
WEAPON, under the Law.
COUNT IV
Violation of First Amendment—Declaratory, Injunctive, and Other Equitable Relief

Violation of 18 U.S.C. and 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures, War and National Defense Including Titles
22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50 U.S.C.
and International Conventional

51. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
52. Plaintiff has been sabotaged with coverage and exposure to warn the public. Plaintiff moves to compel the court
for Defendants to provide the Constituents “WE THE PEOPLE” with un-tampered accurate news, appropriate
warnings with Main Stream Media to heed caution, be AWARE with knowledge, and choice of action or
recourse, under the law of Constituents rights and United States Constitution FREE OF ELECTRONIC MIND
MANIPULATIONS and HARASSMENTS. Free speech and the RIGHT TO KNOW!
COUNT V
Violation of Fourth Amendment—Declaratory, Injunctive, and Equitable Relief 108.
53. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein; and all allegations under the law and aforementioned Amendments of the Constitution, as stated
above.
54. Plaintiff is seeking protection for her and for all family members under the law.
55. Plaintiff and have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their communications and/or records, mail
communications, as forementioned above, DNA, brain waves, brain activities, brain manipulations, brain
recordings, data mining, collected, and/or stored by these activities.
56. Plaintiff have expectations of complete privacy to the intrusions of their minds and bodies, threats and fears,
blackmail and choice, thus freedom of thought, emotion, will, and destiny.
57. Defendants have directly performed, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged,
promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed,
controlled, assisted in, LIABLE, NEGLIGENT, AWARE of, or conspired in the commission of the above-described
acts of spying, torture, interception, and/or use of Plaintiff and her activities, by Intelligence, covertly without
judicial or other lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion, in violation of statutory and
constitutional limitations, and in excess of statutory and constitutional authority.
58. At all relevant times, Defendants committed, knew of, should have KNOWN of, and/or acquiesced in all of the
above-described acts, and failed to respect the Constitutional rights of the Plaintiff by obtaining judicial or other
lawful authorization and by conforming their conduct to the requirements of the respective Amendments, under the
Law of the United States Constitution.
59. By the acts alleged herein, Plaintiffs’ reasonable expectations of privacy has been violated, and denied Plaintiff
her right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures as guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. By the acts alleged herein, as a victim of the Programs, Defendants violated
Plaintiff’s rights of the Fourth Amendment to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures, as guaranteed by the
Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
60. By the acts alleged herein, Mis-conduct has caused harm to Plaintiff and her family.
61. The conduct is done intentionally, with malice and deliberate indifference, against her will and religion, and/or
with reckless disregard of, negligent, forceful, trickery, pleasure, premediated conspiracy, in gross violations of
Plaintiff constitutional rights.
62. On information and belief, all other pertaining Counts Defendants are now engaging in and will continue to
engage in the above-described violations of Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights, and are thereby irreparably harming
Plaintiff. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law for all other pertaining Counts to Defendants’ continuing unlawful

conduct, and the Count V and all other pertaining Counts Defendants will continue to violate Plaintiffs’ legal rights
unless enjoined and restrained by this Court.
63. Plaintiff seeks that this Court declare that Defendants have violated their rights and the rights of the public;
enjoin the pertaining Counts Defendants, their agents, successors, and assigns, and all those in active concert and
participation with them from violating the Plaintiffs’ rights under the Fourth Amendment and respective
Amendments, to the United States Constitution; and award such other and further equitable relief as is proper.
COUNT VI
Violation of all COUNTS and Amendments—Damages
64. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
65. Plaintiff have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their communications and/or records, mail,
communications, transmissions, intrusions, spying, torment, torture, harassment, by all means including electronics
and waves as forementioned by Plaintiff.
66. Plaintiff have expectations of privacy to the atrocious intrusions and gross negligence.
67. Defendants have directly performed, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged,
promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed,
controlled, assisted in, LIABLE, NEGLIGENT, AWARE of, or conspired in the commission of the above-described
acts of acquisition, interception, disclosure, divulgence and/or use of communications, contents of communications,
and records pertaining to their communications transmitted, collected, DNA and brain waves from Data Mining and
remote transmissions, and/or stored, spying, torture, by Defendants without judicial or other lawful judicial or other
lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion, in violation of statutory and constitutional
limitations, and in excess of statutory and constitutional authority. At all relevant times, Defendants committed,
knew of, should have KNOWN of, and/or acquiesced in all of the above-described acts, and failed to respect the
Constitutional rights of the Plaintiff by obtaining judicial or other lawful authorization and by conforming their
conduct to the requirements of the respective Amendments, under the Law of the United States Constitution.
68. Defendants, and/or the use of electronic communication services acted as the agent in performing, participating
in, enabling, contributing to, negligently contributing to, facilitating, at the hands of, direction of, or knowledge of,
or assisting in the commission of the above-described acts of interceptions, disclosure and/or use of Plaintiff mind
and body, DNA and brain waves from Data Mining and remote transmissions, communications, contents of
communications, and records pertaining to their transmissions, collected, and/or stored without judicial or other
lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion of Plaintiff’s records or other information.
69. By the acts alleged herein, Defendants’ conduct has caused irreparable harm to Plaintiff.
70. Plaintiff seeks an award of her actual damages and punitive damages against the Counts, and such other or
further relief as is proper and/or to be determined by a Jury.
COUNT VII
Violation of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seq. –
Declaratory, Injunctive, and Other Equitable Relief
(Plaintiffs vs. Defendants) and parties, inclusive of all affiliations on all COUNTS

71. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
72. The OPERATION and all various programs violates the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 et
seq., because Defendants’ actions under the Covert OPS Programs exceed statutory authority and limitations,

Abusive corruption, all HIDING behind the imposed FISA, SSP, National Security’s ACT, and Patriot ACT,
and through Chapters 119, 121 and 206 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code (the Wiretap Act, the Stored Communications
Act, and the Pen Register Statute, respectively) and in violation of Privacy and statutory rights under those laws ;
are not otherwise in accordance with law; are contrary to constitutional rights, including the Fourth Amendment,
First Amendment, and separation of powers principles; and are taken without observance of procedures required by
law, AND VIA sig-intel Satellite electronic COMMUNICATIONS NOT LIMITED TO NSA various reports.
73. Plaintiff is aggrieved by these violations because, as described previously in this Complaint, Defendants’ actions
under “The OPERATIONS” and various other Programs WITH the Intentional Infliction of Emotional DistressDAMAGES, AND HAS RESULTED IN IRREPARABLE HARM VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
WAVES, interception, acquisition, disclosure, divulgence and/or use of the contents of their wire and electronic
communications, communications records, and other information in violation of their constitutional and statutory
rights.
74. Plaintiffs seek nonmonetary relief against Defendants, including a declaration that Defendants have violated
Plaintiff’s rights; an injunction enjoining the Counts Defendants, their agents, successors, and assigns, and all those
in active concert and participation with them from violating the Plaintiff’s rights; and such other and further
nonmonetary relief as is proper.
COUNT VIII
Violation of Separation of Powers - Declaratory, Injunctive, and Other Equitable Relief
(Plaintiffs vs. Defendants) and parties, inclusive of all affiliations on all COUNTS

75. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein; as aforementioned.
76 The OPERATION and all various programs violates the Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 701 et seq.,
because Defendants’ actions under the Covert OPS Programs exceed statutory authority and limitations, Abusive
corruption, all HIDING behind the imposed FISA, SSP, National Security’s ACT, and Patriot ACT, and
through Chapters 119, 121 and 206 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code (the Wiretap Act, the Stored Communications Act,
and the Pen Register Statute, respectively) and in violation of Privacy and statutory rights under those laws ; are not
otherwise in accordance with law; are contrary to constitutional rights, including the Fourth Amendment, First
Amendment, and separation of powers principles; and are taken without observance of procedures required by law,
AND VIA sig-intel Satellite electronic COMMUNICATIONS NOT LIMITED TO NSA various reports.
77. Plaintiff is aggrieved by these violations because, as described previously in this Complaint, Defendants’ actions
under “The OPERATIONS” and various other Programs WITH the Intentional Infliction of Emotional DistressDAMAGES, AND HAS RESULTED IN IRREPARABLE HARM VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
WAVES, interception, acquisition, disclosure, divulgence and/or use of the contents of their wire and electronic
communications, communications records, and other information in violation of their constitutional and statutory
rights.
78. Plaintiffs seek nonmonetary relief against Defendants, including a declaration that Defendants have violated
Plaintiff’s rights; an injunction enjoining the Counts Defendants, their agents, successors, and assigns, and all those
in active concert and participation with them from violating the Plaintiff’s rights; and such other and further
nonmonetary relief as is proper.

COUNT IX
Violation of the fifth and eighth amendment prohibitions Other Equitable Relief
79. Plaintiff repeats and incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this

complaint, as if set forth fully herein;
80. Plaintiff advances five causes of actions on premised on tort liability for violations of (1) the Fifth and eighth
Amendment prohibitions against cruel and unusual punishment, (2) the law of nations prohibition against torture (3)
the law of nations prohibition against cruel, inhumane or degrading treatment, and (4) the Geneva Convention
Relative to the Protection of Civilians Persons in time of War, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3516, T.I.A.S. No. 3365
(“Geneva Convention IV. The Plaintiff’s fifth cause of action seeks declaratory relief for Violations of the law of
Nations Geneva Convention IV and the United States Constitution. With regards to the Constitutional violations, the
Plaintiff argues that the Courts should infer cause of action for tort liability pursuant to Bivens vs. six unknown
named agents of the Fed. Bureau of Narcatics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971). The Plaintiff asserts that the Defendants are
liable for the treatment of a non-enemy combatant and retaliation of an ordinary civilian.

COUNT X
Violation of 5 U.S.C. § 552. FOIA records request
(Plaintiff vs. Defendants) and parties, inclusive of all affiliations
81. Plaintiff made several requests to the FOIA over the years, and was denied existence of any dossier or
documentation. Plaintiff was also provided with protected rights under terrorism to deny access if any to her records
in violation of 5 U.S.C. § 552.
82. Plaintiff hereby makes demands to grant such reliefs as the court may deem just and proper under the law 5
U.S.C. § 552. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(C) and 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(ii)(I), Plaintiff shall be deemed to
have exhausted its administrative remedies with respect to its request to Defendant.
83. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3), Plaintiff has a right of access to the information and documents requested in
its FOIA request, and Defendants have no legal basis for refusing to disclose this information and these documents
to Plaintiff.
COUNT XI
Violation 5 U.S.C. § 702 Right of Review-Unlawful Agency Action
84. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein;
85. Plaintiff has been violated with unlawful agency action AND negligence, and is suffering legal wrong and is
entitled to reviews by ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES as numerous ATTEMPTS. Plaintiff is seeking Injunction Relief
and Banning a Weapon of MASS Destruction.
COUNT XII
Violation of 18 U.S.C. and 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures, AND War and National Defense Including
Titles 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 5, 50 U.S.C. and International Conventional, DAMAGES AND TORT LAW claims
on all Counts, Titles, and Allegtions Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress-DAMAGES

(Plaintiff vs. Defendants) and parties, inclusive of all affiliations
86. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein AND as aforementioned inclusive;
87. In a relevant part, of ALL COUNTS listed, Plaintiff hereby under the law and CONSTITUTION of the UNITED
STATES seeks from the Counts and allegations Defendants statutory damages or actual damages; punitive damages
as appropriate; and such other and further relief as is proper, and as aforementioned ALL inclusive.
88. Defendants intentionally acquired, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged,

promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, (negligent) to, facilitated,
directed, controlled, assisted in, or conspired in the commission of such acquisition, by means of a surveillance and
spying devices, the contents of one or more wire and wireless communications to or from Plaintiffs or other
information in which Plaintiff has a reasonable expectation of privacy, without the consent of any party thereto, and
such acquisition occurred in the United States.
89. Defendants, and/or other electronic communication services acted as the agent in performing, participating in,
enabling, contributing to, negligently contributing to, facilitating, at the hands of, direction of, or knowledge of, or
assisting in the commission of the above-described acts of acquisition of Plaintiffs’ communications, interceptions,
disclosure and/or use of Plaintiff mind and body, DNA and brain waves from Data Mining and remote
transmissions, communications, its contents, and records pertaining to their transmissions, collected, and/or stored
without judicial or other lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion of Plaintiff’s records,
and other information.
90. By the acts alleged herein, Defendants’ conduct has caused harm to Plaintiff and her family.
91. Defendants’ conduct was done intentionally, with malice and deliberate indifference, against her will and
religion, and/or with reckless disregard of, negligent, forceful, trickery, malice, premeditated conspiracy, in gross
violations of Plaintiff and family constitutional rights.
92. By the acts alleged herein, Defendants have intentionally engaged in, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded,
induced, procured, encouraged, promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed
to, negligently contributed to, facilitated, directed, controlled, assisted in, or conspired in the commission of,
electronic surveillance (as defined by 50 U.S.C. § 1801(f)) under color of law, not authorized by any statute, to
which Plaintiffs were subjected in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1809.
93. Additionally or in the alternative, by the acts alleged herein, Defendants have intentionally disclosed or used
information obtained under color of law by electronic surveillance, knowing or having reason to know that the
information was obtained through electronic surveillance not authorized by statute, including information pertaining
to Plaintiffs, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, spied, encouraged, promoted, instigated,
advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed, controlled, assisted in, or
conspired in the commission of such acts.
94. Defendants did not notify Plaintiff of the above-described electronic surveillance and spying, torture, disclosure,
and/or use, nor did Plaintiffs consent to such. At all relevant times, Defendants committed, knew of, should have
KNOWN of, and/or acquiesced in all of the above-described acts, and failed to respect the Constitutional
rights of the Plaintiff by obtaining judicial or other lawful authorization and by conforming their conduct to
the requirements of the respective Amendments, under the Law of the United States Constitution.
95. Plaintiff has been and is aggrieved by Defendants’ electronic surveillance, spying, torture, disclosure, and/or use
of their wire communications.
96. Pursuant to the United Constitution and its Amendments, which provides a civil and criminal for any person
who has been subjected to the aforementioned crimes and torts, Plaintiff seeks from the Counts above Defendants
their statutory damages or actual damages; punitive damages as appropriate; and such other and further relief as is
proper.
COUNT XIII
Violation of 18 U.S.C. and 50 U.S.C. Crimes and Criminal Procedures, AND War and National Defense Including
Titles 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 5, 50 U.S.C. and International Conventional, DAMAGES AND TORT LAW claims
on all counts, Titles, and Allegtions Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress-DAMAGES

97. Plaintiff repeats Count XII and incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of
this complaint, as if set forth fully herein AND as aforementioned inclusive and each COUNT separately as below;
98. Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Title 5, 22, 42, 142, 18, 18a, and 50, (a)
CH 37 §793. Gathering, transmitting or losing defense information,

TITLE 18 PART I

(b) 18 U.S.C. § 241. Conspiracy against rights,
(c) 18 U.S.C. § 373. Solicitation to commit a crime of violence,
(d) 18 U.S.C. § 1091. Genocide,
(e) 18 U.S.C. § 1341. Mail fraud,
(f) 18 U.S.C. § 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an informant,
(g) 18 U.S.C. § 1513. Retaliating against a witness, victim, or an informant,
(h) 18 U.S.C. § 1583 (2). Enticement into slavery,
(i) 18 U.S.C. § 1692. Foreign mail as United States mail,
(j) 18 U.S.C. § 1801. Video voyeurism,
(k) 18 U.S.C. § 1812. Statement of exclusive means by which electronic surveillance and interception of certain
communications may be conducted,
(l) 18 U.S.C. § 2242. Sexual abuse,
(m)

18 U.S.C. § 2332 (a) Terrorism, and (h). Use of weapons of mass destruction,

(n) 18 U.S.C. § 2339. Harboring or concealing terrorists,
(o) 18 U.S.C. § 2422. Coercion and enticement, or are currently doing so;
(p) 50 U.S.C. § 1809 and 1810, or are currently doing so;
(q) 18 U.S.C. § 2510 and 18 U.S.C. § 2511;
(r) 18 U.S.C. § 2703, Required Disclosure of communications records, or are currently doing so;
(s) Transmitted civilians, and non civilians, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2381. Treason, or are currently doing so;
(t) Transmitted the public to stalk and harass the Plaintiff inclusive of electronically and tangibly, in violation of 18
U.S.C. § 2261: US Code - 2261A: Stalking
(u) Plaintiff is violated with her civil rights with the use of electronic communications under 18a U.S.C. Rule 41.
Search and Seizure
(v) Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701 et seq., or are currently doing so;
(w) Defendants have violated the constitutional principle of separation of powers, or are currently doing so;
(x) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family, and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2340A, or currently
doing so:
(y) Plaintiff is entitled to injunctive relief, declaratory, and other equitable relief and freedom from spying
activities;
(z) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public electronically in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2422, or currently
doing so:
(aa) Plaintiff is entitled to Civil Damages 18 U.S.C. § Rule 2520 in violations of her First, Third, Fifth, and
Thirteenth Amendments; 18 U.S.C. § 2510, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, and 18 U.S.C. § 2512.
(ab) Plaintiff is entitled to Grants and Health Care Assistance as a victim in accordance to 22 U.S.C. § 2152: US
Code - Section 2152: Assistance for victims of torture.

(ac) United Nations Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
G.A. res. 39/46, annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51) at 197, U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984), entered into force June
26, 1987; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. res. 217A (III), U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (1948); International
Convention on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. res. 2200A (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc.
A/6316 (1966), 9.99 U.N.T.S. 171, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976.
(ad) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public and the prohibitions against torture and other cruel,
inhumane, or degrading treatment and the conspiracy to oppress, enslave, torture, rape, suppress, is a violation
under 142 U.S.C.§ 1985. Conspiracy to interfere with United States Civil Rights.
(ae) The Torture of Plaintiff, her family and the public, and the prohibitions against malicious intent to torture, rape
privacy rights, brainwash, and enslave with severe psychological in-humane damages to one’s spirit, body, mind,
character, and livelihood, and libel is actionable and/or under Tort Claims of damages found under civil and criminal
trials. Plaintiff was guided to file twice with DOJ in 2009 and was found out of jurisdiction as well as to thwart off
reporting to FBI for 2 years due to their guilt not by shadow.
(af) Plaintiff has made at least 2 requests to the FOIA and both & were denied under the violation of 5 U.S.C.
§ 552; claims under and 18 U.S.C. § 2707 and 5 U.S.C. § 702.

99. In a relevant part, of ALL COUNTS listed, Plaintiff hereby under the law and CONSTITUTION of the UNITED
STATES seeks from the Counts and allegations Defendants statutory damages or actual damages; punitive damages
as appropriate; and such other and further relief as is proper, and as aforementioned ALL inclusive.
100. Defendants intentionally acquired, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, encouraged,
promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, (negligent) to, facilitated,
directed, controlled, assisted in, or conspired in the commission of such acquisition, by means of a surveillance and
spying devices, the contents of one or more wire and wireless communications to or from Plaintiffs or other
information in which Plaintiff has a reasonable expectation of privacy, without the consent of any party thereto, and
such acquisition occurred in the United States.
101. Defendants, and/or other electronic communication services acted as the agent in performing, participating in,
enabling, contributing to, negligently contributing to, facilitating, at the hands of, direction of, or knowledge of, or
assisting in the commission of the above-described acts of acquisition of Plaintiffs’ communications, interceptions,
disclosure and/or use of Plaintiff mind and body, DNA and brain waves from Data Mining and remote
transmissions, communications, its contents, and records pertaining to their transmissions, collected, and/or stored
without judicial or other lawful authorization, probable cause, and/or individualized suspicion of Plaintiff’s records,
and other information.
102. By the acts alleged herein, Defendants’ conduct has caused harm to Plaintiff and her family.
103. Defendants’ conduct was done intentionally, with malice and deliberate indifference, against her will and
religion, and/or with reckless disregard of, negligent, forceful, trickery, malice, premeditated conspiracy, in gross
violations of Plaintiff and family constitutional rights.
104. By the acts alleged herein, Defendants have intentionally engaged in, or aided, abetted, counseled,
commanded, induced, procured, encouraged, promoted, instigated, advised, willfully caused, participated in,
enabled, contributed to, negligently contributed to, facilitated, directed, controlled, assisted in, or conspired in the
commission of, electronic surveillance (as defined by 50 U.S.C. § 1801(f)) under color of law, not authorized by any
statute, to which Plaintiffs were subjected in violation of 50 U.S.C. § 1809.
105. Additionally or in the alternative, by the acts alleged herein, Defendants have intentionally disclosed or used
information obtained under color of law by electronic surveillance, knowing or having reason to know that the
information was obtained through electronic surveillance not authorized by statute, including information pertaining
to Plaintiffs, or aided, abetted, counseled, commanded, induced, procured, spied, encouraged, promoted, instigated,
advised, willfully caused, participated in, enabled, contributed to, facilitated, directed, controlled, assisted in, or
conspired in the commission of such acts.
106. Defendants did not notify Plaintiff of the above-described electronic surveillance and spying, torture,

disclosure, and/or use, nor did Plaintiffs consent to such. At all relevant times, Defendants committed, knew of,
should have KNOWN of, and/or acquiesced in all of the above-described acts, and failed to respect the
Constitutional rights of the Plaintiff by obtaining judicial or other lawful authorization and by conforming their
conduct to the requirements of the respective Amendments, under the Law of the United States Constitution.
107. Plaintiff has been and is aggrieved by Defendants’ electronic surveillance, spying, torture, disclosure, and/or
use of their wire communications.
108. Pursuant to the United Constitution and its Amendments, which provides a civil and criminal for any person
who has been subjected to the aforementioned crimes and torts, Plaintiff seeks from the Counts above Defendants
their statutory damages or actual damages; punitive damages as appropriate; and such other and further relief as is
proper.

CAUSE OF ACTION
(Plaintiff vs. Defendants) and parties, inclusive of all affiliations
109. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference the allegations in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint, as if set
forth fully herein, and inclusive as aforementioned;
110. In a relevant part, of ALL COUNTS listed in Count, Plaintiff hereby under the law and CONSTITUTION of
the UNITED STATES seeks from the Counts and allegations Defendants statutory damages or actual damages;
punitive damages as appropriate; and such other and further relief as is proper.
111. Beginning on or about January 2007 and continuing through the present, Defendants intentionally intercepted
Plaintiff’s electronic communications under numerous OPERATION and projects with malice and violated
numerous laws aforementioned in this lawsuit.
112. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C.§ 2521. Injunction against illegal communications in all counts. Plaintiff is tortured daily
and demands interception of communication transmissions, ELF mind taps and body, to cease and desist
immediately with REDRESS and GRIEVANCE.
Whenever it shall appear that any person is engaged or is about to engage in any act which constitutes or will
constitute a felony violation of this chapter, the Attorney General may initiate a civil action in a district court of the
United States to enjoin such violation. The court shall proceed as soon as practicable to the hearing and
determination of such an action, and may, at any time before final determination, enter such a restraining order or
prohibition, or take such other action, as is warranted to prevent a continuing and substantial injury to the United
States or to any person or class of persons for whose protection the action is brought. A proceeding under this
section is governed by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, except that, if an indictment has been returned against
the respondent, discovery is governed by the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure

113. Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2520, Plaintiff is entitled to the following:
(a)

Statutory damages of which ever is the greater of $100.00 a day for each day of violation or $10,000.00;

(b)

Punitive damages in the amount to be determined by the jury;

(c)

Equitable or declaratory relief as is deemed appropriate; and

(d)

Reasonable attorney fees and other litigation costs reasonably incurred;

114. Pursuant to tort damages Plaintiff hereby makes monitory demand for damages, punitive damages, and pain
and suffering allowable under the tort law and personal injury of $3,500.000.00 million dollars.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court:

A. Declare that the Programs and crimes as alleged herein violates without limitation Plaintiff’s rights under the
First, Fourth, Fifth, and Thirteenth Amendments to the Constitution; their statutory rights, including their rights
under 5 U.S.C. § 552, 18 U.S.C. § 2511, 18 U.S.C. § 2703, 50 US.C. § 1809, and the Administrative Procedures Act,
18 U.S.C. as stated above allegations, all inclusive; their rights under the constitutional principle of Separation of
Powers.
B. Award Plaintiffs and relief, including without limitation, a preliminary and permanent injunction pursuant to the
applicable Amendments to the United States Constitution prohibiting Defendants’ continued use of the Operation
and Projects, and a preliminary and permanent injunction pursuant to the Fourth Amendment requiring Defendants
to provide to Plaintiff an inventory of their communications, records, or other information that was seized in
violation of the Fourth Amendment, and further requiring the destruction of all copies of those records,
communications, or other information within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants.
C. Award Plaintiff their statutory, actual, and punitive damages to the extent permitted by law and according to
proof.
D. Award to Plaintiffs reasonable attorneys’ fees and other costs of suit to the extent permitted by law.
E. Award Plaintiff equitable relief, including without limitation, a preliminary and permanent injunction pursuant
to the Fifth and Thirteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution prohibiting Defendants’ continued use of
the Programs, and a preliminary and permanent injunction pursuant to the Fourth Amendment requiring Defendants
to provide to Plaintiff an inventory of their communications, records, or other information that was seized in
violation of the Fourth Amendment, and further requiring the destruction of all copies of those communications,
records, or other information within the possession, custody, or control of Defendants.
F. WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Court: (1) declare that Defendants’ refusal to disclose the information
and documents requested by Plaintiff is unlawful; (2) order Defendants to make the requested information and
documents available to Plaintiff; (3) grant Plaintiff’s request for a fee waiver; (4) award Plaintiff its costs and
reasonable attorneys’ fees in this action; and (5) grant such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and
proper.
G. Grant such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

CULT-FORT HOOD MASSACRE — MIND CONTROL
Among these “experiments” conducted on US Soldiers by their government, and according to FSB files was a
“research specialty” of Major Hasan’s. One was one called Radio Hypnotic Intracerebral Control Electronic
Dissolution of Memory (RHIC-EDOM). Pioneered for the US Military in the 1960’s, New York University
Professor J. Anthony Deutsch: “Indicated that the mind is a transmitter and if too much information is received, like
too many vehicles on a crowded freeway, the brain ceases to transmit. The Professor indicated that an excess of
acetyl choline in the brain can interfere with the memory process and control. He indicated excess amounts of
acetyl choline can be artificially produced, through both the administration of drugs or through the use of radio
waves. The process is called Electronic Dissolution of Memory (EDOM). The memory transmission can be stopped
for as long as the radio signal continues.”. The NSA combines hypnosis and thought labels to interrogate people
without the subject being aware of it. "How can hypnosis be used?" you might ask. The subconscious mind operates
at a speed of about 1200 to 1400 words per minute. This is many times faster than the conscious mind that operates
at 250 to 450 WPM (words per minute). The posthypnotic script can be spoken at fast conversational speed
approximately 250 WPM and a recorder or a computer speeds up the message up to approximately 1200 to 1400
WPM. Remember what happens when you play a 33 rpm record at 78 rpm? The resulting voice sound like the old
American cartoon characters the Chipmunks. This is only slightly past doubling (2X) the delivery speed. At speeds
as high as 1400 WPM, the voices would sound like a high pitched chattering whine. Remember when the words
"Drink Coca Cola" were written on one frame of a movie in a theatre back in the 1960s? The frame rate in movies

is played at 30 frames/second. At 1/30th of a second the conscious mind could not recognize the message but the
subconscious mind could read it clearly. The audience increased their Coca-Cola consumption by 65% that night
resulting in the Federal Government prohibiting subliminal advertising. The following probable reasons for not
achieving a higher percentage of subliminal delivery effectiveness (> 65%) are described as follows. In that 1/30th
of a second some people were blinking, some people were looking around the theatre, looking at spouses, children,
candy, popcorn, etc. or they had sufficiently poor eyesight that they could watch the movie but could not distinguish
the small writing clearly. In the early years of this technology, the NSA originally recorded a spoken posthypnotic
suggestion message into a tape deck and sped it up by speeding up the tape. This process was labor intensive,
required each officer to have excellent diction and mastery of the language and dialect required, and was of poor
quality due to background noise and the delay in timing during recording and processing. It also required extensive
training to assure that each officer spoke at the same rate of speed so that the resulting "sped-up" script was
delivered at the correct speed. Now computers are used to append digitized samples of optimized, ideal phonemes
together to form words and the words are sped-up to the correct delivery speed. Where dialects are present, a
different set of base phonemes is used. Currently, to optimize efficiency and accommodate the variety of languages
on the planet, phonetic elements from each language and distinct dialect are sampled, digitally edited to optimize
them, and appended during delivery to form words and words arranged to make sentences in the from of scripts that
resemble hypnotic suggestions. The empty space between words is minimized and pitch rise is compressed and
filtered. Repetitive sine waves are also removed from the phonetic element's acoustic wave train thus reducing the
actual number of sine waves making up a word by 50% or more. This reduces the actual length of the time it takes
the phoneme to be delivered prior to accelerating (speeding-up) the delivery (like fast forward). This helps the
message to be played at higher speeds and reduces the subject's ability to recognize it as accelerated speech. The
technique of using optimized digitally sampled and edited phonemes appended together to for words and then
sentences structured as hypnotic suggestions can be termed "computer simulated subconscious speech language".
(Forced Speech)

APPLICATIONS:
3.1. Intelligence:
3.1.1. Used on foreign and domestic diplomats, spies, and citizens to gather intelligence, steal advanced technology
for US Defense applications. Surveys of citizen's opinions to government events and propaganda. Heavy survey use
during times of war, economic strife and political elections. War against drugs. Used to identify investments that
have high yield to support clandestine operations. Used to direct field agents without the agents having to carry
communications hardware and encryption devices….
NSA Transmissions-Mind Control, Death Rays for Planes, Cancer, Synthetic ills- Topplings ELF & Seismic Waves +
Behind Scenes Focused on Wrong Weapon Mass Destruction TERRORISTS WITHIN, 1973 2nd Level CIA,
Cryptocracy's Plan to Psycho-civilize You, Emulating Scriptures! ---How & Why 911, Economy. ALL from your
minds! MACROCOSM. Millions including America's Corp Leaders & Officials! The Process +...
Israel Framed-engineered to go down.
Have you figured it out yet!

Exposingalltruth.com Letters from Hoekstra Intelligence Committee, FBI Mueller, Gaddafi, and my Open letter to
Congress.. MY WORD IS MY WEAPON. Sicko: Michael Moore, Do something! Pharma for Tax Revenue... Fight
the source at the root not the fires. TIME is of ESSENCE. Fan it! Expose it, Stop them! Doc Tab. Check back daily;
I don't know which psyop warfare is more Dire than the next!

http://mireilletorjman.blogspot.com

http://thewhiteroseii.wordpress.com/

Mysteries solved! SPYING is: your ills and examples subsequently. Remote Viewing is upon you 24/7 since

1973-Science and Humanity under Siege/ supressed with DoD Yale Secret Societies Psychotronics, Synthetic
Telepathy DIRECTED ENERGY- (2nd Level CIA) THE WEAPON of MASS DESTRUCTION-ELF
miscommunications Duping everyone today and all CIA TRICKERY! See Prescott Bush (1910) & CIA
masterminds with this Mind Control Weapon illegal crimes of humanity and WARRANTLESS MIND TAPS
if you don't stop them. Intercepted thoughts/body, communications...

"Is the PENTAGON Science CRAZY ENOUGH?" Remote Control Heart Attack Anyone! HOOVER: "It's
Too Horrible to Imagine! NeuroLinguistic Programming (CIA 1976) Mind manipulations-Not just on
Senators Village ops Article/Speeches and YOUR thoughts are NOT your own. Bottom/Left & interviews Tab

Allen Dulles 1957" Berle wrote in his diary. "If the scientists do what they have laid out for themselves, men
will become manageable ants." belowCore Values
Accountability
Integrity
Efficiency

“To support the Department's mission and serve the public interest.”

7. In 1967, after Ramparts magazine exposed secret CIA funding of the National Student Association and
numerous nonprofit organizations, President Johnson forbade CIA support of foundations or educational
institutions. Inside the Agency there was no notion that this order meant ending relationships, such as the one
with Geschickter. In his case, the agile CIA men simply transferred the funding from the foundation to a
private company, of which his son was the secretary-treasurer.

8. Lying to Congress followed the pattern of lying to the press that some MKULTRA veterans adopted after
the first revelations came out. For example, former Human Ecology Society director James Monroe told The
New York Times on August 2, 1977 that "only about 25 to 30 percent" of the Society's budget came from the
CIA—a statement he knew to be false since the actual figure was well over 90 percent. His untruth allowed
some other grantees to claim that their particular project was funded out of the non-Agency part of the
Society. DoD Secret Societies- your tax $ and Trillions U S Pentagon Black Budgets and Source Selection
Board decisions, at bottom

"Considering that Admiral Turner and other CIA officials had tried to leave the impression with Congress
and the public that behavioral research had almost all ended in 1963 with the phase-out of MKULTRA, this
was an amazing admission." “Because it was to appease them.”
"Similar tactics overseas", "As with the Agency's secrets, it was too late to put behavioral technology back in
the box." [pg 214]

“Justice Sandra Day O’Connor-Frank Olson case-Opinion “No rule crafted shall insulate from liability
unknowing subjects.”

"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The big ones are kept secret by public incredulity."
—Marshall McCluhan

"If both the past and the external world exist only in the mind, and if the mind itself is controllable—what
then?"
—George Orwell

CYBERSYN; The COUP for the Communist World: “It is said Henry Kissinger was the one who intervened
to put an end to the GRAND experiment. Salvador Allende was assassinated by Chileans who are reported to
have been in the PAY of the CIA, and Cybersyn went by the wayside. (They thought) Today FCC coup to
regulate the INTERNET; part of COMMUNISM infiltrations and attempts, KGB/Gestapo style Domestic
Surveillance mind manipulations after the fact & covertly hijacked www & humans.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeMZGGQ0ERk&feature=player_embedded THE PROCESS;
WASHINGTON will be shot after the CRISIS step 4 of Brainwash over decades- slow kills... Do you believe a
RUSSIAN or are you targeted? They always kill you when you are done serving them.

ALL HIDING BEHIND SSP, Patriot Act since 1947 conspiracy take over slowly being introduced as New
World Order MASS Brainwash-chunked to accept! The launch of a new Holocaust in manifest after chaos,
trickery and the people's CONSENT of balancing LESS FREEDOM, Civil Rights and a suspension of the
Constitution, after MISSION of COMMUNISM and Middle East. [Pg 213]

With no danger to American Society, the entrapment from Bush /Obama "MANIPULATORS".... "The
object is to terrify the American Public, so that they will surrender their civil liberties--Possibly the greatest
extortion scheme in U.S. history." --It's only the BEGINNING!

See below creating subservient civilians, assassinations and torture goes on illegally anyway. Legalizing it is
only for us civilians and what is coming (N.W.O. a silent infiltrations of another Holocaust attempt) with no
recourse or redress available on civil rights. Illusions, transmitted false thoughts (coupled with the events),
crimes infiltrated now Making it REAL. After 50 yrs of spy devices being installed and attached today
overtly as all else shadowed.

Paranormal Activities: The list of parapsychology goals was taken from an excellent article by John Wilhelm
in the August 2, 1977 Washington Post: "Psychic Spying?"

Thomas Drake NSA 2011 Whistleblower Espionage Case Exposes Psychic Spy Connection. Projects...
Stargate below all linked (1973) PICKING UP ON ALL GROUPS/cults/individuals, thoughts during sleep,
and directing CONVERSATIONS dialogue and vice versa. Your thoughts are not your own. Dr. Bearden
(Govt) ... WARRANTLESS MIND TAPS..., Bear Stearns rumors transmitted in advance, Israel set ups...tab)
Air Force hack nervous system, ELF Red Tide FL. Govt Lab, Aliens/UFO's, BP framed; mind controlled
paralysis & decisions as civility, and much worse mind taps on you.
Armies trained by our School of the AMERICAS SOA and set up mind controlling South America now
Working on ASIA. Invaded Countries... Breaking The SOUND Barrier; Democracy NOW! pg 214+. wtih
Notes. Jim Keith Mass Control Human Engineering, STRANGE DEATH after his book censored

below...Wake up AMERICA! We are being controlled from up above!

SOA Brainwash...It's everywhere including CIA VALERIE PLAME technology weapons, Bay of Pigs
invasion, and Juan Cole Scandals. RIK and Air Force waste as SAIC etc. AGNA’s Contract guard’s
behaviors, linguistics, and security in Embassies, F-22 waste…

Sorcerer "Beam Warfare, THE Persinger PLAN, (50 yrs)+ NSA, and Dreamscape, One World BRAIN,+
pages 200+ of INJECTING IDEOLOGY not just MEDIA mind taps, Electronic Mind Control, Psi War, and
Beam WARFARE CANCER... Edward Bernays wrote public opinion H.G. Wells friend of N.W.O.
MASTERMIND engineering CONSENT with mind control in 1928 propaganda and Invisible Govt.
Information Warfare...
BRAINWASHING the GLOBE while there from up above transmissions as all else in USA done coupled with
a TANGIBLE event and excuses. DISPLAY OF GITMO for someone to BLAME and the PUBLIC to BUY IT.
Using the ACLU as the pawn and the MEDIA what to fan. wikileaks; disguised, intercepted by 2nd CIA chats
& …- ISRAEL- in SUPREME Court 5/2010 and GADDAFI SPEECH in 2008 of USA not democracy and
HITLER/CIA.

CIA Robert Baer 20 years BOMB MAKERS to blow up trains. Interviews; Why no exposure and Middle
East wars, Washington financial Corruptions, no threats, and MIS-COMMUNICATION by CIA to WHITE
HOUSE to investigate him, etc WOW!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_7phE0RtbU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDXurOmeJxc

Articles bottom left Remote Control Heart Attack Anyone! induced years ago as R. control the human brain,
CANCER... (1960's)

Their own shadow is within. "The SORCERER, Manipulator Cyberneticist behind the electronic
curtain and Tesla's wall of defense... 1940 Information warfare psyops transmitted thoughts daily... video
links below
1985 MACROCOSM
NEW WORLD ORDER MILLIONS Will go THROUGH "The PROCESS

(brainwash programming) INCLUDING MOST OF AMERICA'S CORPORATE LEADERS and
OFFICIALS from Navy/ EDUCATION"It was estimated that Millions of persons were (1972) put throught this type of PROCESSING Breaking
down of personalities and recondition."Breach ..AFTER CORRUPTING HOLLYWOOD minds/pawns"

Many already manipulated into their office long ago. College manipulations no one knows about. "Breach"
"Weird things happen when you join the bureau" Their shadow making anything happen and/or channeled
unwit!

1973 Cryptocracy's Plan to Psycho-civilize you! thoughts/hallucinations to mis-communicate/gaps/mis-read....
"Your thoughts are not your own", since Alien Hallucination. Cognitive impairments infiltrations are/were
unconsciously.

(1978) Operation Mind Control ALREADY in N.W.O. Matrix implemented MKULTRA evolved kept secret
as SCIENCE cognitive behavior sciences and panaceas because they are the creator.

Operation wiki Brainwash and re-creations of events 2008- WHITEWASH overtly layers in progress events
(staged, wittingly now pre suggested) twists and DIFFERENT OUTCOME manipulations.

The cryptocracy has used mind control for the past thirty years. It has used it on its own agents and
employees, on enemies and friends alike. It has used it on thousands of Americans without their knowledge or
consent. The CIA has programmed assassins and couriers by it. The CIA has even openly confessed to its
conspiracy of mind control.

ERUPTED CRIMES by 50% 1971 in ONE YEAR. Corruptions ADMISSIONS and MEDIA overtly with
tangible lies, devices, & excuses- STRATEGIC. DIVIDE & CONQUER people... INFORMATION Warfare,
operation MHCHAOS ...what was unwitting, unrealized, illusions for decades in the making cover ups.
PATRIOT ACT is one example BEWARE! Facts below and on line with Appendices! There is a 18 U.S.C.
§ 241 Conspiracy against rights since MLK, JFK unwitting false blame... (2009) BIOWEAPON disguised as
vaccine-Strange case MOSSAD WHISTLEBLOWER- ELF immune set ups and 2nd level CIA Stuxnet at Los
Alamos! as Pentagon's Unit: The CULT of DEAD COWS and Intelligence. below.

American Lt. Col "The Dark Side of the Force: Creating & broadcasting any/all disease by ELF" is included
in Bio weapons. 1950's

Speaking of the scalar wave induction of disease by longitudinal wave patterns Bearden refers to work by
French scientist Kervran Russian scientist Kaznacheyev, who proved that any disease could be transmitted
electromagnetically.
Inserted Comment:(“and has been”) Health in American-Michael Moore! False results and blaming doctors
unwittingly being set up. SAIC CIA S -pace/Star Los Alamos pg 10 lawsuit..

TRANSMITTED (immune.... Below...Now visualize one of these 'vacuum engines' or 'spacetime curvature
engines' that acts on mass to generate the exact effects produced by Anthrax Shadow . (Or any other disease
one wishes) . . .DC & Gov lock down & blocked information in (bubble) kept in dark for yrs during process of
false beliefs!

This website information is awakening debunking/educating raising awareness, on humanity, a FULL
DISCLOSURE Correction of 5 DECADES of 2nd level CIA Mind Control sabotaged by
design TRANSMITTING people with DIS-information, MIS-COMMUNICATION, gaps non-sense,
disoriented, blinders/blocks,
unconsciously, manipulating YOUR conversations, not on same wavelength) or/ drift, sabotage created by
Mind Control ELF waves & Energy, (1974) CIA Neuro-linguistic Programming. Directed ENERGY
Weapon used nefariously deployed on ALL people as pawns UNWITTINGLY, illusions, robots, "every body's
doing the locomotion" since (1973) CANCER- Most of your ills NOT organically grown nor our engineered
culture & lives!
FOIA: Helms ordered this MKultra both shredded and burned. This ELF info is the part that was burned
and no one can talk about. 1978-"Zombie is a quaint, old-fashioned folklore word but its meaning becomes
obscene when our children’s minds are being controlled . [ Helms; “CYBERNETICS can be used in molding
of a child’s character” ….. p.17][Note:1] “ODD series of events” …leading to...
Mind Control Process, daily mind taps. Locked door Society induced fears.

The hope was to take an existing ego state—such as an imaginary childhood playmate—and build it into a
separate personality, unknown to the first. The hypnotist would communicate directly with this schizophrenic
offshoot and command it to carry out specific deeds about which the main personality would know
nothing...and HOW it is all EVOLVING. Imaginary WEAPONS by Sharon Weinberger (Pentagon)...

Also quotes from John Marks...
"Book" A search for Manchurian; 1950’s & ELF ARSENAL weapons at bottom/linked. KEVIN TRUDEAU
FDA/cases never proven to sicken you. Cover ups now overtly. Lasers, HAARP framing other Countries.
Sweeps etc... airspace.

"It may have been the biggest story since the atom bomb. The headline, however, was small and ignored the
larger issue. “Drug Tests by CIA Held More Extensive Than Reported in ’75,” said the New York Times on
July 16, 1977. ." mind taps SELECTIVELY not paid off. Crimes & corruption all Manchurian daily in
America to wars infiltrations.

130 Facts and Examples, see induced ills; LIST on bottom left and (Pharma Taxes; Tab)- Collectively by a
Mind Control victim Expert Witness (NASA software CIA NLP training) Federal Whistleblower 1st hand,
Warning "We the People" "Impeded, Gagged, tortured, quashed, disrupted, threatened, for 5 years, now
being set up +. Never believe anything until it is officially denied". Illusions scapegoating our Media after 50
yrs victims of mind control to create spin, dis-information WARFARE etc... by mind control UNREALIZED
& cognitive impairment infiltrations on all people. "Why hasn't the press--aside from MSNBC--covered
Russell Tice's revelations! or mine. Let the people decide; Millions would come forward. BREACHED
CONTRACTS OVERSEAS SPYING to manipulate. Massive brainwash also in manifest! Another layer!

Ron Paul says: CIA runs Everything but this website content is HOW: SHADOW/2nd level took off (1973)
one year prior Church Commission Report with psyop MHchaos-FOIA- NO WONDER BIG BROTHER has
been into every ASPECT and PROFESSION of AMERICANS. INFILTRATIONS on EVERYTHING IN
AMERICA and going GLOBAL...Keep enemies close. TAMPERING with MINDS NOT JUST OUR
CULTURE. Mistakes, Accidents, coincidences, your soul/ karma. Bottom

2nd level CIA FOIA 1972, "Behind the electronic curtain, we find: The SORCERER, MANIPULATOR,
CYBERNETICIST, the weaver of the DREAMscape" Jim Keith pg 245 Dr. Bowart and Brilliant video. They
all said Abolish CIA and NSAct (1947) but 2nd level. See Russia slide & CIA milt Beardon and Magnus
Olsson; playing with memory. below
Pentagon Misfits- programming civility since 50% of milk carton children kidnapped ARRESTED
EMOTIONS AGGRANDIZEMENT (NARCISSISM)! To RAMPID crimes, corruption, teen...suicides,
Diabetes, ECO. & ills-Bombers-& worse than, erupted, CANCER, PARKINSON, ALZHEIMER, Pres.
Reagan and his memory NLP as CIA. "My Parents were introduced to me....I did not know them. My 5
children came back....I had no idea who they were." "Canadian quote 1960's) Fibromyalgia, Immune See
List (Project Montauk/Knockout, below L, tabs) The cult of Intelligence, documents. DRUGS do not make
you commit crimes; the WILL does!

Crimes experiments induced in major Cities 70's to Wars provoked; Under the Auspices/Scapegoating Drugs
they brought in Conspiracy. NOT from drugs or your TV.. SEE TIME photo/Article below:
"The behavioral sciences. Nevertheless, the final result is not the whole story of the CIA's attack on the mind.
No one knows except the PARTICIPANT."
How you are letting mind control happen with brainwashing of disbelief... trickery of your will! Beliefs of
their thoughts planted/ transmitted as your own- daily manipulations-duped!

$2 Mil. Tesla's Chinese Invisible Wall of Defense around the Country, (1940) melt an engine miles away. J P
Morgan! Below L Kamikaze manchurians Pilots, DREAMS. GITMO holdings and daily
DELAYS/Bureaucracy time to Brainwash/ plant false memory/ syndrome sabotage- CIA tenant/files in WT7.
Keeping your enemies close.
Rise & fall of ... Tempting and framing persons/Countries.
"It was either invisible warfare or peace, and everyone seemed to agree the economy would "suffer" from
peace. Without war, it was believed, the economy would falter and depression would be the dividend of peace.
Thus the advisors to the president began to think about what might motivate the U.S. economy as well as war
did. They came up with several possibilities, the most fantastic of which was to fake an invasion from outer
space" Resource Tab
CIA Vet Milt Beardon; "That you know of"...inventing ills, Aliens, and enemies. Magnus Olsson Swede also
says NAZIS in CIA.

Psychotronics-Psychotechnologies, Psychoenergetics INFORMATION WARFARE also on manipulating APA
& AMA in your Hosp/doctor office/Lawyer... skewed medicine also press release below list of ills. (1975)
Not gone in vein: The leading Psychiatrist Dr. Bowart, Jim Keith, Mass Control Human Engineering, Jerry
Smith, HAARP; The ultimate conspiracy, Dr. Robert O. Becker all below with exhibits/ Appendices.
Resource Tab with their work impeded in Absentia. Intelligence Committee Hoekstra warns and Bowart
among many to ABOLISH useless CIA but also duped within and on LEFT videos of NAZI's in CIA
brainwashing and funding soldiers, Hitler/KKK.
"The mind control examined in this book is the control of ONE individual’s mind by ANOTHER!" Guided,
misled, by the public UNWITTINGLY used as pawns (jacketed) one against the other with everything the
OPPOSITE! (1973)

He called it “Pain-Drug-Hypnosis” and said it “is a vicious war weapon ... The extensiveness of the use of this
form of hypnotism in espionage work is now so widespread that it is long past the time when people should

have become alarmed about it.” [p. 75] Report
"Un-Covered" censored documentary CONGRESS marionettes not reading documents & zapped to sign &
invade Iraq. Mind controlled & warned them in 2008 of BP oil spill/ELF RED TIDE annually eco.

JUDGE NAP. Misperception-delusion, suggests-Re-Read ...book quotes London Subway
Please check back daily for facts behind the scenes 2nd level no one is talking about or can believe. MIND
Control Directed Energy Weapon is transmitted on YOU 24/7. Changing minds, Mis-applied perception,
dysfunction and this information to dumb down Americans.

Must READ Censored Books: Mind Control ENCYCLOPEDIA "Mass Control: Engineering Human
Consciousness" and "The Body Electric" (1973) Everybody's doing the LOCOMOTION Hack your Nervous
System on left and your daily anger or subdue, all manipulations of mind controls. Full book on blog
“Secretary Geithner also highlighted …Bear Stearns former Chief Operating Officer of Fixed Income, Paul
Friedman, stated "Rumors were untrue until the telling of rumors made them true.” This is how they do it
(Project Stargate, Spacestar research DUPED by 2nd LEVEL as all else, and playing psychics). Then, GAO
report (INVOKED TO SELL by FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD), PLANS selectively
REDISTRIBUTING/TRANSFER OF WEALTH from Jews, and agenda unwittingly. (odd/strange series of
events on individual persons)
Psy-ops framing & manipulating ALL people years in advance, as 911 no threat yet but THE BIG FEAR to
believe and provoke until SUSPENDING THE CONSTITUTION CONSPIRACY. First they transmit/plant
some buzz about it, on individuals and falsely accuse, then they engineer it. PROGRAM started (1961)
ECONOMIC SABOTAGE infiltrations from mind control to create EPIDEMICS.
Voice of people not Power. Synthetic Telepathy "Your thoughts are not your own" Manipulations is not just
on our Senate or few. COMMUNICATION CHAOS provoked individuals and wars techniques in manifest.
Dis-information in SCIENCE as in COURTS to add doubt and chaos on ALL aspects of LIFE. False
beliefs.. Public speeches below unwit-Stay the course to manipulate... UNBELIEVALBLE!
Lt Col. Bearden. JUNE 13, 1975 Russia called to BAN the weapon of MIND CONTROL " MORE
TERRIBLE THAN ANYTHING THE WORLD HAS KNOWN--THE FRIGHFUL NEW WEAPON OF
MASS DESTRUCTION."
(1960) Lt.. Col. Tom Bearden & Operation Mind Control (1978)-Resources Tab. Mind and Scalar Wars of
Today-Behind the Scenes on you surreptitiously, inclusive of "Information Warfare tactics" and the new ways
to ASSASSINATE civilians currently is also below. Not the Patriot ACT after THE FACT as ALL else here
including 50 yrs technology in full operation and making it legal eyes wide open.
Yale Club, U.S. Military DoD SECRET SOCIETIES, since Yale 1910 Mr. Prescott BUSH, Global
DOMINATION! DIABOLICAL....left

The mind control examined is this book is the control of one individual’s mind by another. As with your
computer and any other communication to entrain you with words and ideas and anchors transmitted in to
you. Planting and erasing as memory and looking/visual tricks. Then they tell you stages over yrs.

DIRECTED ENERGY PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY
Calendar of Events -http://www.deps.org/DEPSpages/events.html
JFK-... whether his rank is high or low, civilian or military, should interpret my words here tonight as an

excuse to censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes or to withhold from the press and the
public the facts they deserve to know.” Dr Luukanen "We must know"Zoom in photo/doc at bottom of
column, STRAIGHT FROM JOHN MARKS BOOK below quotes pg 6, and more clues COLLECTIVELY
.CIA's attempts to tame hostile minds and make spy fantasies real...Cancer Tab Book in color/highlights at:
http://mireilletorjman.blogspot.com/2011_04_01_archive.html
Press release 2 bottom Left.
All at Resource Tab or here highlighted: for you including Article of Joint Chief Staff and Senators mind
control by DoD...

http://mireilletorjman.blogspot.com/2011/04/cryptocracys-plans-to-phycho-civilize.html
1973-Psy-ops was deployed on CIVILIANS (not trash TV or anything else...)-Cognitive impairment
infiltrations UNWIT, mis-communications, mind jabbing transmissions, false thoughts/speech,
mis-perceptions, non sense, instinct, dysfunction, disrespect, culture, information warfare "Dis-information,
OPPOSITE NEWS... Operation MHCHAOS UNREALIZED unconscious reporters & now overtly!

WITHOUT A TRACE -Millions emails missing from WHITE HOUSE servers. Failed backups $2.5 mil in
taxes to recover and NOTHING-2005, AS WITH CORP ee's manipulated phones, minds, servers, unwit.
Pentagon's Unit: The Cult of Dead Cows!
Appellant made written accusations of winds blowing seeds on farmer to cause lawsuit by Monsanto by
Shadow CIA. Today wiki leaks seem to have Monsanto tied to CIA via Blackwater funding, as Nazis were.
Appellant alleged Monsanto was not aware of induced winds to grow seeds on farmer and have him sued.

CIA cyber crimes, ID theft, THEFT & Vandalism selectively, ON ALL CIVILITY, stalking, specific MS
viruses creation, HACKERS, tampered communications, muting, redirected, manipulations, intercepted
thoughts day or night.....! covering up, pawns since 2009. Pg 17 Los ALAMOS LAB- NM. UFO's John B.
Alexander Stuxnet below & Forces behind Psitech (RVS remote viewing & Power to Capitol City,
Blind...resource tab (Subsequently pg 58)

Dr. Warloff, Leuren Moret: Fukushima HAARP nuclear attack by CIA, DOE, BP for London banks. Subway
bombing below and Hudson river crash Federal Judges assassinations.
Fukushima HAARP tectonic nuclear attack was done by an international racketeering war crimes network
within the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Department of Energy (DOE), and BP (British
Petroleum) on behalf of City of London bankers. WEAPONS ELF exist for the FINANCIERS DoD mind
controlling Corp LEADERS Macrocosm and CIA-developed Stuxnet virus, FRAMING Mossad!
http://youtu.be/htsWup50i3E
CIA virus STUXNET creation..AGAIN in the AUSPICES of losing your FREEDOMS infiltrations...and $10
Million for MKULTRA, then!

Zoom in bottom & on left!
Pentagon Articles & Assange Speech as JFK's! You won't believe framed AMERICA! "Public/press the facts
they deserve to know." Not Free from the mind. Talk about it, FAN IT! Don't squash it for another 50 yrs or
day.
REMOTE VIEWING mind control in homes, school, work, FDA, & Corporates, big brother 24/7

manipulating you, engineering YOUR CHILDREN, yo-yo, ying yang, mind games, non sense, rhetoric & ills
and much more. Resources Tab #32 + ...
IT GETS WORSE, SCARIER Articles on LEFT ALSO IGNORED. WAKE UP AMERICA.
2 different thoughts transmitted at the same time to create fights, chaos, dis-information! thoughts
interference on your speech and decisions for decades... First they build TRUST..then behind your back
M.C. set ups...

Your destinies are being led or misled, mostly no coincidences and YOUR THOUGHTS are NOT your own.
Dumbed down, Obese, busy, De-sensitized & Dehumanized robots by mind control unwittingly.

Our ENGINEERED CULTURE of INFILTRATIONS, COVER UPS, manufacturing DOUBTS with
dis-information, and WHITEWASH (since 2008) The ROOT of ALL Problems, still in manifest! The Matrix
began long ago and the spying is after the fact of CIA 2nd level-took off in 1973 one year before. (FOIA)

Jerry E. Smith was an author, lecturer, poet, and editor. ... dies March 08, 2010... "Haarp: The Ultimate
Weapon of the Conspiracy "(The Mind-Control Conspiracy Series BOOKS)
ELF directed energy weapon of mass.... Spread the word. We need a Revolution Abolish CIA 2nd level and
NSAct. BP framed to cover up Gov't Lab Venice FL RED TIDE ELF infects since 1947 below Democracy
NOW Air Force paralysis.
911 Kamikaze Pilots Mind Controlled robots on US Soil (Manchurians) suicide bombers as are Globalists.
below:

FORCES Behind the Forces (SORCERER) needs to be STOPPED NOW! Matched with photo of book
AFTERWARD (1985) at RESOURCE TAB:
J Keith Electronic Connection.
"His God lurks
behind an electronic curtain when it is pulled away we find the "2nd level CIA" SORCERER,
MANIPULATOR, CYBERNETICIST, the weaver of the DREAMscape." Manchurians in your sleep molding
you. Unveil the 2nd LEVEL CIA Sorcerer. Brilliant video!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_hHWg0cmQ8
Maxwell’s Silver Hammer Chapter "The Body Electric” HOW SCIENCE was SUPPRESSED from
AMERICANS decades ago! Mind Controlled SCIENTIST from the START and so forth. Photo pages-See
Tabs.

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION in your sleep at your work! Press release TAB (2010), Tax Revenue on your
drugs (since Aliens hallucinations then alcohol/tax urges induced as all else. AFTER THEY MAKE YOU
SYNTHETICALLY SICK & Operation Voice of God) ELF/EMF mind control transmissions, tricking you.
What EVERYONE should know (about you) BEFORE it's TOO LATE! Changing your mind, Blocking your
common sense... De-Population, De-sensitize! ELF Cancer SELECTIVELY and BLACK CANCER dropping
like flies 911 tab, SICKO! Millions with Alien eruptions as Diabetes, Mood/Mental disorders,
Leukemia/blood... BELOW on LEFT
AMERICA-HOW and WHY it's done! 24/7 Remote Viewing and MURDERS/CRIMES ALL
SURREPTITIOUSLY-CIA's QUEST! SLIDES/Documents at RESOURCE TAB
"I believe the ultimate weapon is manipulation of our electromagnetic environment because it’s
imperceptibly subtle and strikes at the core of life itself.” Dr Becker
Al Gore was right. It's all about waves and mind controlled beings! Censored Gulf news: UN scientists turn

on UN-Al Gore's mind control (video) here
http://www.examiner.com/human-rights-in-national/un-scientists-turn-on-un-and-al-gore
My press release WARNS 9/2010 TO ISRAEL. In Supreme Court Case.

Egypt largest Military, Turkey Sibel gagged SSP created doubts and hide conspiracy agenda of NWO) CIA
masterminds. A public brainwashed to allow it unwittingly, in the White House, to next calamity and Global
Domination Conspiracy of the minds! General Anthony Zinni (wikepidia) and changed minds! (Brainwash
on the job as many others, see how it’s done) Applicable on all people doubts chaos for their transmission of
WRONG CHOICE/DECISION in their CONTROL and manipulation. psyops!
CIA Predicts The Future 2015 - Water Resources. 2007 video comments. Unwitting agents channeled to
Infiltrate Waging WAR.Changed strategies. http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=bb0_1180923539
New World Order Plans to Kill 90% of the Worlds Population! https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=LJ73eOmdsv0&NR=1 Below are the different cells or color coded groups of people and their mind
controlled functions in the new invisible Holocaust.
Loosing your freedom/Mind manipulations while SPYING, duping ALL and hiding behind SSP law, born
with CIA since 1947, ALL BELOW SABOTAGED 911 Commission report, IRON MAN blamed…, it’s the
BUSH FAMILY/Hitler Lyndon LaRouche, CIA John LOFTUS DEPT JUSTICE belong in JAIL funded
Prescott Bush and RECRUITED NAZIS, as Bear Stearns & ALL events with RUMORS first set up then
applied by mind control infiltrations.
War plans to escalate to WW3 Japan HAARP induced; bonds/economic & Projects... GreenStar....! Judicial
Watch.com
#39 Taxes Tab. Full reports! It's not the Sun, it's not God, just ELF mind controlled corruptions, illusions of
crimes and including accepting bribes to killing!
1973-90% JFK believed CIA conspiracy today!!! Dr. Walter Bowart Report Pg 6 #21 and 39.
The rest of the world didn't ask until 1976 the type of questions we were facing in 1965.... Everybody was
afraid of building the supersoldier who would take orders without questioning, like the kamikaze pilot. 70's
Manchurian crimes "Creating a subservient society was not out of sight"- by mind control waves."
FBI HOOVER "clandestine warfare avowed objective had been WORLD DOMINATION by whatever
means and COST!" FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who ordered FBI agents to "expose, disrupt, misdirect,
discredit, or otherwise neutralize" the activities of these movements and their leaders or individuals. Hoover
disclosed how horrific these weapons were thus, hard to believe ..."

Larry Silverstein OWNER of 911 TOWER 7, set up in advance to get insurance and transmitted forced
speech/DECISION to "pull" THE BUILDING to firefighters as if involved -NSA transmissions-SABOTAGED
as Russell Tice Article “ forced speech of Is the NSA conducting war on Americans” (YES, tip of iceberg)
2006 and Media asked, why press didn’t pick it up other than NBC? Operation Mockingbird propaganda
Unwittingly, updated remote viewing. CIA OFFICES/ FILES were among WTC 7.
Gifford shooting to decoy/ EXPLOIT-ASSASSINATING a FEDERAL JUDGE by Manchurians of crimes.
Civil rights African crops and surreptitious cover up... CIA MASTERMINDS of AGENDA. (Pretex for
Tyranny always a new law to infiltrate the whitewashing of The Constitution & Human Rights.) FREEDOM!
Human Rights ASSASSINATION Allison Des Forges Hudson River mind control plane Crash- AND Senator
Ed Ted KENNEDY zapped-both on issues...

““First. Then they came for the communists. I didn’t object bc I wasn’t a communist. Then they came for the
trade-unionists. I didn’t object bc I wasn’t a trade-unionist. Then they came for the Jews. I didn’t object bc I
wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for me and there was no one left to help me. ”< famous statement attributed to
Pastor Martin Niemöller (1892–1984) about the inactivity of German intellectuals following the Nazi rise to
power and the purging of their chosen targets, group after group. peasantrock2, it's not about loving or
hating the ACLU, its about the govt arbitrarily stiffling free speech of America citizens. "We must hang
together or we will surely hang separately"---------------------------------------...Ben Franklin””
JFK and Assange similar Speeches below: Beautiful ending!

Human Engineering: YOU are not Dumb Down, sickened, and obese because you're born on US Soil- It's in
your mind. Subliminal Stress...Dr. Becker

http://digbysblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/village-psy-ops.html
U S Matrix of Robots-Songs Everybody's doing the Locomotion (1974), as are, Politicians-BP employees
mind controlled thoughts channeled to we the people bottom of this page!

Directed Energy Weapon-Water Front Properties FL to NY under attack! Induced Climate Waves WIND, to
De-populate and re-distribute wealth/Economy again. See how unwit Agents! click here:
http://www.metacafe.com/watch/621153/cia_predicts_the_future_2015_water_resources/
In Absentia, Dr. R. Becker Begich, & WALTER BOWART Leading Psychiatrist Blows the Whistle! 50+ years
proven mind control BUT ON APA -AMA at DOD INVENTING SYNTHETIC ILLS ON AMERICAN
STUDIES! Forced speech transmissions by-passing cortex, channeled opposite thoughts to argue/sabotage!
by Walter Bowart, New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1978 continuing to haunt Americans! UPDATED 1995
LEADING Psychiatrist Dies BEFORE FULL DISCLOSURES, his Son Silenced! Jim Keith...!!!

"Please keep fearfully in mind that the astonishing information published in this seminal work of
investigative reporting, concerning avenues taken to decision and execution by our secret police to fracture
or dissolve human minds, then to operate those minds a...
JFK, current assassinations CIA's quest Surreptitious killing us- softkills. Killing us softly, It's just an
illusion songs, channeled Below
INVENTING and APPLIED (NLP) Paranoid Schizo, Moods, Grandeur Aggrandizement, etc. is only a
thought from a trigger and anchors NSA CIA shadow transmissions, amplifications/ sensitivities induced.
Tavistock: Best kept secret in America and Govt RAND Corp primary function Brainwash -CIA NLP not
Freudian mind control ills! AMA-Synthetic telepathy, false memory syndrome/ confession/ bearing false
witness. Montauk Project (1943) A group which has as it's prime
goal the further acquisition of ever-greater raw, oppressive power over the actual lives of it's own continued
aggrandizement and enrichment at the
expense not only of Earth's people but most certainly of the planet itself and all its many life forms as well.

“Death Ray” for planes was Tesla invention in 1940-Invisible Chinese Wall of defense was built around the
Country, no matter how large an attack, Teleforce, manifests FREE energy and creates rays; zapping beams,
and a $2,000,000.00 device to zap and melt an airplane motor 250 miles away and an the new invisible
war.
JP Morgan, Wardencliff Tower was in full action in Long Island NY GITMO innocent with FALSE
MEMORY SYNDROME, time to brainwash staying the course, no due process bearing false witness/
confessions.

Secret WARS Japan HAARP! induced Seismic/ ELF... WavesSee below COVER UPS and WHITEWASHED... France article Le Monde here
http://criseusa.blog.lemonde.fr/category/fed/
According to a US Department of Defense directive (S-3600.1, December 9, 1996),
"Information warfare has tended to ignore the role of the human body as an information or data processor in
this quest for dominance, except in those cases where an individual's logic or rational thought may be upset
via Dis-information or deception... Yet, the body is capable not only of being deceived, manipulated or
mis-informed but also shut down or destroyed." Dr. Begich. Blackouts of time not alchohol.
The CIA succeeded in developing a whole range of psycho-weapons to expand its already ominous
psychological warfare arsenal. With these capabilities, it was now possible to wage a new kind of war: a war
which would take place invisibly, upon the battlefield of the human mind... [p. 19] ACCORDING TO Dr.
Walter Bowart Operation mind control.
by 1969 and didn't have need for shuttles for decades when mission was accomplished. See Shadow Apollo 11
whistleblower. Mission accomplished with Satellite Surveillance until now when Plaintiff started preparing to
go Public and was being threatened.
Mafioso went quiet after missions accomplished, until now to discredit 2nd level CIA and lawsuit as this
website content accusations. WHITEWASHING with twists and brainwashing the public with your tax dollar
and worse.
Full reports at Wordpress here and TAXES Tab: http://wp.me/ptPVb-2m
Surveillance under the AUSPICES of and in disguise of existing remote viewing from Satellite Engineered a
Human Matrix! Suggested Moods, pre-and post Manipulations & Worse. too busy, to dismiss this, & sensory
deprav. unrealized stress induced and another year goes by of 50 with unwitting cognitive infiltration Unwit
in disconnects in White House to next calamity.
Mind Control guiding our lives and soul!
Wake up America! Time is of the Essence Operation wiki- BRAINWASH + sabotaging your daily life
strategically psyops on individuals & subdued Americans
Please call if you can help, or need further information. Destroying careers and lives, Quashed, Pre-empted
me 2008 and again 2010 behind scenes.
We The People with TANGIBLE EXCUSES STAGED GLOBALLY & destroy my case of facts with Massive
cover ups. Assange my FALL GUY. A story that needs to be told to the Public NOW. The lessor of 2 evils
Middle East AGENDA strategy...

ASSANGE and JFK speeches SIMILAR below Ben Franklin and current Assassinations. Why...& as if any of
this is ok.
How America was/is Mind Controlled behind scenes to Police crimes infiltrations and drugs, Politicians
Military, Media, Channeled Hollywood minds, UN-REALIZED and Robots! How they took down the
economy, 911-not the last coup, de-population by design under the auspices of security losing freedom &
hiding behind SSP law born with CIA 1947.

COURAGE IS CONTAGIOUS; Wikileaks! An example to discourage whistleblowers. Truths they won't get
from wiki. classified and no clearance, un-wit another layer of whitewash and DIVERSION. Again

Pre-empted staged leak & EVERY EFFORT to build discredits and EXCUSES/scapegoats publicly since
2008 censorships. PAWNS, Cognitive NLP infiltrations cultural, delays to sabotage, BEHAVIOR Science/
MODIFICATIONS, change minds, chaos to confuse argue mis-communications "jacketing" one against the
other! YOUR ARGUMENTS etc...
Intercepted by 2nd level shadow CIA when uploading attempt this info. to Assange & Mossad.
Pentagon Science-Crazy & Democracy Now! BP employees, Red Tide cover up Mind Controlled Paralysis,
WAR on Oil prices...on left highlighted or Below
http://defensetech.org/2006/07/10/pentagon-science-crazy-enough/#more-2008
Pentagon plan to hack your nervous system and DARPA trailing!
http://defensetech.org/2006/02/13/air-force-plan-hack-your-nervous-system
Articles on left-http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2010/12/cia-hypnosis
http://defensetech.org/?s=plan+to+hack+the+nervous+system&x=0&y=0
UNWITTINGLY, ALL UNTRACEABLE-Pawns self-Destruct the World! Tom Woods 10th amendment Lt.
Col. Timothy L Thomas USA -www.Interviewwithazombie.com
http://www.tearingdownstrongholds.com/mindcontrol-mindhasnofirewall.htm
Tampered Impeded threatened and worse, for 4 years. MKultra now DARPA trailing, Psyops mind control
CHAOS,vMockingbird.. unrealized, illusions of wrong doing, DIVERSIONS and DECOYS daily, & deployed
on US soil decades ago creating criminals to terrorists. The root of all problems-robots in a matrix blaming
& framing CORP. GOOGLE etc. CIA is behind scenes manipulating your minds.

1997 DoD Briefing: 'Others' can set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely using elect worse than Katrina. full
report below duped by their own 2nd level CIA
REMOTE VIEWING ELF/EMF sound waves also in our homes-work,-labs-FOR 50 YRS 24/7 Big BrotherSpy Satelites were TO MIND CONTROL YOU, by a shadow CIA UNWITTINGLY TAKING US DOWN one
mind , one ill, one crime, CANCER, one suicide at a time. (As up 50% in one year...) Cognitive, Nefarious,
Infiltrations, DARPA Projects UNwit. IMMUNE & NERVOUS system, it infects body, African crops, in
disguise, as frying earth. Seismic waves induced climate energy induced as thoughts. Mass Control Human &
CULTURE Engineering manipulating you with every tangible excuse with EVERY PROFESSION under
siege producing wrong information.
MORGELLAN'S, Fibromalgya, Diabetes II, RLS, Alzheimer, Epilepsy, Cancer, Immune, see #7 ills and
endnotes lawsuit Tab or press release.
Operation wiki-brainwash! Now excuses for all as if natural.

Another layer of FANNED brainwash COVER UP since 2008 to pre-empt me again in attempts to WARN
"we the people". War NSA transmissions USED for war on Americans as pawns to infiltrate raising prices,
EVEN induce WALL STREET crimes toppling & 911.
Manipulations and wealth sabotage infiltrated!

PRESS is NOT FREE because their minds are not free to believe or print mind control and let public decide

to with 50 years Operation Mockingbird is Cognitive infiltrations created DIS-information behind scenestaking us down now FALSE documents cover ups! Kay Griggs mind jabbers! DoD wife and whistleblower
victim.

Rolling Stone and Glenn Greenwald/Salon on Senates mind control "plant inside people's Heads" to
manipulate them is a down play. 50 yrs too little too late below

http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/another-runaway-general-army-deploys-psy-ops-on-u-s-senators20110223---http://digbysblog.blogspot.com/2011/02/village-psy-ops.html
Dr. Monteith, George Green, Ross Mandell, VETS, Gulf syndrome, Asthma, side effects, mobiles,
microwaves, MSG, Gov't DENIED all because SHADOW CIA transmits by ELF Directed Energy WEAPON
to subdue as in disguise the nontraceable Neuro programming Agent ORANGE by ELF.
See lawsuit-tab for your relations, environment, ills, your kids They have pick up continued on all your
thoughts, habits, groups, organizations ... since Church Committee Report went black never ceased &
evolved!
Since holocaust, CIA Scientists and Doctors framed, unwittingly, "Nazi Hydra 1920"
FEMA Camps Condos 20 miles underground and million BUILT caskets under the guise of HR 645 unwit.
FINLAND website --Dr. Rauni senses it as millions do. GERMANY CONFERENCE - U.N. by our own Army
Col. NO chips HOOVER SAID IT'S too HORRIBLE to imagine! EVOLVED perfected CHURCH
COMMISSION reported-admitted+
Click here German Dr. Rauni---http://wemustknow.net/2010/06/mind-control-by-dr-rauni-leena-luukanenkilde/ Dr Luukanen "We must know" George Green
"This is how they will kill us" ...and decoys! Here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNJTiUhZxaY&NR=1
CIA, George Green Israel WW3 set ups Bankers, Energy...! ABOLISH SHADOW CIA Dismantle
Satellites--It's all directed energy environmental! Drs. Monteith/Mate/Bowart/Becker/ STEVEN JONES BYU 911
Phycisist
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2934299660670363221#docid=4604856575726473042
After watching and reading this, God Bless! Be proactive Revolution Mind Control/body to destroy
humanity, WHAT WILL THEY DO 2012? Stop them!
http://www.twf.org/News/Y1997/CIA.html cryptome.org
THE SORCERCER
V For 911 Vendetta Past Present and Future www.youtube.com ------ BRILLIANT!
Public Speeches-Robots
Repeated "stay the course" to brainwash invade Countries, GULF war transmitted to
SURRENDER/subdue, "The ENERGY will be just fine", "We will HELP one SOUL at a TIME". HILLARY
"I will not CHANNEL MY HUSBAND" as in Ghost Technology Transmissions SABOTAGED. Pres.
CLINTON as well! RUMSFELD: There is what you know, you don't know........... SIDE EFFECTS OF
BRAINWASH.

“JFK Secret Society Speech Gives Future Generations Dire Warning, NOT UNDER MY
ADMINISTRATION"

THE weapon of...... Mind Control to: MisCOMMUNICATIONS, both tangible and non tangible on we the people as pawns,
dis-information now CIA intent and cover up mind to wars, mind to your decisions-emotions, BODY ills
hallucinated ills, dementia, APA/AMA at DOD mind to dupe all, mind to induce stress, blood, anxieties,
synthetics ills, mind control dumbing you down, not your water, cognitive mental blocks, subdue sensory
deprivations, mind to induce urges to eat, mind to crimes (not drugs, not movies), mind to ACCIDENTS,
Hosp mistakes, mind to media, mind to fears and paranoia and worse, Aliens/UFO cover ups,
Mind Control to: Govt employees, Hollywood, drugs, sex, rock n roll culture pop, trends, bubbles, mind to
corrupt, mind to doctors/lawyers/agents politicians, all controls, invented psychosis delusions, dysfunctions,
false perceptions, phone mind wars/games, etc... surreptitiously!
Now, the only embarrassment is Washington DUPED & didn't know about their shadow CIA , 911, and this
website content! FRAMED AND STAGED! Coward murderers behind the scenes, DC tangible crimes now
the cover up massive brainwash layer and SAVING FACE.....!
Wire-tapping is Surveillance- 1970 Spying was/is to manipulate you.
Framing, SPINS & FANNED Israel for yrs. WT7, APA, Ground O ??? unwit CIA Keeping their enemies
close TO TAKE THEM DOWN, infiltrations, illusions, manifests.
Mind control transmissions on civilians Breeding EVOLVED for 50 yrs, de-population, economic trendmanipulations, Framed entrapment...
The rise and fall of people, CORPORATIONS, & Countries... “ODD series of events” … leading to...
manipulating people to bribe/blackmail/ or take them down- and future outcome agendas. Across the
Country. Story at docum. Tab. UNBELIEVABLE!

Duplicitous-Framing ISRAEL & piggybacked shadowing! See how CIA tab +. INJECTED IDEOLOGY
covertly INFILTRATING WORSE OVER TIME TO CHUNK & ACCEPT.
ALL this HIDING behind SSP Secret laws impeding truth and worse-Jesselyn Radack, Thomas DRAKE,
Tom Tamm, GEORGE GREEN, ROBERT BAER, Frank OLSON, Swede Stieg LARSSON, B.P. set
up-Covered up FLA RED TIDE Venice, FL Labs, 1947 ELF/EMF infects life, cells, DNA, crops &
chemtrails cover up!
Mind Control-answer to all mis-information DC, GAZA disconnects 2009, RHETORIC, lies, dis-information
GAPS, illusions, non-sense. GOLDSTONE REPORT, SS Liberty SET UPS... Mind Control Root of ALL
problems. Talk about it FAN it! Looking beyond the messengers.
------------------------------ “God Bless
America, God Bless Humanity!”
Assange
“Secrets are for a reason and secret abuses are impossible to correct unless you know they are going on.
Knowing their plans before they are implemented to oppose before they occur. If they are exposed by the
people already suffering by the abuse, then the abuse has already occurred and it is too late.”
M. Monroe mind control suicides! Mind Control redistribution of wealth.
“When even one American -who has done nothing wrong- is forced by fear to shut his mind and close his
mouth, then all Americans are in peril.

Harry S.Truman
JFK speech

The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and
historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long ago that
the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which
are cited to justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing the threat of a closed society by imitating its
arbitrary restrictions. Even today, there is little value in insuring the survival of our nation if our traditions
do not survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be
seized upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the very limits of official censorship and concealment.
That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in my control. And no official of my Administration,
whether his rank is high or low, civilian or military, should interpret my words here tonight as an excuse to
censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes or to withhold from the press and the public the
facts they deserve to know.”
Last line of defense-Whistleblowers and Sheriff Dept OATH to protect against FEDS! Structural Liberties!
PLANNED WARS TO INFILTRATE COMMUNISM! Dividing all to conquer!
Disarming you-Gun Control, for a manipulated REVOLUTION hijacked passwords, www in the 90's, 911,
now Exec. order 11005 take over waterways martial law Katrina Massacres, Plans, to HR 1955 reversed
freedom of thought!
Brainwashing & WHITEWASHING HISTORY is underway!
Dr. Robert Becker was the major researcher and writer on health dangers from electromagnetic fields, he
died a few months ago, in summer 2008 warned INDUCED ELF/EMF
"John Wayne and Susan Hayward died CANCER decades after movie and unexpecded wind shift and
MONSETTO wind? FARMING cases!" Page 307 to 347 THE BODY ELECTRIC DoD!
Channeled Song writers and Many more victims since 70's unwittingly, Rock and Locomotion, It's just an
illusion... Farrah, M. Jackson, Elvis, Susan Lucci awards... B. Spears "stop them from turning everyone
against me" all mind control victims worse than the rest of population!

INFILTRATING AN INDUCED SEISMIC waves/ATTACKS ON WATER FRONT PROPERTIES EAST
COAST & WATER WARS WITH TURKEY, EGYPT largest Military TAKING ISRAEL DOWN IN
SHADOWS! and US one Politician, one Civilian at a time INFILTRATIONS
Remote Viewing London Subway Bombing-Staged-CIA predicts, NO Planning to carry out- water (WAR)
2015-mind control transmissions zaps DRY heat in body and energy-taking us down, Israel, Middle East,
Africa. ASSASSINATED Allison Des Forges Hudson River mind control plane Crash- AND Senator Ed Ted
KENNEDY zapped
Civil rights Africa... CIA MASTERMINDS of AGENDA too busy, to dismiss this, & sensory deprav.
unrealized stress induced and another year goes by of 50 with unwitting cognitive infiltration Unwit in
disconnects in White House to next calamity.
Mind Control guiding our lives and soul!
DARPA-Project Voice of God, & Psychic Project Stargate, playing paranormal, playing laws of attraction,
breeding Power & greed!
SUNSTEIN's Report-Cognitive impairment infiltration is unwitting not hired creating illusion-Un-realized

Kinesthetics! Creating false perceptions for DECADES on everyone. Cults in sheep skin!
THE MOTHER OF ALL EVIL-CIA Technology crimes Changing minds and hearts, including Presidents!
Millions are coming forward--EXPOSE IT, A REVOLUTION IS NECESSARY- Power in Numbers. This tells
all why some utter “What is this world coming to? Pre-911.
JUDICIAL SYSTEM, AND SCHOOL BOOKS WITH FALSE MEDICINE and FALSE TESTS RESULTS
and Engineered lives all from the mind! Voting, www. and all tests can and are tampered.
Have you read "Lies the Government told you"? READ twice- Perceptions in AMERICA
LONDON Subway CIA- INSIDE JOB- Remote Viewing, Surveillance and Searches-STAGED! Other
Countries Un-preventable
VETS-MANCHURIAN Candidates-Agent Orange non-Traceable and dream suggestions- Post traumatic
false illness induced as all others.
John Marks-CIA BUILDING/Search MANCHURIANS since MKULTRA and Hitler on Soldiers as LATIN
AMERICA and so on.....Click here or resource tab for highlighted version!
http://mireilletorjman.blogspot.com/2011_04_01_archive.html http://thewhiteroseii.wordpress.com/
30. MAY THE FORCE BE WITH US!
The first evidence of the use of hypnosis as a reliable operational tool of the cryptocracy, according to John
Marks, can be found in the work of Morse Allen in 1954. Of course hypnosis itself had been used by shamans
and fakirs to manipulate and control people for centuries. Marks explains that Allen's work came at the
height of the Project ARTICHOKE explorations in which the spooks attempted to use hypnosis to
"programme" an assassin. CIA documents also reveal that in 1959 John Gittinger recommended the use of
hypnosis in operational experiments. (Of course our latest evidence shows that Navy Intelligence had been
using mind control in the 1940's, at least.) The CIA files contain a translation of a Soviet research project
entitled Unperceived Manifestations of Mental Processes in Deep Hypnosis which described the success of
their psychoscientists: "We succeeded in programming not only the subject of dreams ( I would like to visit
Africa in my dream...), but to program color perception (let my dream be blue...), as well as inducing a
specific mood after sleepin..."
31. THE WARRIOR'S TONGUE
John Alexander is a busy man these days, not only is he one of the moving forces behind PSITECH, a
company that sells military developed remote viewing skills (RVS) to private enterprise, he is the program
manager for nonlethal defense at the Los Alamos (N.M.) National Laboratory, an author (The Warrior's
Edge), and a practitioner of the gem of mind control arts --Neuro-linguistics Programming. Today, after 32
years of military service this retired Colonel has the responsibility of drawing together and nurturing many
nonlethal weapons devices which could disable key electronic equipment, blind weapons sensors or shut off
the power to a capital city. He has drawn upon a variety of disciplines involving polymer chemistry,
microbics, kinetics, acoustics, electrical engineering, materials science and information science, just to
demonstrate their feasibility," in the burgeoning science called Nonlethal defense, at least so said Aviation
Week & Space Technology. "As the concept has evolved," Alexander is reported as saying," we have come to
focus our efforts on anti-material systems. If you can stop the machines of war, you can inhibit the
prosecution of conflict."…
32. CULT CONTROL
In 1990 spychiatrist Dr. Louis Jolyon West, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry, University of California, pet
shrink of the cryptocracy gave a speech on cults. As usual it was soft on fact and hard on the cryptocracy
line: It is estimated that there are more than 2500 cults in the United States... Now there must be a lot more
"cults" than that since, the Oxford English Dictionary said the word cult meant:

“Pentagon’s source selection Board repeatedly recommended a bid by Boeing as both better and cheaper...
DoD awarded to Gen. Dynamics" 2nd level manipulated.

DoD McNamara, wrote in March 1969 issue of Washington Monthly Mag.; “ Few Americans are aware that
about 90 % of the Major weapons systems that the defense Dept. procures ends up costing the Country at
least twice as much as was originally estimated. “ The American Tax Payer is not getting their money’s
worth???????? SAIC FBI lawsuit & Pursuant with Lawsuit by BOEING .
"The last could have incredibly destructive applications, if it worked. For instance, switches setting off
nuclear bombs would have to be moved only a few inches to launch a holocaust. Or, enemy psychics, with
minds honed to laser-beam sharpness, could launch attacks to burn out the brains of American nuclear
scientists. Any or all of these techniques have numerous applications to the spy trade."
MK ULTRA known experiments were reported at about $10 MILLION tax dollars.
Wherever their extreme experiments went, the CIA sponsors picked for subjects their own equivalents of the
Nazis' Jews and gypsies: mental patients, prostitutes, foreigners, drug addicts, and prisoners, often from
minority ethnic groups.
—American prosecutors charged the Dachau doctors with "crimes against humanity" at a second
Nuremberg trial. None of the German scientists expressed remorse. Most claimed that someone else had
carried out the vilest experiments. All said that issues of moral and personal responsibility are moot in statesponsored research. What is critical, testified Dr. Karl Brandt, Hitler's personal physician, is "whether the
experiment is important or unimportant." [pg 215]
Tampering with the mind is much too dangerous to be left to the spies. Nor should it be the exclusive province
of the behavioral scientists, who have given us cause for suspicion. Take this statement by their most famous
member, B. F. Skinner: "My image in some places is of a monster of some kind who wants to pull a string and
manipulate people. Nothing could be further from the truth. People are manipulated; I just want them to be
manipulated more effectively." Such notions are much more acceptable in prestigious circles than people
tend to think: D. Ewen Cameron read papers about "depatterning" with electroshock before meetings of his
fellow psychiatrists, and they elected him their president. Human behavior is so important that it must
concern us all. The more vigilant we and our representatives are, the less chance we will be unwitting
victims.
In July 1995 the CIA went public and declared its interest in Remote Viewing. As a result, much new
information became available. At that time, the CIA and US Department of Defense had a 22-year
operational track record in RV. The CIA was involved from 1973 to 1977, and the DOD from 1977 to 1995. In
1995, the CIA declassified and released Remote Viewing documents. P. 127
CIA Mind Control: Bin Laden’s Driver Driven Insane at Gitmo
25th July 2008 Amy Goodman of Democracy Now! and others have reported on CIA mind control techniques
at Gitmo. Hamdan, bin Laden’s driver, currently on trial, “hears voices inside his head,” according to Time
magazine. This development occurred under detention. The average prole will jump to the conclusion that
this is a symptom of induced scizophrenia, and this may be – but voices are also computer-generated and
transmitted to the brain’s auditory pathways of the CIA’s subjects in highly illicit electromagnetic (EM)
brain experimentation and operations, as I documented in Psychic Dictatorship in the USA (Feral House,
1995), and elsewhere.
It’s quite possible – given the harshness of his detention by the CIA – that Hamdan was driven crazy by
advanced mind control tech …
” … Hamdan’s six years at Gitmo have left him a shell of a man. He has deteriorated mentally to the point
where he can no longer meaningfully assist in his own criminal defense. He is suicidal, hears voices inside his
head and talks to himself. … “

The same can be said of many subjects of EM bio-electronic assault. - AC
Excerpt – Hamdan: Guantánamo’s Mystery Man
By Jonathan Mahler Jul. 21, 2008 Time
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1825334,00.html
… In May 2002, Hamdan was flown to Guantánamo Bay, where he became detainee No. 149. Soon after, he
met Soufan, the FBI’s foremost expert on al-Qaeda, who interrogated Hamdan repeatedly until December
2003, when President Bush chose him from among thousands of detainees in U.S. custody to be the first Arab
defendant in the military tribunals.
In 1991, Janet Morris issued a number of papers [55] and the US Army published a detailed draft report on
‘Operations Concept for Disabling Measures.’ Laboratories were “developing a high power, very low
frequency acoustic beam weapon” projecting non-penetrating, high frequency acoustic bullets. According to
one Morris paper, US Special Operations Command already had a portable microwave weapon. [56] “US
Special Forces can cook internal organs.” [57] ‘Infrasound’ used acoustic beams. Very low frequency (VLF)
sound, or low frequency RF modulations can cause nausea, vomiting and abdominal pains. “Some very low
frequency sound generators, in certain frequency ranges, can cause the disruption of human organs and, at
high power levels, can crumble masonry.” [58] P. 176, 178, 179
AND BEHIND THE SCENES Sorcerer, Manipulator, Diabolic!
Jewish Aaron Russo died of Cancer recently after going public that Rockefeller told him the only reason the
WOMEN’S liberation was allowed to occur successfully was to COLLECT TAXES from them. They also
manipulate couples lives as “The Firm” John Marks also wrote only the participant knows of this and is not
only army. Invading Countries Under pretex of oil etc. for take over of humanity. (See Israel as I) JOHN
LOFTUS on brasschecktv.com 2 videos of ISRAEL, CIA BUSH/HITLER, CIA John LOFTUS DEPT of
JUSTICE belong in JAIL--- funded Prescott Bush and RECRUITED NAZIS- Rockerfellers and Bush DoD
CIA… http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/money-madness/how-america-lost-its-way-.html
911 to AGENDA. -----------------THE SECRET WAR AGAINST JEWS, and more in his book.
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/government-corruption/why-the-justice-department-doesntcatchbanksters-terrorists-and-other-enemies-of-the-na
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/money-madness/how-america-lost-its-way-.html
DARK HISTORY-PAST EVENTS THAT HAVE SHAPED THE WORLD

History is an account, mostly false, of events unimportant, which are brought about by rulers mostly knaves,
and soldiers mostly fools.
—Ambrose Bierce

Bush-Bones Doctrine: “Deny Everything” “There’s three things to remember: claim everything, explain
nothing, deny everything.” – Senator Prescott Bush (Skull & Bones 1917) The Bush family patriarch made
the above statement in a 1966 interview for Columbia University’s oral history project on the Eisenhower
administration. Prescott Bush said that political dictum had been explained to him by Claire Boothe Luce,
congresswoman, ambassador and wife of Time-Life media magnate Henry Luce (Skull & Bones 1920)Diagram of the Bush Dynasty Source: http://www.threetwoone.org
PDF Streaming Video – Hear how Prescott Bush, Dubya’s grandfather, tried to overthrow the government
and install a fascist nazi regime.
The Hitler Project – Astonishing Revelations! 01/02/05 By Ted Lang © 2004 – It is T&C’s position that the

Bush family knew exactly what they were doing, and deliberately brought Hitler and his murderous Nazis to
power knowing full well in advance what the consequences of their actions would be.
Nazi Sympathizer Prescott Bush. He personally financed the building of over 40 concentration camps
including Auschwitz.
Bush and the Nazis: New Documents Herbert Parmet, November 26, 2003
THE NEW GENGHIS KAHN
The year 1999 and its seventh month, From the sky comes a great King of Terror: Reviving the great King of
the Mongols, Before and after Mars (war) to reign happily.
“After there is great trouble among mankind, a greater one is prepared. The great mover of the universe will
renew time, rain, blood, thirst, famine, steel weapons and disease. In the heavens, a fire seen.”
—Nostradamus in year 1555.
"Those who give up their liberty for more security neither deserve liberty nor security."
Ben Franklin
"None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
History repeating itself eyes wide shut in front of the world. Yale Club, Emulating the Torah Scriptures,
toppling. Bush was to be assassinated in the 80’s by Duncan O’Finioan; didn’t know why, but was
intercepted, overridden by CIA & (triggered) to cancel mission (shoot) as ALL ELSE. DoD The Sorcerer,
Manipulator, Cyberneticist, behind the electronic curtain… Mind Control-SECRET SOCIETIES! & ID
theft, stalkers, viruses, hackers, and 2nd level CIA STUXNET, cover ups and whitewashing before Operation
wiki Brainwash! Anchors & triggers transmitted. Under pretex of oil for take over of minds/humanity.
1957 Allen Dulles “Berle wrote in his diary. "If the scientists do what they have laid out for themselves, men
will become manageable ants." Below. What’s next!

http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/government-corruption/why-the-justice-department-doesntcatch-bankstersterrorists-and-other-enemies-of-the-nation.html

Part I and II on the Prescott Bush on the Holocaust and NAZI infiltrations TODAY with new attempts in manifest.
WARNINGS to “We the People”
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Mireille Torjman
Mobile 954.529.8684

5/28/2010 rev 7/15/11
Federal Whistleblower
ThewhiteroseII@yahoo.com

www.mireilletorjman.com for FULL DISCLOSURES and Open Letter to Congress.

Have you figured it out yet!

Sibel Edmonds gagged, Ariel Sharon comatosed, DC swept covertly as NY pre-911 TYRANNY pretex to
SURRENDER CIVIL LIBERTIES decoys (illnesses in energy) zaps, and Russell Tice threatened and
discredited, as I. Science and humanity under SIEGE! Behavioral Science and Technology-Sound and
Seismic Waves infiltrations. For the Suspension of the Constitution to Communism and the LAUNCH of a
NEW Holocaust in manifest on U.S. Soil Mission. [Prescott Bush, slides Home Tab-50 yrs in manifest.]
IF you knew ALL this, you would NOT be making these CHOICES! SSP, Patriot Act, Beam Warfare,
Electronic Mind Control, Psi War, One World Brain, Dreamscape, Hardwiring Humans, and Information
Warfare. The Persinger Plan, illegal warrantless mind taps intercepted thoughts, Engineering Consent.
With no danger to American Society, the entrapment from Bush /Obama "MANIPULATORS".... "The
object is to terrify the American Public, so that they will surrender their civil liberties--Possibly the greatest
extortion scheme in U.S. history." --It's only the BEGINNING!
See below creating subservient civilians, assassinations and torture goes on illegally anyway. Legalizing it is
only for us civilians and what is coming (N.W.O. silent infiltrations)
2nd LEVEL CIA-Sorcerer-NSA transmissions-current Assassinations: NSA, DOD Directed Energy Weapon
frying life & earth; Taking us and Israel down duplicitous decoy. The New (1975) weapon of war (mass
destruction duped diversions) is out and was in the hands of Cult of Intelligence! HOW & WHY 911
mastermind/CONTROL ELF WEAPON! The root of all problems must be exposed and stopped before too
late! See history collectively repeating by design! Cryptocracy's Plan to Psycho-civilize you. Emulating,
inducing the Scriptures. Project StarGate and Spacestar…Duping ALL.
ALL HIDING BEHIND SSP, Patriot Act since 1947 conspiracy take over slowly being introduced as New
World Order MASS Brainwash-chunked to accept! The launch of a New Holocaust in manifest after trickery
and the people's CONSENT of balancing LESS FREEDOM, Civil Rights and a suspension of the
Constitution, after MISSION of COMMUNISM and Middle East. Tyranny infiltrations in the guise of 911.
[Pg 9, 213]
CYBERSYN; "The COUP for the Communist World: “It is said Henry Kissinger was the one who intervened
to put an end to the GRAND experiment. Salvador Allende was assassinated by Chileans who are reported to
have been in the PAY of the CIA, and Cybersyn went by the wayside. (They thought) Today FCC coup to
regulate the INTERNET; COMMUNISM infiltrations and attempts, KGB/Gestapo style Domestic
Surveillance mind manipulations after the fact & covertly hijacked www & humans. One World Brain Pg
241. [SEE ISRAEL TAB and pg 6 for press release]
CYBERNETICS; “Helms; can be used in molding of a child’s character” Subdue & Ripping senses while
there. “ odd series of events” ARTICLES for decades on Ordinary folks Nationwide-leading to ... Attached.
-Strange cases and deaths on my website with other documents from this weapon of MIND Control events &
tricks on whistleblowers & Civility especially CIVIL rights agenda.
The CIA succeeded in developing a whole range of psycho-weapons to expand its already ominous
psychological warfare arsenal. With these capabilities, it was now possible to wage a new kind of war: a war
which would take place invisibly, upon the battlefield of the human mind... [p. 19]
"Only the small secrets need to be protected. The big ones are kept secret by
public incredulity."

—Marshall McCluhan

"If both the past and the external world exist only in the mind, and if the mind itself is controllable—what
then?"
—George Orwell
7. In 1967, after Ramparts magazine exposed secret CIA funding of the National Student Association and
numerous nonprofit organizations, President Johnson forbade CIA support of foundations or educational

institutions. Inside the Agency there was no notion that this order meant ending relationships, such as the one
with Geschickter. In his case, the agile CIA men simply transferred the funding from the foundation to a
private company, of which his son was the secretary-treasurer.
8. Lying to Congress followed the pattern of lying to the press that some MKULTRA veterans adopted after
the first revelations came out. For example, former Human Ecology Society director James Monroe told The
New York Times on August 2, 1977 that "only about 25 to 30 percent" of the Society's budget came from the
CIA—a statement he knew to be false since the actual figure was well over 90 percent. His untruth allowed
some other grantees to claim that their particular project was funded out of the non-Agency part of the
Society.
Pentagon’s source selection Board repeatedly recommended a bid by Boeing as both better and cheaper...
DoD awarded to Gen. Dynamics" 2nd level manipulated.
DoD: McNamara, wrote in March 1969, issue of Washington Monthly Mag.; “ Few Americans are aware
that about 90 % of the Major weapons systems that the defense Dept. procures ends up costing the Country
at least twice as much as was originally estimated. “ The American Tax Payer is not getting their money’s
worth???????? SAIC FBI lawsuit & Pursuant with Lawsuit by BOEING.
SOA: Mind Manipulated in law impeding truth, creating doubts, infiltrations, and worse-GEORGE GREEN,
ROBERT BAER CIA bomb makers. COVERT FEMA camps and Thousands built caskets under guise of HR
645 UNWIT. Massive ops wiki and brainwash underway! American homes and jobs, with our children since
Apollo 7 witnesses never returned (Satellite) REMOTE VIEWING 24/7 spying is manipulating. Armies
trained by our School of AMERICAS and set up mind controlling their people; South America now Working
on ASIA. All Invaded Countries... Breaking The SOUND Barrier; Democracy NOW! pg 214+. One World
BRAIN,+ pages 200+ of INJECTING IDEOLOGY not just MEDIA mind taps ELECTRONIC MIND
CONTROL, PSI WAR, Persinger Plan, & BEAM WARFARE. SOA...It's everywhere including CIA
VALERIE PLAME technology weapons, Bay of Pigs invasion, and Juan Cole Scandals. RIK and Air Force
waste as SAIC etc. AGNA’s Contract guard’s behaviors, linguistics and security in Embassies, F-22 waste…
DC, Govt lock down, & blocked information warfare, in (bubble) kept in dark for yrs during process and
false beliefs!

The Weapon of Mass Destruction: DoD, Psychotronics, Synthetic Telepathy, DOE and a CIA’s-2nd Level-Spinning our wheels and putting out fires/band aids for yrs won’t solve humanity’s mind control at the root.
THE FORCE BEHIND THE FORCES! Unveil them. Their own shadow is within (1973). Tesla's Chinese wall
of defense... Information warfare psyops transmitted thoughts, Article on MIND manipulating our SENATE
STILL decades later…2nd level CIA FOIA 1972, "His God lurks Behind the electronic curtain, we find: The
SORCERER, MANIPULATOR, CYBERNETICIST, the weaver of the DREAMscape" Jim Keith pg 245
Brilliant video below. They all said Abolish CIA and NSAct 1947. See Russia slide. It’s ALL about you, it
AFFECTS YOU.
Published 1985 MACROCOSM: NEW WORLD ORDER MILLIONS Will go THROUGH "The PROCESS"
(brainwash programming) INCLUDING MOST OF AMERICA'S CORPORATE LEADERS and
OFFICIALS from Navy/ EDUCATION-"It was estimated that Millions of persons were (1985) put through
this type of PROCESSING Breaking down of personalities and recondition..." Many already manipulated
into their office long ago. College manipulations no one knows about. "Weird things happen when you join
the bureau". Their shadow. Collectively-What do you think they’ve been doing and how we got here! Making
sense of 50 years in the manifest-Wake up America! Wake up Washington! NSA transmissions Article, Dr.
Walter BOWART pg 6 and more.
"It was either invisible warfare or PEACE, and everyone seemed to agree the economy would "suffer" from
peace. Without war, it was believed, the economy would falter and depression would be the dividend of peace.
Thus the advisors to the president began to think about what might motivate the U.S. economy as well as war
did. They came up with several possibilities, the most fantastic of which was to fake an invasion from outer
space... Resource Tab 1973-90% JFK believed CIA conspiracy today!!! Dr. Walter Bowart Report Pg 6 #21
and 39.

OPERATION MIND CONTROL: CRYPTOCRACY'S PLAN TO PSYCHOCIVILIZE YOUWITNESS in COURT NO Plane hit PENTAGON, TANGIBLE coupled with fear TRANSMISSIONS to
manipulate and BRAINWASH you to VOTE for PATRIOT ACT is one example-----------------------------BEWARE!------ Facts below and on line with Appendices! There is a 18 U.S.C. § 241 Conspiracy against
rights since MLK, JFK unwitting false blame--Puppets/Ants/Robots “Everybody’s doing the LOCOMOTION” as Obama…Maxwell’s Silver
Hammer Chapter “The Body Electric” Operation Northwoods repeated under new psyops and HOOVER
warned too Horrible to imagine. Jerry E. Smith was an author, lecturer, poet, & editor. ... dies March 08,
2010... "Haarp: The Ultimate Weapon of the Conspiracy "(The Mind-Control Conspiracy Series) Tom
Bearden, Russia WARNED worse! ELF SICKO all ills. French scientist Kervran Russian scientist
Kaznacheyev, who proved that any disease could be TRANSMITTED electromagnetically. (1975) Immune….
CIA are NAZIS: Magnus Olsson; playing with memory. Below CIA Vet Milt Beardon states; "That you know
of -911"...inventing ills, Aliens, and enemies. Magnus Olsson Sweden also stated CIA has NAZIS. A plan to
fascism for another Holocaust in MANIFEST if the CONSTITUTION IS NOT restored.
ALL RELATED TO PATRIOT ACT, disarming etc. DUPLICITOUS plans to take down Israel and WWIII
still being manipulated behind the scenes duping everyone. This 2nd level CIA is behind the electronic
CURTAIN on Long Island Tower inception and JP Morgan funding…
Bowart, Walter, “Leading Psychiatrist Blows Whistle on Profession: Proves 50 + years of Mind Control
“Were we Controlled?” JFK Adventures and False Memory Syndrome Foundation, Cancer Jim Keith-Mass
Control Human Engineering. (Pushed/fell??? to his death) Cults in sheep skin! Duplicitous sabotaging behind
the scenes APA and AMA (while in bed with DoD; Amy Goodman Standing up to the Madness) enemies close
to take them down…, to Medical books also for 50 years. FALSE RECORDS & Character/Perception ETC!
“And no official of my Administration…”
VIDEO Mossad Microbiologist Joseph Moshe’s Baxter Ukraine Plague Warning. Posted by labvirus on
November 7, 2009 Bioweapon disguised as a vaccine. He claimed that the vaccine contained an adjuvant
(additive) designed to weaken the immune system, and replicated RNA from the virus responsible for the
1918 pandemic Spanish flu, causing global sickness and mass death.
The next day, this happend (see video)…THE STRANGE CASE OF JOSEPH MOSHE:
This “Joseph Moshe” arrested in L.A. is likely a MOSSAD agent with a CONSCIENCE – and has apparently
been extradited immediately to Israel. Now his “testimony”, whatever it would have been, is still “secure”.
Notice, the “federal agents” used an electro-magnetic pulse – which knocked out his car, as well as any cell
phone so he couldn’t contact the “U.S. Attorney” he was obviously going to meet with. ELF immune
scapegoats to hide as all else with propaganda mind controlled. (As I)
The immune system is so overloaded by the presence of the "shadow" diseases that its effectiveness is thinned
out…."In short, alter the internal wavestructure, and one creates a curved spacetime 'engine' that acts on
mass in any fashion one chooses to design -- including initiate diseases . . . Now visualize one of these 'vacuum
engines' or 'spacetime curvature engines' that acts on mass to generate the exact effects produced by
anthrax. (Or any other disease one wishes) . . . Call the virtual state of a disease engine the disease pattern in
the "shadow" state, just prior to becoming observable. . Tom Bearden Lt. Col. At www.mireilletorjman.com

“Death Ray” for planes was Tesla’s invention in 1940 and a $2,000,000.00 device to zap and melt an airplane
motor 250 miles away and an Invisible Chinese Wall of defense was built around the Country, no matter how
large an attack, (Teleforce, manifests FREE energy and creates rays; zapping beams, the new invisible war).
(Dr. Becker, Naomi Wolf, and Sharon Weinberger “Imaginary Weapons)., this Warden cliff Tower is in full
action in Long Island NY, along with 36 other stations or sites as GWEN, Globally that beam massive volume
of Free Energy. (The New York Times, Sunday September 22, 1940-Science and Patents, Education News)
One COSTLY energy zap causes by NLP suggestion transmitted to individuals; confusion, mistakes, trip, fall,

body temp-freeze, heat, miscommunication, fatigue, focus/ concentration, radio-sleep (Kucinich-US patented
under MKDELTA), and stalling any engine. HAARP, Body Electric, and Mass Control Human Engineering.
JIM KEITH APPENDICE on my homepage with Russell Tice and Thomas Drake…
7/2/11 CATHERINE AUSTIN FITTS WHISTLEBLOWER: In America today, if the mainstream media does
not cover something it is almost as if it never happened. Right now, the worst nuclear disaster in human
history continues to unfold in Japan, U.S. nuclear facilities are being threatened by flood waters, the U.S.
military is bombing Yemen, gigantic cracks in the earth are appearing all over the globe and the largest
wildfire in Arizona history is causing immense devastation. From authentic CREVICE of the parted SEA, to
evil HAARP DESTRUCTION SYNTHETIC CRACKS WHITEWASHING more HISTORY AND THE
SCIENCE/TORAH etc.... The ultimate conspiracy!

Israel-framed while dividing all people to conquer! CIA predicts, (no creating) to carry out- water (WAR)
and pricing shortage, 2015-mind control transmissions zaps dry heat in body and energy-taking us down,
Israel, Middle East, Africa. Overpopulation video from Pentagon staging us for the next invasionASSASSINATED Allison Des Forges in Hudson River mind control plane Crash-Staged and Senator Ed Ted
Kennedy zapped. Both Civil rights Africa, Water and Dry Land zapped already planning to invade them and
brainwash one world govt. Emulating the Torah scriptures! Manchurians, and IRS, CIA bldgs/files in WT7!
Major cities experiment to increase crime in the 70’s by mind control EVOLVED never ceased
GENERATING BIGGER GOVT, INDUCING MISHAPS-MISFORTUNES, entrapment and now
TERRORISM? Infiltrations of BRAINWASHING SCHOOLS-WEAKEN their ARMY take down ISRAEL
and America going Global Agenda. Infiltrated Palestinians-Wars provoked still in manifest; Under the
Auspices/Scapegoating Drugs they brought in Conspiracy. NOT from drugs or your TV- SEE TIME
photo/Article (Oct 1971) below… Infiltrations and excuses on all aspects of ELF attacks.

Egypt largest Military, Turkey Sibel gagged SSP created doubts and to hide conspiracy agenda of NWO)
CIA masterminds. A public brainwashed to allow it unwittingly, in the White House, to next calamity and
Global Domination Conspiracy of the minds! Connecting 50 yrs of dots! ie; General Anthony Zinni
(wikepidia) and changed minds! (Brainwash on the job as many others, see how it’s done) CIA Predicts The
Future 2015 - Water Resources. 2007 video comments. (Unwitting agents channeled to Infiltrate) “Waging
War” since the Church Committee 1974! Charges were made 2 administrations concerned and NEVER
ABOLISHED. “May be drawn into the fight trying to stop it” John McWethy. Taking over the Globe under
the disguise of helping others tactics. An unwitting population targeted in advance! DARPA the new
MKULTRA (trailing) Psyops deployed for 50 yrs on civilians. ELECTRONIC WARFARE!
Larry Silverstein OWNER of 911 TOWER 7, set up in advance to get insurance and transmitted forced
speech/DECISION to "pull" to firefighters as if involved-NSA transmissions-SABOTAGED as Russell Tice
Article “Is the NSA conducting war on Americans” (YES, tip of iceberg) 2006 and Media asked, why press
didn’t pick it up other than NBC? Operation Mockingbird propaganda unwittingly, updated remote viewing
and impairment mind control as misunderstandings.
Sunstein's Report-Cognitive impairment infiltration is unwitting NOT hired Gangs, creating illusionUn-realized Kinesthetic! Creating false perception for decades on civilians. Reagan erased with Alzheimer
mind control (NLP) CIA programming. OPERATION MIND CONTROL (1973) Plans to Psycho civilize you
and MACROCOSM America’s Corporate Leaders and Official, AND civilians.
Un-Covered documentary CONGRESS MARIONETTES not READING info zapped, to invade Iraq. Mind
controlled Out-Foxed video for years-media mockingbird unwittingly, UNREALIZED, updated! The joke
culture, misfits in the pentagon cult of intelligence and a dysfunctional country! Allen Dulles 1957" Berle
wrote in his diary. "If the scientists do what they have laid out for themselves, men will become manageable
ants." Below www.mireilletorjman.com FULL disclosures.
Hadassah 90 Billions in Ponzi sabotage away from Jersusalem HOSP (Laser/vision) funding. Re-Distributing
the WEALTH from Jews manipulating our economy further than Corporations. Always keeping their enemy
close, destroying files & buildings. They took down the economy behind the scenes!

Ariel Sharon zapped into coma (as I), Directed Energy Weapons as planes; because he knew the CIA was
corrupt Sabotaging Israel. Kay Griggs Military whistleblower with MIND JABBING attacks (Secret
Societies) 1910 Yale Prescott Bush FUNDED NAZI’s soldiers, kkk etc…DoD.
1967 USS liberty-Project Philadelphia (Hallucinations) blaming ISRAEL- mistake in identity set up-framed,
cutting off investigations & news coverage (as usual until exposed 2008 as the shuttle satellite cover up) Start
of Anti-Semitism fanned unwittingly since 1947 Act.
Alien UFO Hallucinations Scapegoating with LSD (that CIA brought in and sold to kids). Making Million off
the Pharmaceutical TAXES (as ALCOHOL INDUCED URGES), now being sued from synthetic side effects
and transmitted Synthetic illnesses. VETS Agent Orange non-traceable! Military CANCER and Leukemia,
lumps, to all under the disguise of microwaves… infiltrating crimes & wars!
Playing GOD (Project Voice of GOD) & devil-The CIA Cult of Intelligence born with National Security Act
in 1947, Weapons Stations need to be dismantled ASAP. Buzz in Pentagon “Synthetic Telepathy and
Psychotronics” predicted in 1967 video instant communication, after…
Public Speeches "Repeatedly staying the course" to brainwash invaded Countries with (excuses), GULF war,
"The ENERGY will be just fine", (Not at all)"we will help one soul at a time". Hillary "I will not channel my
husband" (as in ghost-like transmissions sabotaged Clinton… Rumsfeld: “There is what you know, you don't
know.....” “Didn’t mean to say that or that’s not what I meant”… Obama dividing the people to conquer with
“They like to do that, one against the other” Called JACKETING in psyops. (Side effects of brainwash &
MC).
SEARCH for MANCHURIAN ego state—such as an imaginary childhood playmate—and build it into a
separate personality, unknown to the first. The hypnotist would communicate directly with this schizophrenic
offshoot and command it to carry out specific deeds… kamikaze pilot. Manchurian crimes creating a
subservient society was not out of sight- by mind control waves." And worse.
“Secretary Geithner also highlighted …Bear Stearns former Chief Operating Officer of Fixed Income, Paul
Friedman, stated rumors were untrue until the telling of rumors made them true.” This is how they do it
(Project Stargate research and playing psychic).

1997 DoD Briefing: 'Others' can set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely using electromagnetic waves By
Lori Price 28 Feb 2010 Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen, 28 April 1997: (WAVES, Seismic, radio frying
us…) BP mind control transmitted human error! Tried to warn CONGRESS in 2008 and dismissed by
disbelief.

GUANTANAMO scapegoats displays and focused on the wrong Weapons of mass destruction, brainwash and
intelligence masterminded. (Nano thermal debris removed quickly) and Cathy O’Brien, SSP impeding truth.
Never getting to the truth---MINDS! INNOCENT and display for false blame. TIME/DELAYS for false
confession Brainwash out memory & PLANT new before public contacts.

How the CIA Missed Stalin's Bomb, 1946-50-printed 2007 but updated 2008. ---Remote Viewing and
surveillance London Subway Bombing-Staged!!! Water and Odd/even days Petrol, CIA sabotage since 70’s as
drugs and crime all un-natural-inducing more plans for Florida.

Judge Napolitano, “Lies the Government told you” unwittingly until 2008 cover up pre-empted allegations
with political and media transparency... DELUSIONS, RE-READ, … and CONDONED corruptions!

ILLUSIONS OF CRIMES statistics for 5 decades and mis perceptions mind controlled.
Market inflations and real estate pricing and gouging was all induced from the mind on each individual and
as a mass, and part of conspiracy agenda. Corrupting American Minds. And, the suicide??? of a Jewish CFO
after 3 months as interim accountant at FANNIE MAE fraud.

Jewish Aaron Russo died of Cancer recently after going public that Rockefeller told him the only reason the
WOMEN’S liberation was allowed to occur successfully was to COLLECT TAXES from them. They also
manipulate couples lives as “The Firm” John Marks also wrote only the participant knows of this and is not
only army. Invading Countries Under pretex of oil etc. for take over of humanity. See Israel Tab for more…

CIA JOHN LOFTUS on brasschecktv.com 2 videos of ISRAEL, CIA BUSH/HITLER, 911 to AGENDA.
-----------------------------------THE SECRET WAR AGAINST JEWS.
http://www.brasschecktv.com/videos/government-corruption/why-the-justice-department-doesntcatchbanksters-terrorists-and-other-enemies-of-the-nation.html

Did you know CIA operates on the ground wearing Yamacas to frame Jews, destroying fruit trees and crops
against the Torah scriptures +, as with our organic natural farms in the U.S. Why?

Did you know that the ISRAELI ART STUDENTS were framed and mind controlled where to live and
accepted only in the areas to live as guided to set up and look involved? CONTRARY OF CIA GUILT
CREATING DOUBT and so much more BEARING FALSE WITNESS from a neighbor, false memory, fake
Gov’t help spinning their wheels. INTERNET & Google lawsuit, libraries, false accusations & false
detainments? Capable and do manipulate all Internet remotely with passwords and minds from spying
surveillance. As with False imprisoned masses. Sabotaged 911 Commission never to see the light, as 9
Attorneys asking questions-Fired at once and Generation GAPS again.
Did you know Mind Controlled People and Media is set up with tricks of false thoughts transmitted during
conversation and output of written documents to put a SPIN on JOURNALISTS & civilians thus
unknowingly creating PROPAGANDA, until now covering their tracks with blatant lies from our
government? Decades of news from misunderstanding mind games, disputes, & slanders. No one high enough
Q clearance! The behavioral sciences. Nevertheless, the final result is not the whole story of the CIA's attack
on the mind. No one knows except the PARTICIPANT.
He called it “Pain-Drug-Hypnosis” and said it “is a vicious war weapon ... The extensiveness of the use of this
form of hypnotism in espionage work is now so widespread that it is long past the time when people should
have become alarmed about it.” [p. 75] Report
Duplicitous-Framing ISRAEL & piggybacked shadowing to scapegoat and set up! See how CIA tab +.
INJECTED IDEOLOGY covertly INFILTRATING WORSE OVER TIME TO CHUNK & ACCEPT.
BRAINWASH society and worse yet if not stopped and reversed.
Israel, Seismic Energy to part sea & leave crevice, Israel small land & surrounded by 50 yrs of vast constant
attacks, Israel has Palestinians who were EVICTED by their own people, Israel can't have chicken or cow
suffer with Kosher scriptures and suffering---2nd level shadow CIA proven Diabolical! STOP Shadow CIA
attacks-50 yrs PRESS FANNING Anti-Semitism and spinning all 2nd level CIA, Goldstone Report and 911,
SS liberty ... dis-info, hallucinations, cognitive infiltrations, illusions, wearing Yamacas on the Ground in
disguise, psyops on Israel and coverups. Catherine Fitts Whistleblower. Leave Israel alone and we will have

world peace! See Tice Article on SABOTAGE on all aspects of life.
Inducing mind control on rioters coupled with funding them in Egypt to take them down WW3 as planned
every time we invade a Country- see also George Green link video. 9/2010 Press release in SUPREME
COURT below this one of ISRAEL whistleblowing CIA to take them down (1947 to current activities fanning
opposites) as all our NEWS for decades by design. Info. warfare 1973.
DATA-MINING, why and SINCE 1973 FOIA includes genetics See Lt. Col Bearden slides and more of NEW
frightening weapon the World has ever seen! (1975) RUSSIAN SCIENTIST SLIDE.

Mind Control-Directed Energy Weapons are responsible for MOST ILLNESSES,
NEURO, Obesety, Immune, Central Nervous System. See Wired & Tice Article, 5 SENSES) KINESTHETIC
wikipedia) Elec. Magnetic Fields. (MEMORY/Body BLOCKS-ALZHEIMER-DIMENTIA as back to the
future SHIFTS suggestibilities), Agent ORANGE, ADDHD, Equilibrium, Bladder, Colon, Leukemia,
Numbness/ MS, Anesthesiology, AIDS, FIBROMALGIA, PULMONARY, Bi-Polar, CONFUSION extra
thought transmissions, MEMORY, DYSLEXIA, opposites suggestions to confuse, SKIN/BLOOD
Flow/DISEASES, EPSTEINS BAR, Vision Sight, HOLOGRAMS, HALLUCINATIONS, Parkinsons,
STROKES, MIGRAINES, CANCER, Anthrax, Valley Fever, Flu like symptoms, Insomnia is sleep
deprivation, Short Term Memory, COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENTS, UN-Necessary procedures, Bi-polar/ADD
(most misdiagnosed in America, Accidents, slip & falls, Williams Syndrome Motor Coordination, Autism. &
disorientation. False ALARMS all from the MIND; UNREALIZED forced speech emotions & mistakes,
Epilepsy! (Dr Bearden), ARTHRITIS, MORGELLANS! LIVER dialysis, kidney failures RAMPID in U.S.
Hemorrhage energy heat pressure, Vaccine synthetic hiding behind PHARMACEUTICAL side effects..., RLS
jolts of ELF, DIABETES II, and worse. HIDING BEHIND MSG or ASPERTAME including
RETARDATION, Tourette, MUSCLE Controls, ELF reproduction and sweats on both male/female, STD...
much worse. INFLAMATION, Burning feet (usually seniors), BLISTERS, SPLIT PERSONALITIES is a shift
technique of NLP using remote electronic hypnosis, mood transmitted urges to act amplified thoughts,
suggestions, thoughts back and forth, mind jab transmissions interrupt thoughts, with triggers of memory
blocks, repeats INDUCED ERASURES & DELAYS IN YOUR LIFE etc…! Misplacing items in trash mind
games. Programmed MISFITS Diabolic, playing mind games since milk carton missing children recruited by
coercion called Handlers. Responsible for much worse, would never sit on this kind of power with Weapons
nicely tucked away, knowing no threats by Russia’s or China’s.--------Jerry Smith

Have you been mind controlled not to believe? Diabolical did not stop with what you already know today,
that, I assure you, was the burned part. Targeted for 5 years, tortured, and attempts to recruit for the CIA,
now trained in NLP and the software from NASA with Woodpecker Scalar Waves that reach Russia but
SHIELDED. It is intercepted in our air space as all else. I am a witness in danger and need to come forward
and be heard to WARN the grave dangers, cover ups and every excuse possible for doubt including medicinal,
that are in manifest.
WITHOUT A TRACE -Millions emails missing from WHITE HOUSE servers. Failed backups $2.5 mil in
taxes to recover and NOTHING-2005 unwit Pentagon's Unit: The Cult of Dead Cows! Also see CIA Stuxnet.
CIA cyber crimes, ID theft, stalking, viruses, HACKERS.....! covering up, pawns since 2009. CIA cyber
crimes, ID theft, THEFT & Vandalism selectively, ON ALL CIVILITY, stalking, specific MS viruses creation,
HACKERS, tampered communications, muting, redirected, manipulations, intercepted thoughts day or
night.....! LOS ALAMOS LABS; STUXNET creation. AGAIN in the AUSPICES of losing your FREEDOMS
infiltrations... Dr. Warloff and Moret.
Mysteries solved! Remote Viewing is upon you 24/7 since 1973-Science and Humanity under Siege with DoD
Secret Society Psychotronics, Synthetic Telepathy DIRECTED ENERGY- (2nd Level CIA); THE WEAPON
of MASS DESTRUCTION-ELF miscommunications Duping everyone today!
"Is the PENTAGON Science CRAZY ENOUGH?" Mind manipulations-Not just on Senators
Articles/Speeches Bottom Left. Remote Control Heart Attack Anyone! induced years ago-Pentagon

Paranormal Activities: Thomas Drake NSA Whistleblower Espionage Case Exposes Psychic Spy Connection.
Projects... Spacestar DARPA (Trailing 50 yrs)-Project Voice of God, & Psychic Stargate, playing GOD,
paranormal, and laws of attraction, breeding Power & greed! all linked (Bear Stearns, Israel...)
"Zombie is a quaint, old-fashioned folklore word but its meaning becomes obscene when our children’s minds
are being controlled ... [p.17][Note:1] 1978 (reports human as manageable ants below)

"It may have been the biggest story since the atom bomb. The headline, however, was small and ignored the
larger issue. “Drug Tests by CIA Held More Extensive Than Reported in ’75,” said the New York Times on
July 16, 1977. ."
Pentagon Misfits- programming civility since 50% of milk carton children kidnapped ARRESTED
EMOTIONS AGGRANDIZEMENT (NARCISSISM)! To RAMPID crimes, corruption, teen...suicides,
Diabetes, ECO. & ills-Bombers-erupted, CANCER, ALZHEIMER, Fibromyalgia, Immune See List (Project
Montauk below L) The cult of Intelligence, documents. DRUGS do not make you commit crimes; the WILL
does! How America was/is Mind Controlled behind scenes to Police crimes infiltrations and drugs,
Politicians Military, Media, Channeled Hollywood minds, UN-REALIZED!
Ron Paul says: CIA runs Everything but this website content is HOW: SHADOW/2nd level took off (1973)
one year prior Church Commission Report with psyop MHchaos-FOIA- NO WONDER BIG BROTHER has
been into every ASPECT and PROFESSION of AMERICANS. Keeping enemies close. Picking up on
everyone and their genetics and events or cults or investigation, TAMPERING with MINDS NOT JUST OUR
CULTURE. Mistakes, Accidents, coincidences, your soul/ karma.

How you are letting mind control happen with brainwashing of disbelief... trickery of your will! Beliefs of
their thoughts planted/transmitted as your own- daily manipulations.
ELF directed energy weapon of mass.... Spread the word. We need a Revolution Abolish CIA 2nd level and
NSAct. BP framed to cover up Gov't Lab Venice FL RED TIDE-ELF infects since 1947 below Democracy
NOW Air Force paralysis. TRIED TO WARN CONGRESS in 2008 with dismissed manipulations and
disbelief.
911 Kamikaze Pilots Mind Controlled robots on US Soil (Manchurians) suicide bombers as are Globalists.
Bohemian Grove culture burning babies etc….
2 different thoughts etc… transmitted at the same time to create fights, chaos, dis-information! thoughts
interference on your speech and decisions. for decades... First they build TRUST while set up. Your destinies
are being led or misled, mostly no coincidences and “YOUR THOUGHTS are NOT your own.” Dumbed
down, Obese, busy, De-sensitized & Dehumanized robots by mind control.

Our ENGINEERED CULTURE of INFILTRATIONS, COVER UPS and WHITEWASH (2008) The ROOT of
ALL Problems, still in manifest! The Matrix began long ago and the spying is after the fact of CIA 2nd
level-took off in 1973 one year
The rest of the world didn't ask until 1976 the type of questions we were facing in 1965.... Everybody was
afraid of building the supersoldier who would take orders without questioning, like the kamikaze pilot. 70's
Manchurian crimes Creating a subservient society was not out of sight”- by mind control.
FBI HOOVER "clandestine warfare avowed objective had been WORLD DOMINATION by whatever
means and COST!" FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, who ordered FBI agents to "expose, disrupt, misdirect,
discredit, or otherwise neutralize" the activities of these movements and their leaders. Hoover disclosed how
horrific these weapons were thus, hard to believe ..."

INVENTING/INDUCING and APPLIED (NLP) Paranoid Schizo, Moods, Mental BLOCKS, Grandeur
Aggrandizement, etc. is only a thought from a trigger and anchors NSA CIA shadow transmissions,
amplifications. Tavistock: Best kept secret in America and Gov’t RAND Corp primary function Brainwash
-CIA NLP not Freudian mind control ills! AMA-Synthetic telepathy, false memory syndrome/ confession/
bearing false witness. Montauk Project (1943) A group which has as it's prime goal the further acquisition of
ever-greater raw, oppressive power over the actual lives of it's own continued aggrandizement and
enrichment at the expense not only of Earth's people but most certainly of the planet itself and all its many
life forms…Start of a LOCKED DOOR SOCIETY transmitted fears…
Surveillance under the AUSPICES of and in disguise of existing remote viewing from Satellite Engineered a
Human Matrix! Suggested Moods, pre-and post Manipulations. Gifford shooting to decoy/ EXPLOITASSASSINATING a FEDERAL JUDGE by Manchurians of crimes.
Civil rights Africa... CIA MASTERMINDS of AGENDA too busy, to dismiss this, & sensory deprav.
unrealized stress induced and another year goes by of 50 with unwitting cognitive infiltration Unwit in
disconnects in White House to next calamity.
Mind Control-answer to all mis-information DC, GAZA disconnects 2009, RHETORIC, lies, dis-information
GAPS, illusions, non-sense. GOLDSTONE REPORT, SS Liberty SET UPS... Mind Control Root of ALL
problems. Talk about it FAN it! Looking beyond the messengers! CASES NEVER PROVEN in CRIMES
AND SCIENCE settled--------------------------!
“God Bless America, God Bless Humanity!”
Assange
“Secrets are for a reason and secret abuses are impossible to correct unless you know they are going on.
Knowing their plans before they are implemented to oppose before they occur. If they are exposed by the
people already suffering by the abuse, then the abuse has already occurred and it is too late.”
M. Monroe mind control suicides! Mind Control redistribution of wealth.
“When even one American -who has done nothing wrong- is forced by fear to shut his mind and close his
mouth, then all Americans are in peril. Harry S.Truman
JFK speech
The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and
historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long ago that
the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which
are cited to justify it. Even today, there is little value in opposing the threat of a closed society by imitating its
arbitrary restrictions. Even today, there is little value in insuring the survival of our nation if our traditions
do not survive with it. And there is very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be
seized upon by those anxious to expand its meaning to the very limits of official censorship and concealment.
That I do not intend to permit to the extent that it is in my control. And no official of my Administration,
whether his rank is high or low, civilian or military, should interpret my words here tonight as an excuse to
censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes or to withhold from the press and the public the
facts they deserve to know.”
PLANNED WARS TO INFILTRATE COMMUNISM! Dividing all to conquer!
Disarming you-Gun Control, for a manipulated REVOLUTION hyjacked passwords, www in the 90's, 911,
now Exec. order 11005 take over waterways martial law Katrina Massacres, Plans, to HR 1955 reversed
freedom of thought! Unwittingly infiltrating NLP tactics Psyops. OPPOSITES!
Brainwashing & WHITEWASHING HISTORY is underway!
Dr. Robert Becker was the major researcher and writer on health dangers from electromagnetic fields, he

died a few months ago, in summer 2008 warned INDUCED ELF/EMF-disconnects in White House to next
calamity.
THE MOTHER OF ALL EVIL-CIA Technology Changing minds and hearts, including Presidents!
JUDICIAL SYSTEM, AND SCHOOL BOOKS WITH FALSE MEDICINE and FALSE TESTS RESULTS
and Engineered lives all from the mind! Voting, www. and all tests can and are tampered.
Have you read "Lies the Government told you"? READ twice- Perceptions in AMERICA-LONDON Subway
CIA- INSIDE JOB- Remote Viewing, Surveillance and Searches-STAGED!
John Marks-CIA BUILDING/Search MANCHURIANS since Hitler and MKULTRA on German
Soldiers.....Click here!
Press release below June 2008 was impeded from going out in Boston. The sender reported-disappeared;
“A growing number of Americans have reported symptoms that include but are not limited to severe physical
trauma such as shocks, stings, burning, nausea, and sleep deprivation. Targeted individuals of domestic
terrorism originate from many different backgrounds and are affected in a physical, psychological, social,
and financial manner as a result of directed energy weapons assaults. “The average American would be
astonished to learn the extent to which secret surveillance technology has advanced from remote viewing and
manipulation; torture of the human mind and body horrendous abuses. Measures must be taken to free…”
First. Then they came for the communists. I didn’t object bc I wasn’t a communist. Then they came for the
trade-unionists. I didn’t object bc I wasn’t a trade-unionist. Then they came for the Jews. I didn’t object bc I
wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for me and there was no one left to help me. "We must hang together or we will
surely hang separately" ...Ben Franklin
Psychotronics-Psychotechnologies, Psychoenergetics WARFARE also on APA & AMA in your doctor's
office/Lawyer... skewed medicine, list of ills below. (1975)
"The mind control examined in this book is the control of ONE individual’s mind by ANOTHER!" Guided,
misled, by the public UNWITTINGLY used as pawns (jacketed) one against the other with everything the
OPPOSITE, manipulated, and dysfunctional! (1973)
This website information is awakening debunking/educating raising awareness, on humanity, a FULL
DISCLOSURE Correction of 5 DECADES of 2nd level CIA mind controlled DIS-information,
MIS-COMMUNICATION, non-sense, blinders/blocks, unconsciously, manipulating YOUR conversations,
not on same wavelength) or/ sabotage created by Mind Control ELF waves & Energy, (1974) CIA Neurolinguistic Programming. Directed ENERGY Weapon used nefariously deployed on ALL people as pawns
UNWITTINGLY, illusions, robots, “every body's doing the locomotion”, CANCER. "Information Warfare
tactics" and the new ways to ASSASSINATE civilians currently. Not the Patriot ACT after THE FACT as
ALL else . SURREPTITIOUSLY! SLOW KILLS…Legal!
130 Facts and Examples, see induced ills; LIST on bottom left and (Pharma Taxes; Tab)- Collectively by a
Mind Control victim Expert Witness (NLP) Federal Whistleblower 1st hand, Warning "We the People"
"Impeded, Gagged, tortured, squashed, disrupted, threatened, for 5 years, now being set up +. Never believe
anything until it is officially denied". Illusions scapegoating our Media after 50 yrs victims of created spin,
dis-information WARFARE etc... by mind control UNREALIZED & cognitive impairment infiltrations on all
people. "Why hasn't the press--aside from MSNBC--covered NSA Tice's revelations! Or mine. Let the people
decide; Millions would come forward. BREACHED contracts OVERSEAS SPYING to manipulate. Massive
brainwash also in manifest! Another layer!

Summary information: CIA brainwashing “We the People” for decades engineering our lives and culture
unwittingly with mind and body control, corruptions to destroy humanity (jacketing) one against the other
divide and conquer world Domination selecting who will live. Wake up America. Wake up Washington! The

secret holocaust & WWIII in MANIFEST. Un-realized and programmed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeMZGGQ0ERk&feature=player_embedded THIS video is about the
PROCESS. WASHINGTON will be shot after the CRISIS step 4 of mind control Brainwash over decadesslow kills... Do you believe a RUSSIAN or are you targeted? They always kill you when you are done serving.
See below creating subservient civilians and torture goes on illegally anyway. Legalizing it is only for us
civilians and what is coming (N.W.O. a silent holocaust) with no recourse or redress available on civil rights.
Illusions, transmitted false thoughts, crimes infiltrated now Making it REAL. After 50 yrs of spy devices
being installed and attached today overtly as all else shadowed.

The White Rose, was formed by students at the University of Munich in 1941 after serving the GERMAN
ARMY, and executed by guillotine shouting “Long Live Freedom”-dropping leaflets in Revolution for
SOCIAL JUSTICE… http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/GERwhiterose.htm
###

JURY DEMAND
Plaintiff hereby requests a Jury Trial for all issues triable by jury including, but not limited to those, issues and
claims set forth in any amended complaint or consolidated action.

I certify that a true copy of the foregoing has been furnished in person on this 28 day of July, 2011 to the Court
Clerk Albert V. Bryan U.S. Courthouse, 401 Courthouse Square, Alexandria, VA 22314, for Summons Service to
THE Department of Justice, and US REGULAR mail to STATE OF VIRGINIA, Attorney General 900 East Main
Street Richmond, VA 23219.

Respectfully submitted,

Mireille Torjman
PO Box 57282
Washington, DC 20037
954.529.8684

